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Abstract
An Investigation into Synthesis-by-Analysis
The problem addressed in this thesis was the design of a fast, automatic method of
synthesis-by-analysis, which did not compromise the quality of the synthesis for
speed of analysis. The technique was implemented in software and used the JSRU
parallel formant synthesiser.
The thesis begins by placing the subject of speech synthesis in historical perspective
with an overview of speech production theories and their incorporation in past and
present day synthesiser designs. The technique of synthesis-by-analysis is then de
scribed and attention drawn to its many applications. As the new method of
synthesis-by-analysis requires good voicing, pitch and formant frequency control
signal values, standard methods for determining these control signals are described,
with particular attention paid to methods which employ electrolaryngographic tech
niques.
A new method of formant amplitude estimation is introduced termed ‘automatic am
plitude mapping’ (AAM), which tailors the extraction of amplitude estimates to suit
the design requirements of the synthesiser used. To improve on these initial esti
mates, the amplitude values derived from AAM are processed using neural networks
to produce optimised formant synthesiser control signals. This new technique has
been termed ‘transform synthesis’. Experiments are described which use subjective
measures to compare the quality of synthetic speech produced using AAM and trans
formed AAM values, with a reference synthesis-by-analysis method. Results are
given for a number of statistical analyses conducted using data obtained from these
experiments.
Results are also presented for experiments which investigated the effect of prosody,
speaker sex, and style on the glottal closed quotient. Initial results are given for ex
periments which attempted to incorporate such excitation specific information into
the JSRU synthesiser using a fixed voiced excitation and a dynamically varying
voiced excitation.

"Everybody shows a respectful deference to certain sounds that he and his fellows
can make. But about feelings people really know nothing. We talk with indignation
or enthusiasm; we talk about

oppression, cruelty, crime, devotion, self-sacrifice,

virtue, and we know nothing real beyond the words."
- Joseph Conrad.
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Chapter 1: An Introduction to Speech Synthesis

1.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the topic of speech synthesis, concentrating on the theory
and design of speech synthesisers. The chapter begins with a brief description of
speech synthesis starting with the early attempts at speech synthesis using mechani
cal speaking machines and ending with early electrical methods of speech synthe
sis. Following this, the chapter outlines the source-filter description of speech pro
duction. As an introduction to this,

an articulatory phonetic description of the

speech organs is presented.
Once the model of speech production has been described, the chapter considers, in
separate sections the two major components of the theory. Firstly, characteristics
and models of the voiced excitation source are described. Secondly, models of the
vocal tract transfer function are considered. This section concentrates on the digital
implementation of one type of vocal tract transfer function model, the formant syn
thesiser. Examples of this type of synthesiser are given. The chapter ends with a
description of one particular synthesiser design, the JSRU parallel formant speech
synthesiser1 (Rye and Holmes, 1982).

1.2 A Brief History of Speech Synthesis
1.2,1 Mechanical Speaking Machines
It is often stated that man’s ability to speak has set him apart from the animals and
so it was natural that in ancient history man took speech as a symbol of his divine
origin and assumed his gods were speaking gods. Hence the priests of that time tried
to make their idols appear to speak directly to the people. For example, the Oracle
of Orpheus on the Isle of Lesbos, appeared to speak. The speech was piped from the

1A software implementation of this synthesiser was used extensively throughout this work.
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priest hidden in a concealed chamber to the mouth of the idol, so predictions appear
to issue directly from the mouth of the Oracle (Brewster, 1832).
However, it was not until the renaissance that the first mechanical speech synthesis
ers started to appear. One of the earliest successful attempts was by the German
bom Christian Gottlieb Kratzenstein, who won a prize offered by the Imperial Acad
emy of St. Petersburg in 1779 for explaining physiological differences in, and mak
ing apparatus for, producing five vowels, A (father), E (they), I (machine), O (note)
and U (crwde). Kratzenstein’s apparatus shown in cross section in fig. 1.1 consisted
of five tubes, which roughly approximated the size and shape of the vocal passage
when set to produce the different sounds. All were excited by free reeds except for
the I tube, which was blown into directly in the fashion of an organ pipe (Dudley and
Tamoczy, 1950).

Fig. 1.1: Schematic of Kratzenstein’s five vowel synthesisers.
From Young’s Natural Philosophy (1845) by Dudley and Tamoczy (1950).

A much more sophisticated device was produced by the Hungarian Wolfgang von
Kempelen, detailed in the book he published in 1791 (von Kempelen, 1791). Before
starting on his speaking machine, von Kempelen had become famous for construct
ing a chess playing Turk automaton, as shown in fig. 1.2, which was in fact a fake
(the automaton was controlled by a midget, who was an expert chess player). This
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fact was admitted by von Kempelen, who stated that the chess player was not a true
automaton, its only outstanding feature being the skill of deception.

Fig. 1.2: Automaton chess player by von Kempelen.
From Golombek (1976).
However, from 1769 to 1791, von Kempelen concentrated on the design and con
struction of a mechanical speaking machine, constructing three different designs.
The final design is shown in fig. 1.3. The machine operated as follows, the right arm
rested on a set of bellows (marked ‘X ’ in fig. 1.3), which was pumped up and down,
with speech produced on the downward motion. The fingers of the right hand were
used to operate the special consonant controls (marked (rather unclearly) with
‘r ’,‘sch’, ‘n ’,‘m ’ and ‘s’ in fig. 1.3). The left hand was placed palm inward before
the bell (marked ‘C ’ in fig. 1.3). Vowel sounds were produced by working the bel
lows with the right elbow while blocking of the nostril-imitating tubes labelled ‘m ’
and ‘n ’ with the fingers of the right hand and positioning the left hand in practised
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positions about the bell. Von Kempelen claimed that in addition to the vowels, 19
consonant sounds could be produced with this machine.

Fig. 1.3: Von Kemplen’s final speaking machine.
From Dudley and Tamoczy (1950)

Sir Charles Wheatstone built a speaking machine from von Kempelen’s original de
signs which he demonstrated at the Dublin meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Sciences in August, 18351 (Dudley and Tamoczy, 1950). This ma
chine was an improvement on von Kempelen’s design because Wheatstone realised
that vowel quality was due to multiple resonances.
The device is shown in fig. 1.4. Briefly, it consisted of bellows which fed a reed
connected to a leather cylinder which acted as a vocal tract. Air was expelled from
the bellows using the left hand and the shape of the leather vocal tract modified by
the right hand. Voiced sounds were produced by passing air through the reed. Voice-

*London and Westminster Review 28 (1837); The scientific papers of Sir Charles Wheatstone
(1879), pp. 348-367; Proc. British Ass. Adv. Sri. Notices (1835), p. 141.
-
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less sounds were produced by switching the reed off and turbulent flow produced by
directing the air through a suitable alternate passage (Flanagan, 1972).

* S H " W H IS T L E v
\ N O STR IL S
bellow s

SPFPCH
SO U N D S COME
O U T HERE -

N

" S " LEV ER

RESO N A
OF
LEATHE

" S " W H IST L E

AUXILIA RY /
BELLO W S

N O ST R IL

LEA‘TUCD

-1 .-R E E D

i ^
O
• /i/ / / / \

COMPRESSED
L
* w iv irn c J O c u
A IR C H A M B E R

Fig. 1.4: Sir Charles Wheatstone’s speaking machine.
This machine was basically a reconstruction of von Kempelen’s speaking
machine. From Flanagan (1972).
Alexander Graham Bell was so impressed by Wheatstone’s speaking machine, when
he saw it as a boy, that he and his brother Melville attempted a design. On their
father’s advice, they used a cast from a human skull and moulded the vocal parts in
gutta-percha. The model contained lips, tongue, palate, teeth, pharynx and a velum
made out of rubber and cotton batting. Apparently the device worked well enough
to produce vowels and nasals (Flanagan, 1972).
In 1846 Professor Joseph Faber of Vienna demonstrated a speaking machine (Gab
riel, 1879) at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, London, which was reported to consist of
a performance where the machine would produce ordinary speech, whisper, have a
conversation and sing airs, ending with " God save the Queen" (Dudley and Tamo
czy, 1950). This machine was an advance over von Kempelen’s design because it
had variable pitch. Other researchers about that time produced speaking machines.
In 1877 Helmholtz (Helmholtz, 1954) produced a speaking machine which used a
series of tuning forks; Koening (1882) used a shaped siren.
-
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In this century Miller (1916) and Stumpf (1926) constructed machines using pipes,
Paget (1930) contributed greatly to acoustic phonetics.

Through experiment he

showed that the position of the hump of the tongue, the aperture between the hump
of the tongue and the roof of the mouth, and the cavity at the lips all played an im
portant role in determining the resonances of the vocal tract. To prove this he built a
number of devices out of plasticine, rubber and other materials which together were
capable of producing many consonant and vowel sounds.
In 1937 R. Riesz (Flanagan, 1972) designed a mechanical talker as shown in fig. 1.5.
This device consisted of a vocal tract constructed from nine movable, shaped seg
ments, the lips (1 and 2), teeth (3 and 4), tongue (5,6 and 7), pharynx (8), and velar
coupling (9). The source consisted of air forced up from a reservoir. During the pro
duction of voiced sounds, air passed through a valve into a chamber which contained
a reed. The effective length of this reed was controlled by a spring loaded key
(Reisz, 1930). Voiceless sounds were produced by passing the air via another valve.
Mechanical analogues of the vocal tract were used until very recently (e.g. Wegel,
1930; Van Den Berg, 1955; Heinz, 1958), mainly to investigate nonlinear flow phe
nomena in the vocal tract.

PITCH
NOSTRIL

VELUM
MOUTH

PHARYNX

TEETH

A IR
FROM
TANK

Fig. 1.5: Mechanical vocal tract designed by Riesz.
From Flanagan (1972).
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1.2.2 Electronic Speaking Machines
With the advent of electrical technology, the obvious applications of speech research
to telecommunications resulted in increased interest in speech synthesis. Early elec
trical methods of speech synthesis attempted to synthesise speech like sounds
through spectrum reconstruction rather than building an analogue of the vocal tract.
One of the first people to demonstrate this principle electrically was Stewart (1922),
who used two resonators excited by a buzzer to generate sustained vowel sounds, see
fig. 1.6.

Fig. 1.6: Stewart’s electrical synthesiser for vowel sounds.
From Dudley and Tamoczy (1950).

This method was extended by Wanger (1936) to four resonators.

However these

machines were too primitive to generate connected utterances. Possibly the first to
do this and one of the most famous of the electrical methods of speech synthesis was
the ‘Voder’ (VOice DEmonstratoR) (Dudley, Riesz and Watkins, 1939), first dem
onstrated at the World’s fairs of 1939 in New York and 1940 in San Francisco. The
Voder consisted of a series of ten band pass filters spanning the speech frequency
band, see fig. 1.7 which were controlled by a set of finger keys. The filters were ex
cited by either random noise or a relaxation oscillator controlled by a wrist bar.
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During voiced speech the pitch was controlled by a pedal control. Extra keys were
included to allow the production of plosive sounds.
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RELAXATION
|
OSCILLATOR VOICED
•so u rc e '

t-d
ENERGY SWITCH
H WRIST BATH
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VODER
CONSOLE
KEYBOARD

PIT C H CONTROL
PEDAL

Fig. 1.7: Schematic of the Voder.
An electrical circuit for producing speech with manual controls.
From Flanagan (1972).
The same principles used in the design of the voder were used in another method of
analysis developed by Dudley (1939), the vocoder (VOice enCODER). The voco
der uses an estimate of Fq and a series of filters spanning a portion of the speech
spectral range, these filters ‘encode’ the short term energy spectrum of the speech
signal. Speech is re-synthesised by exciting these filters with a periodic excitation
during voiced speech and a noise source during voiceless speech. The vocoder has
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proved to be a successful method of data reduction in the transmission of speech
over telecommunication networks.
In the spectrogram play-back device developed at Haskins laboratories during the
1950s by Cooper, Liberman and Borst (1951) the speech was generated as follows: a
tone wheel generated 50 harmonic tones 120 cycles apart, from 120 to 6000Hz, in
the form of light beams. A ‘cartoon’ spectrogram painted in reflecting white paint
(see fig. 1.8) was passed through the beams.

0i

Fig. 1.8: An example of the ‘cartoon’ spectrogram
The modulated light beams were then converted into sound using the amplified out
put of a phototube connected to a loudspeaker see fig. 1.9. The play-back operated
entirely on the basis of the 50 steady state harmonics of the 120Hz fundamental, and
so did not have the capacity to generate inharmonic sounds. Plosive and fricative
sounds were produced by brief tone bursts scattered through restricted frequencytime ranges. The pattern play-back produced speech of sufficient quality for a num
ber of perceptual tests to be performed using it.

4 5 * M IRROR
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Fig. 1.9: The Haskins pattern play-back device.
From Cooper et al. (1951).
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Synthesisers such as the voder and pattern play-back were methods which copied the
time-varying spectral characteristics of a sound. Latter synthesisers were designed
using a model of the vocal tract. A brief history and description of a number of these
synthesisers is delayed until after a description of the theory on which they are based
has been presented.
The acoustic theory of speech production can be most readily appreciated if it is de
scribed in parallel with a brief description of the human mechanism of speech pro
duction.

1.3 An Articulatory Description of Speech Production
Articulatory phonetics attempts to describe the production of the linguistically im
portant sounds of a language in terms of the vocal organs. The articulators are
shown in fig. 1.10.

nose

upper teeth
hara\ ^
p*[J t e \ /

alveolar ridge

P ^ ate (ve^um)

upper
lower

tongue
pharynx
low er teeth

larynx

Fig. 1.10: The articulators.
From Roach (1983).
Speech sounds are classed as either voiced or voiceless, depending on the activity of
the vocal folds. Voiced sounds are produced when the vocal folds are set in regular
motion. Most voiced sounds are produced on a pulmonic eggressive air stream. That
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is air expelled from the lungs through muscular action. Voiceless sounds are those
which are produced when the vocal folds are not vibrating. The sound pressure wave
generated by vibration of the vocal folds or other tract articulators is modified by the
vocal tract in two ways a) through the modification of the spectral distribution of en
ergy in the sound wave, b) the vocal tract can contribute to the generation of sound
e.g. Stops.
The ‘place’ of articulation is described as the point of narrowest constriction in the
vocal tract. While the ‘manner’ of articulation describes how the tongue is posi
tioned at the place of articulation. For example, in the case of nasal sounds the oral
cavity is completely occluded at some place of articulation and the velum lowered so
that the sound may escape through the nasal cavity. The type of nasal produced de
pends on the ‘place’ of articulation but the nasal was produced due to the ‘manner’
of articulation. In phonetics consonants are normally described in terms of voice,
place and manner and vowel sounds are described in terms of the position of the
highest point of the tongue in the vocal tract and the position of the lips.
This brief discussion can only give a flavour of the types of classification used by
phoneticians. For a detailed description of the above see (Gimson, 1980; Ladefoged,
1982; Roach, 1983). The description of speech production above, was given from
an articulatory perspective, the next section describes a mathematically attractive
model of speech production.

1.4 The Source-Filter Description of Speech Production
This section presents a summary of the general theory of the source-filter description
of speech production. For a detailed account see Fant (1960). The theory is exem
plified in the block diagram shown in Fig. 1.11. In this diagram a number of inter
connecting filter sections representing different parts of the vocal tract are driven by
a source. Although this description used different terminology to the articulatory de
scription given in the previous section, it is clear that essentially they are the same in
approach.
-
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The transfer function of these filters is defined as "the frequency dependent ratio of
the pressure in the sound field at a point in front of the speaker to the pressure of the
sound source" (Fant, 1960). This definition can be symbolically represented by the
product P = S.T where P represents the speech in the sound field in front of the
mouth, S is the source and T the transfer function of the vocal tract filter.

Nasal
cavities

Source
Internal
impedance

Pharynx

Mouth
cavities

Nasal
output

Oral
output

Fig. 1.11: Schematic representation of the production of sounds
It is now possible to relate the technical terms of source and transfer function to the
previously described phonetic terms of phonation (voicing) and articulation (the
modification of the sound pressure waveform by the positioning to the tongue,lips
and velum, etc). The source for voiced sounds is due to vocal fold vibration (see sec
tion 1.5 for a more comprehensive description). Voiced sounds are characterised by
the presence of periodicity, expressed by T q , the duration of one complete larynx pe
riod or by the inverse of this value, known as the fundamental frequency ( Fq =
1/Tq). Pitch and fundamental frequency are not synonymous but are often incor
rectly used interchangeably due to their close correspondence. Fundamental pitch is
a tonal sensation as perceived by a human listener while fundamental frequency is a
property of the physical system.
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The human voiced source could be more accurately described as quasi-periodic. The
period changes slightly from cycle to cycle. Voiceless sounds are characterised as
being non periodic in nature and can be sub-divided into continuous if the sound is
sustainable or interrupted if the sound is intrinsically of a short duration. Continu
ous voiceless sounds are turbulent, that is produced by turbulent air flow caused by
friction due to a constriction within the vocal tract, for example the voiceless silibant
fricative /s/ ( the ‘s’ sound in six), is due to friction at a grooved constriction in the
oral cavity produced by the blade of the tongue at the alveolar ridge. Transient
voiceless sounds are produced by air pressure being built up behind a constriction at
the glottis or in the supra glottal cavity and then being suddenly released, so produc
ing an audible explosion. For example the voiceless bilabial plosive /p/ (the sound
‘p ’ in play) is produced through the sudden release of pressure which had built up
behind a complete closure of the oral cavity at the lips, voiceless sounds, (some
times termed unvoiced) are described as being generated by a noise source. Fant
(1960) states that the term voiced may be considered a source category or a feature
of the speech wave, and lists four possible types of source:
a. No source (silence)
b. Voiced source only
c. Mixed voiced source and noise source
d. Noise source only (one or several)
Voiceless sounds need not be generated at the glottis but as mentioned above can be
produced at many places in the supra glottal cavity. The glottal noise source is re
stricted to glottal fricatives (the h-sound) and aspirated sounds. The decomposition
of speech production into a source filter description can be better explained through
a simple example. Consider the production of a voiced sound such as a vowel. The
source is vocal fold vibration at the glottis. The glottis presents a high impedance to
the vocal tract so that the source may be considered to consist of pulsed air flow
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through the glottis at the voicing period. Figure 1.12 shows the shape of a typical
glottal pulse time domain waveform.

Fig. 1.12: An example of typical glottal air flow.
The source can be expressed as a harmonic spectrum IS(f)l by Fourier transforming
the time waveform figure 1.13(a), while the magnitude spectrum of the transfer func
tion of the vocal tract can be expressed as IT(f)l figure 1.13(b). Using the symbolised
equation described above the magnitude spectrum of the radiated vowel can be ex
pressed as:
IP(f)l = IS(f)l IT(f)l

see figure 1.13(c). The phase of each harmonic of the radiated vowel is the sum of
the phase of the corresponding source harmonic and the phase of the transfer func
tion, which can be expressed as:
fp(f) = fs (f) + fT(f)
Fant (1960) claims "this is a process of synthesis which can be materialised and con
trolled in any detail in a speaking machine". However, the realisation of such a
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speaking machine has proved more difficult than this simple statement suggests. The
peaks in figure 1.13(c) are referred to as formants.
Amp
S(f)
(a)
Freq.
Amp.
T(f)

Freq.
Amp.
P(f)

Freq.
Fig. 1.13: An example of the production of a vowel sound
(a) Harmonic source spectrum S(f).
(b) Vocal tract transfer function T(f).
(c) Source spectrum S(f) multiplied with vocal tract T(f)
to produce P(f), the radiated vowel.
Formants are labelled Fl,F2,F3,etc., in the order they occur in the frequency scale. It
is clear from figures 1.13(a),(b),(c) that the formant structure of a given sound is pro
duced by a combination of the resonance characteristics of the vocal tract and the
harmonic structure of the source. Changes in vocal effort or fundamental period will
result in changes in the intensity of the formants. However, the theory states that to a
first order approximation the source is independent of the vocal tract and thus for
mants can only change position as a result of changes in articulation. Any apparent
association between the harmonic structure of the source and a formant is coinciden
tal.
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The essence of the theory just described, is that characteristics of the source and vo
cal tract can be examined independently. This approach is adopted here, in the de
scription of these two topics.

1.5 Models of the Voiced Source
This section briefly describes the organs used in the production of voiced speech and
then goes on to consider various models of the human voiced source. Presently
many synthesisers only use a basic model of the voiced source but many researchers
(e.g. Klatt 1980, 1987; Karlsson, 1989; Carslon et al., 1989; Howard and Breen
1989; Javkin et al., 1989) believe that better synthesis will only be achieved through
better modelling of the voiced source.
Voiced source models may be divided up into two basic approaches. Those which
attempt to model the mechanics of production and those which attempt to model the
the glottal flow excitation directly1. Voiced sounds are produced at the larynx by pe
riodic vibration of the vocal folds. The larynx consists of a structure of cartilage as
shown if fig. 1.14.

F a lse Vocal
Fold

Ve nt ri c le
— of t h e

Lar ynx

Thyroarytenoid
(vocal) Muscle

Fig. 1.14: Diagram of the larynx.
From Borden and Harris (1980).
*In chapter six of this thesis methods of analysis and synthesis which use the latter
approach to modelling will be described.
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From this diagram it is clear that the larynx contains a number of interlocking com
ponents. The two major components being the thyroid cartilage and the cricoid carti
lage. Below which are the tracheal rings, a less substantial body of cartilage. In men
the thyroid cartilage is set at a slight angle. The front of which is commonly termed
the Adam’s Apple. Within the thyroid and cricoid cartilages are the vocal folds
which consist of two fleshy membranes attached by the vocalis muscle to the inside
wall of the thyroid cartilage. The tension of the vocal folds is mainly governed by
the vocalis muscles which form the body of the vocal folds. This muscle is covered
by the mucosa and lamina propria, layers of tissue with differing degrees of stiffness.

Vocalis m.(int. or med. part
of thyroarytenoid m.)

Notch o f thyroid c.

Lat. thyroarytenoid m.

Glottis (rima glottidis),
Cricothyroid m.

Ant. cricothyroid I.
Ventricular I.
(thyroarytenoid band
or false vocal folds)
Vocal I. (inf
thyroarytenoid band)

Conus elasticus
Vocal I.
(vocal fold)

Criooid c.

Vocal process of.
arytenoid c.

Lat. cricoarytenoid m.

Apex of arytenoid c

Trans, arytenoid m.

Muscular process of
arytenoid c.

Post, cricoarytenoid m.

Fig. 1.15: Diagram of superior view of the larynx.
From Hess (1983)
Figure 1.15 shows that the vocal folds are brought together and attached to the front
of the thyroid cartilage while at the back they are attached to a pair of small carti
lages called the arytenoids. The arytenoids can be used to control the gap between
the vocal folds (the glottis). During normal breathing the vocal folds are held apart,
while during phonation the vocal folds are repeatedly brought together. The tension
in the folds is adjusted by tilting the thyroid cartilage which is used to control the
-
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fundamental period, as a result the length of the vocal folds may increase by as
much as 4mm.
A fundamental period can be simplistically divided into two portions, an open-glottis
portion (open phase) where the sub-glottal cavity is connected to the supra glottal
cavity and a closed-glottis portion where the sub-glottal cavity is separated from the
supra glottal cavity. There have been two opposing theories on the mechanics of vo
cal fold vibration Husson (1962), proposed that the laryngeal muscles are activated
at the fundamental period rate. The vocal folds would under go forced vibration in
synchrony with a impulsive nerve current.
The alternative and favoured theory proposed by van den Berg (1957,1958) explains
vocal fold vibration without resorting to a synchronous excitation nerve. In this the
ory, during the closed portion (closed phase) of a glottal cycle a pressure difference
builds up between the pressure in the lungs and trachea and the external atmospheric
pressure. The sub-glottal pressure exerted on the vocal folds forces them to move
apart. Once the folds start to move apart air passes through the glottis. The particle
velocity of the air through the glottis is high and a Bernoulli force is induced which
tends to draw the vocal folds back together, eventually closing the glottis. This proc
This theory is called the myoelas-

ess is repeated over and over again.
tic!aerodynamic theory of phonation.

Due to the internal structure of the vocal folds the manner in which the folds part is
complex. Figure 1.16 shows one vibratory cycle of the vocal folds according to a
model proposed by Hirano (1976) and Lecluse (1977) which attempts to accurately
model the behaviour of the various layers of the vocal folds.

Fig. 1.16: Schematic of the vocal fold movement.
Based on Lecluse (1977).
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It is clear from figure 1.16 that the vocal folds peel apart from the bottom during a
glottal cycle.
There have been a number of vocal fold models varying in complexity from simple
one mass system models or two mass system models to 16 mass systems which are
capable of modelling vertical shear effects and lateral mucosal effects (Titze, 1984).
Figure 1.17 is of a two mass system of the form proposed by Flanagan and Ishizaka
(1978). The model consists of two masses Mj and M2 one for the inferior section of

/ / / / / /
| T1 3 s l l r 2 } s 2

T rac h ea

Vocal Tract

7 ^7 / / / /

U - Vocal
1
Cords ^
Fig. 1.17: Two mass vocal fold model.
the vocal folds and one for the superior section including the vocal fold ligament.
Associated with each mass is a stiffness s^ and S2 and a resistance r^ and ^ which
tend to return the mass to a rest position if it has been displaced by an external force.
The masses are coupled by the coupling force which models the restoring force tend
ing to pull the two masses to their equilibrium position.
More recently finite element analysis has been used to model the vocal folds (Iijima,
Miki and Nobuo, 1989). In these models the air flow through the glottis is assumed
to be a viscous fluid flow, and the vocal folds are assumed to be viscoelastic bodies.
Such numerical methods of voiced source modelling are complex and computation
ally expensive.
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The models described above have all attempted to model the mechanics of the vocal
folds. Fant (1979); Fant, Liljencrants and Qi-Lin (1985) have attempted to model
the time-domain contour of the excitation signal without reference to the larynx
physiology, basing the model on early examinations of glottal flow and inverse fil
tering techniques. Such models have recently been applied to synthesis by rule sys
tems. The simplicity of these models is due to the small number of parameters used.
Chapter six will describe a set of experiments which attempt to improve the natural
ness of copy synthetic speech using Fant’s three parameter model (F-model), where
the parameters are frequency, amplitude, and steepness. The three parameter model
consisted of three phases:
1) The glottal flow U (t) during the glottal opening phase (pulse rise time), is mod©

elled with a cosine function:
Ugw
(t) = 1/2Uo v(1 - c o scgOr

0 < t < TP = 1/2Fg

Where Tp represents the rise time and the normalised glottal frequency cog is given
by:
to = 2pF_
g
F g
and the glottal frequency F is given by:
©

F = 1/2T

g

P

Which is related to Fq by :
Rg = F g /Fo
the ratio R varies within the range 80-180%, representing soft to pressed voice.
o
2) The descending branch t < t < (T + arcos (K+l/K)/co )
r

5

r

Ug(t) = U0[Kcoscog(t-Tp) - K+l]
where UQ is the peak glottal flow.
3) The closed-glottis interval.
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U (t) = 0 ;

(Tp + arcos (K+l/K)/cog ) < t < TQ

The parameter K is the steepness factor. As K increases, the spectral slope de
creases.
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Fig. 1.18: Diagram of the LF-model of differential glottal flow.
The F-model exhibited a discontinuity at the flow peak which added a secondary
weak excitation (Fant, 1979). This model, was superseded by the Liljencrant - Fant
model (LF-model) which removed the discontinuity at the flow peak. The LF-model
describes the glottal flow derivative with four independent parameters. Three of
these pertain to the frequency, amplitude and exponential growth of a sinusoid. The
fourth parameter is a time constant of an exponential recovery, (known as the return
phase) from the point of maximum closing discontinuity towards maximum closure.
Figure 1.18 shows a graph of the LF-model of differentiated glottal flow. The first
part shows an exponentially increasing sinusoid which, after having reached the
negative value E returns to the origin through an exponentially decaying return
V

phase with time constant Tft. Tp as above represents the rise time of the flow. The
ratio Ee/E- of the negative peak Ee to the positive maximum E^ is related to the spec
tral energy well above F and the level of the voiced fundamental. Increasing T has
©

the perceptual effect of reducing the glottal flow derivative spectrum beyond the
nominal -6db/oct. An example of how this model has been applied to a synthesis by
rule system is given in Carlson et al. (1989).
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1.6 Models of the Vocal Tract Transfer Function
As with models of the voiced source, vocal tract models can be divided into two ap
proaches, articulatory models and terminal analogue models. Articulatory synthe
sis, as the name implies models the distribution of incremental pressures and volume
velocities in a tube shaped like the vocal tract. These models are constructed from a
number of small sections, each section modelling a particular portion of the vocal
tract. In the first articulatory models such as Dunn (1950) and Stevens et al. (1953),
each section used a transmission line analogue. Fig. 1.19 show an example of this
type of model.

e
Am pi

3

ph a ry n x

Fig. 1.19: Diagram of the electrical line analog LEA (Fant, 1958), which was
similar in design to the models used by Dunn (1950) and Stevens et al. (1953).
The instrument comprised of 45 cascaded LC low-pass filters simulating the
vocal cavities. From Fant (1959).
A ‘buzz’ source was used during voiced speech and for voiceless sounds noise was
injected at the desired point of constriction along the vocal tract. These early mod
els were static, requiring hand adjustment of the filter sections. However later mod
els included dynamically variable filter control Rosen (1958) and an extra branch for
nasal sounds Hecker (1962).
The development of articulatory models and to an even greater extent terminal ana
logue models were accelerated by the introduction of the sound spectrogram (Koe-
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ning et al, 1946; Potter et al, 1947) which gave greater insight into the frequency po
sitions of vowel and other speech sounds. Terminal analogue models (Flanagan,
1957) unlike articulatory models did not attempt to model the characteristics of the
vocal tract. Instead these ‘formant synthesisers’ built up the desired vocal tract
transfer function from a small number of dynamically variable resonators.
The first formant synthesisers to contain dynamically variable resonators were pro
duced by Lawrence (1953) with PAT (Parametric Artificial Talker) and Fant (1953)
with OVEI (Orator Verbis Electris). PAT consisted of three electrical formant reso
nators connected in parallel while OVE I on the other hand consisted of resonators
connected in series. PAT had the capacity to produce voiced sounds using a ’buzz’
source and voiceless sounds using a noise source. OVE I was restricted to vowel
like sounds. In PAT the resonators were dynamically altered by means of scanning a
glass slide on which were painted the required signal voltages. Fig. 1.20 shows an
example of this glass slide. In OVE I the two lowest formant resonators were varied
in frequency by movements in two dimensions of a mechanical arm.
Both synthesisers under went a number of revisions and modifications, PAT was
converted from a parallel configuration to a cascade of filters (Anthony and Law
rence, 1962). OVE I evolved into OVE II (Fant and Martony, 1962) and OVE ID
(Liljencrants, 1968) with the inclusion of a static branch for nasal sounds and a cas
cade of filters designed to model the transfer function of frication noise excitation in
the vocal tract in OVE II see fig. 1.21, and the inclusion of digitally controlled syn
thesiser parameters in OVE HI.

‘How d'you do?’

Fig. 1.20: Time graphs of the required signal voltages painted on a glass
slide. The length of the time scale is about 1 sec. From Lawrence (1950).
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Fig. 1.21: Diagram of the OVE II synthesiser.
This synthesiser consists of three separate branches, for the production of
(top) vowels, (middle) nasals, aspiration and (bottom) fricatives.
From Klatt (1987).

More recently designers of formant synthesisers have abandoned electronic circuitry
in favour of simulation on digital computers or implementation on special purpose
hardware. Gold and Rabiner (1968) and Rabiner (1968) simulated a synthesiser in
FORTRAN using a then large (GE 645) computer. Fig. 1.22 shows a diagram of this
synthesiser. This cascade synthesiser included the new features of a voiced fricative
excitation network, a method of producing a voice bar and a simple high pole correc
tion circuit. Two of the most commonly used synthesisers simulated in software in
clude the Klatt synthesiser (Klatt, 1980), shown schematically in fig. 1.23 and the
JSRU parallel formant speech synthesiser (Holmes et al. 1973, 1983) shown in fig.
1.24.
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Fig. 1.22: Block diagram of Rabiner’s speech synthesiser.
From Rabiner (1968).
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Fig. 1.23: Block diagram of the Klatt casscade/parallel formant synthesiser.
From Klatt (1983).
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Fig. 1.24: Block diagram of the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser.
From Rye and Holmes (1982).

All the above synthesisers were designed using the source filter theory of speech
production. However, while they agree on the theory, they do not on the implemen
tation. Some synthesisers were implemented using a cascade of resonators (Fant,
1953, Rabiner, 1968), while others have adopted a parallel configuration (Lawrence,
1953; Holmes, 1973).
Recently formant synthesisers have adopted a hybrid approach most notably Klatt
(1980) where cascaded resonators are used to model sonarant sounds and parallel
resonators are used to model obsturents. Basically cascade designs are better at
modelling vowel sounds than parallel designs. Also as the resonators are cascaded
individual formant amplitude controls are not needed. On the other hand parallel de
signs are less sensitive to noise, and since individual formant amplitude controls are
-
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required, there is greater flexiblity in the type of sounds they can produced. This is a
particular advantage when modelling obstruent sounds. A detailed discussion on the
relative merits of cascade and parallel formant synthesiser designs can be found in
Holmes (1983).

1.7 The JSRU Parallel Formant Synthesiser
This section describes in more detail the general structure of a software implementa
tion of the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser (Rye and Holmes, 1982) as a large por
tion of the work described in this thesis was implemented using this design. De
tailed descriptions of particular aspects of the synthesiser design will be covered
later in the thesis in the appropriate chapters.

Unvoiced
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G e n e ra to r

Unvoiced
Excitation

O u tp u t
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A rea
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ALF
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F3

Control Signal I n te r p re te r

C ontrol Signals

Fig. 1.25: Overview of the JSRU parallel formant speech synthesiser.
From Rye and Holmes (1982).
A block diagram of the functional components of the synthesiser are shown in
fig. 1.25. The diagram shows that the synthesiser is controlled by twelve signals, of
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which nine control the formant frequencies and amplitudes and the other three as
pects of the voiced excitation, see table 1.1. The control signals are updated at a
frame rate of 10ms (100 frames per second), and all the operations of the synthesiser
are completed one frame at a time before passing on to the next frame. The states of
all variables that require continuity across frame boundaries are stored at the end of
each frame operation for use in synthesising the next frame. Synthetic speech sam
ples are produced at a sampling rate of 10kHz and contained frequency information
up to 4.5kHz1.
Before synthesising, all the control signals except the degree of voicing control sig
nal are resampled at a rate higher than the frame rate and smoothed by low-pass fil
tering to produce smoothly varying parameters. There is however, prevision to al
low fast formant amplitude and frequency transitions to occur.
The operation of the twelve control signals can be modified by changing parameter
constants stored in a text file. Table 1.2 gives default values for these parameters.

1Recently the spectral bandwidth of the JSRU synthesiser has been increased from 4.5kHz to 8kHz
(Holmes et al., 1990).

No.

Sym.

Description

Min

Max

1

ALF

Amp. control, FN formant (dB)

1

63

2

Al

Amplitude of FI formant (dB)

1

63

3

A2

Amplitude of F2 formant (dB)

1

63

4

A3

Amplitude of F3 formant (dB)

1

63

5

AHF

Amp. high freq. formant (dB)

1

63

6

FN

Freq. of nasal formant (Hz)

7

FI

Freq. of first formant (Hz)

8

F2

Freq. of second formant (Hz)

9

F3

Freq. of third formant (Hz)

10

FO

Quantised log fundam. Freq.

1

63

11

VMIX

Degree of voicing: 1 - voiceless
to 63 - fully-voiced.

1

63

12

IMS

Glottal pulse Mark/Space ratio.
Controls the length of the open
period with respect to the funda
mental freq.

1

63

Formant ffeq.s in
the range 100Hz
to 3825Hz quan
tised to 256 val
ues. Individual
formant freq.
range specified in
the params file.

Table 1.1 List of dynamically variable control signals
for the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser.

The values shown in table 1.2 where used to synthesise speech throughout this thesis
except were explicitly stated otherwise.
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SRATE = 20000.0
FRATE = 100.0
CRATEF = 5000.0
CRATEX = 2000.0
FQLOW = 100.0
FQSTEP = 15.0
BWLOW = 0.0
BWSTEP = 10.0
FOSCAL = 25.0
FOBASE = 2.0
DBSTEP = 1.0
AOFFDN = 4.0
FOFFDN = 490.0
SCALDN = 400.0
CONTS = 0.0
GRPL = 0.6
XSCALE = 3800.0
FOI = 180.0
GCLF = 28.4
SIL = 5.0
GOUV = 2.0
ISQTHR = 28
LSQTHR = 19

Internal frame rate. (Hz) }
Control signal update rate (Hz) }
Internal formant control signal frame rate (Hz) }
Excitation sample rate (Hz) }
Lowest formant freq. (Hz) }
Formant freq. incremental step (Hz) }
Minimum bandwidth value (Hz) }
Incremental bandwidth step size (H z)}
Lowest Fo value (Hz) }
Numerical base used in table construction }
Formant amplitude minimum step interval (dB )}
Nasalisation control vaiable (db)}
Nasalisation control variable (H z)}
Nasalisation control}
Variable used to define duration of open phase }
Variable used to define duration of open phase }
Scaling contant applied to voiced and unvoiced excitations.}
unvoiced excitation scaling factor }
Zero freq. gain of the synthesiser }
Dur. of excit. sil. used in the prod, of impulsive sounds (ms)}
Glottal area value for voiceless sounds }
Squeak and plop catching threshold }

{ Parameters for controling the formants individually are stored as arrays.
The array element order is FI, F2, F3, FHF, FHUV, FN }
FLFLIM = 115.0 730.0 1510.0 3500.0 3500.0 95.0
{ Formant low freq. limits }
FINCRM = 15.0 30.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 5.0
{ Formant freq. increments }
BDWTAB = 60.0 70.0 90.0 200.0 310.0 180.0 { BW values before modifications }
BDWMOD = 0.0 200.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 { Max excitation sync. BW mods }
BDWNAS = 0.0 120.0 70.0 90.0 0.0 0.0
{ Max BW mods due to nasalisation }
{ Max excitation sync. Freq. mods }
FQMOD = 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
{ voice mix formant offsets }
DVOFFS = 16.0 12.0 8.0 4.0 0.0 20.0
{ Formant gain/polarity values }
FMGAIN * 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0
IFRECL = 16
IAMPCL = 12
IPOCL = 7
ALFCON =T RUE
GLOTTAL PULSE SHAPE
IEXPAT
5555555444
4433322211
1 0 0 0 - 1 - 1 - 1-2 -2 -2
-3 -3 -3 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -5 -5
-5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -8 -8 -8 -7 -7
.7 -7 -7 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -5 -5
-5 -4-4-3 -3 -3 -2 -2-1-1
0127
GLOTTAL AREA SHAPE
IGAPAT
1 2 3 4 5 7 911 12 14
15 15 14 13 107 3 0

{ Threshold value to switch of signal smoothing)
{ Use ALF control}
{ Stored glottal pulse shape using 72 samples }
{ 8 bit quantised, -128 to 127 }

{ Stored glottal area using 18 samples }
{ 4 bit quantised, 0 -15 }

Table 1.2 An example of the JSRU synthesiser’s parameter file.
The comments in brackets have been included for readability and are not normally
found in the text file used by the synthesiser. A complete explanation of all the
variables described above can be found in Rye and Holmes (1982).
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Chapter 2: Overview o f the Thesis

2.1 Introduction
This chapter begins by introducing the technique of synthesis-by-analysis, often
called ‘copy synthesis’ and briefly describes one well established method of analysis
which will be used later in the thesis as a reference. An important application of
synthesis-by-analysis is then considered. The final section presents an overview of
the thesis and briefly describes the chapter layout.

2.2 What is Synthesis-by-Analysis?
The aim of synthesis-by-analysis is to produce synthetic speech which is as percep
tually close to the original speech data as possible given the constraints imposed by
the synthesiser design.

2.3 The Reference Method of Synthesis-by-Analysis
Holmes (1973) used synthesis-by-analysis to demonstrate that the JSRU parallel
formant synthesiser was capable of producing synthetic male speech which was al
most indistinguishable from the original. To achieve this he had spent a number of
months hand editing synthesiser control signals. However other possible applica
tions of copy synthesis require a less time and manpower intensive approach to
synthesis-by-analysis. One established automatic method of producing good quality
copy synthesis (Seevoir, Holmes and Judd, 1976; Dupree, 1978) proceeds as fol
lows. Each frame of control signals used to model the spectral envelope is con
structed from a number of candidate values which are extracted from a smoothed
wide band FFT spectrum of the speech. The best control signals for a frame are se
lected from the candidates, by repeatedly re-synthesising and least squares matching,
likely combinations of candidate control signals with the spectrum of the original
speech pressure waveform. Although the synthesis resulting from this approach is
normally of a high quality, the technique is computationally intensive, running on a
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Micro VAX 3600 it takes around three hours to analyse one second of speech. This
method of synthesis will be used later as a benchmark for assessing the performance
of the new copy synthesis method and also to construct training data for MLP net
works. It is referred to throughout the thesis as the reference method of synthesisby-analysis.

2.4 Applications of Synthesis-by-Analysis
There are a number of applications in telecommunications where synthesis-byanalysis represents an attractive option. For example, services such as database en
quiry systems require the storage of good quality speech for message output. Effi
cient storage of such messages is of considerable importance and so present day sys
tems which require the storage of large amounts of speech use compression
techniques to reduce the storage overhead. Table 2.1 shows a number of speech cod
ing strategies commonly used for storing messages.

Data rate
(kbit/s)

Method of Analysis

-6 4

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) of the speech waveform,
8 bits per sample.

-3 2

Adaptive Differential Coding (ADPCM)

-1 0

Multi-Pulse Linear Predictive Coding (MPLPC)

-6

Parallel Formant Synthesis - Fixed Frame Rate

-4

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)

- 2 -4

Parallel Formant Synthesis - Variable Frame Rate

- 0.1

Text-to Speech System

Table 2.1 Commonly used methods of speech analysis
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It is clear from table 2.1 that as the data rate drops more sophisticated models of pro
duction are required. Stored speech generated by synthesis-by-analysis represents a

Source
Speech

Synthesiser
Parameters

Feature extraction

Fig. 2.1: Formant analysis by directed feature extraction

Re-circulating store for
source speech

Compare

Synthesiser

Speech

Output
Error
measure

Synthesiser
parameters

Fig. 2.2: Formant analysis viewed as a parameter optimisation problem.
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compromise between efficiency of storage and speech quality. Text-to-speech sys
tems while being far more efficient in storage, cannot presently match the natural
ness of speech produced by copy synthesis techniques. A further advantage in using
speech generated by formant synthesis is the comparative ease with which message
segments can be concatenated.
Apart from the above applications, experimenting with synthesis-by-analysis in a
formal manner aids researchers in understanding how to drive formant synthesisers.
Such information can be used to improve the naturalness of speech generated by
synthesis-by-rule systems which employ formant synthesis. For example improve
ments in the naturalness of speech generated from text may be observed when
formant synthesisers are driven by a sophisticated model of the voiced excitation
(Karlsson, 1989).

2.5 Overview of the Thesis
The majority of the thesis describes a computationally efficient method of synthesisby-analysis which is capable of producing copy synthetic speech of comparable
quality to that produced by the reference method of synthesis-by-analysis described
above.
The problem of obtaining suitable formant control signals can be viewed simplistically in two ways (Hughes, 1988), either as a feature estimation and extraction prob
lem or as a parametric optimisation problem, see fig. 2.1 and fig. 2.2. In the first
approach formant synthesiser control signals are estimated using techniques which
assume an underlying vocal tract model during analysis. Inevitably the performance
of such techniques are limited by the underlying assumptions upon which they are
based. When these assumptions are false or difficult to implement the synthesis pro
duced is poor. The difficulty encountered by researchers in reliably obtaining good
formant tracks is an example of this. An alternative approach is to imagine control
signal estimation to be a parametric optimisation procedure, where the control signal
values are elements of a multi-dimensional vector. In this approach fewer assump
-
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tions about the nature of the speech signal are made. As a consequence the task of
finding an appropriate parameter vector is greatly complicated. For example in the
JSRU parallel formant synthesiser (Holmes, 1973; Rye and Holmes, 1982) there are
2^ different choices for each control signal in the synthesis vector which consists of
ZTA

a minimum of ten control signals, giving a total of 2

possible combinations.

While in theory there is a vector which measured against some criteria will minimise
the difference between the synthesised frame and the original speech, traversing such
a large dimensional space to find such a point is a difficult task. Fortunately given
reasonable initial estimates iterative procedures such as the one described earlier can
find local minima in an acceptable length of time. The disadvantages of such meth
ods are as follows: the performance of parametric optimisation methods are depend
ent on the initial estimates. Iterative procedures are time consuming and finally,
while such procedures are optimal in one sense they are also limited in others, as
they give little insight into the nature of speech production or the theories used to
model it.
The synthesis method described in this thesis is a hybrid, falling mainly into the first
category, as it attempts to produce good quality synthetic speech by considering each
synthesiser control signal as a feature to be extracted from the speech signal.

The

initial estimation stage attempts to determine good control signal values using the
most robust1 and appropriate analysis methods. However, once initial values have
been extracted, a non-parametric optimisation strategy is adopted to improve these
estimates. The method is implemented as an automatic procedure to ensure informa
tion is incorporated in a formal manner. The resulting synthesis is compared against
the reference parametric method of synthesis to produce, where possible, statistically
meaningful results in an attempt to avoid idiosyncratic quality assessment. The
synthesis-by-analysis method is shown schematically in fig. 2.3 and follows closely

lrThe term ‘robust’ is used here to suggest that the estimation method considered is reliable i.e. not
prone to failure.
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Lx
Determine excitation
points (Tx) in voiced
speech

Determine
Fn from
Tx

Determine
voicing
fromTx

< - - -

Described in
appendix A

Raw
formant
estimation
and tracking

chapter 3
Convert to synthesiser
control signals
Described in
chapter 4
Perform amplitude
mapping

Described in
chapter 5

Perform amplitude
transformation using
MLPs

OQ modifications
to fixed excitation

Described in
appendix G

Inclusion of dy
namic excitation

Synthesis

Described in
chapter six.

Sp
Fig. 2.3: Schematic diagram of the synthesis-by-analysis method.
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the contents of the thesis chapters. This diagram is now described through an out
line of the contents of the following chapters.
The following chapters can be roughly divided into three portions, an introduction,
in which the topic of the chapter (and a brief description of the sectioning within the
chapter) are presented, the body of the chapter, where the topic is discussed in gen
eral terms and a final section where the subject of the chapter is related to the design
of the JSRU synthesiser. This section will in a number of chapters also include re
sults of experiments conducted using the JSRU synthesiser.
Chapter three considers the problems of determining accurate estimates for voicing,
fundamental frequency and formant frequency tracks. These subjects are considered
in some detail as they are fundamental to the production of good synthesis using the
new analysis procedure.
Chapter four introduces a method of obtaining good formant control signal ampli
tude estimates called ‘automatic amplitude mapping’ (AAM), which takes care to ac
commodate specific synthesiser design requirements. Subjective testing is used to
compare the quality of synthesis produced using this method with the ‘reference’
method of synthesis-by-analysis. This chapter uses extensively the results of the
analyses described in chapter three.
Chapter five introduces a non-parametric method of amplitude transformation which
attempts to transform the formant control signal amplitude estimates, obtained using
AAM (described in chapter four) into optimised control signal values. MLPs are
used to accomplish this. As in chapter four subjective tests are used to assess the
quality of the resulting synthesis.
Chapter six investigates various aspects of the voiced excitation source and exam
ines how specific voiced source effects can be incorporated into the JSRU synthe
siser. Excitation specific effects are considered in two ways. Firstly, through modifi
cations to two control signals, the mark/space ratio (which controls the duration of
the open phase) and the degree of voicing. These experiments used the internally
-
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generated fixed voiced excitation waveform. Secondly, by the inclusion of a dynami
cally varying voiced excitation source, derived from analyses of the speech and
laryngographic signals.
The final chapter, pulls together the results described in previous chapters and at
tempts to draw conclusions. The chapter ends with a brief discussion on future
work.
The thesis also contains a number of comprehensive appendices. Appendix A, con
siders in detail laryngographic techniques. Appendix B introduces in some detail the
theory of linear predictive analysis. Appendix C gives a brief history of the develop
ment of neural networks up to and including present day trends and in addition, pre
sents a detailed discussion of many of the most important considerations when de
signing MLP networks.
There are also four other substantial appendices in addition to the ‘background’ ap
pendices mentioned above. Appendices D, E and F contain, respectively, details of
the data used in the training and assessment of the new synthesis-by-analysis
method. A detailed account of the statistical analyses carried out in the assessment
of the synthetic speech produced by the AAM analysis step and a detailed account of
the statistical analyses carried out in the assessment of the transform synthesis analy
sis step. Finally, appendix G consists of a colloquium paper which contains experi
mental results of subjective tests conducted to assess the improvement in synthetic
speech, produced through modifications to the JSRU synthesiser’s excitation control
signal (considered in chapter 6). These important topics were included as appendi
ces to allow the reader to gain quickly an overview of the major points of the thesis.
A reader interested in the details of a particular procedure can then re-read the rele
vant chapter, while referring to the appropriate appendices as required.
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Chapter 3: Voicing, Fo and Formant Frequency Determination

3.1 Introduction
The major topic of this thesis, is the estimation of appropriate values for the formant
amplitude control signals of the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser. This chapter dis
cusses the determination of suitable values for five synthesiser control signals, which
under-pin this work. The five control signals are, the degree of voicing control sig
nal, the fundamental frequency control signal and the formant frequency control sig
nals FI, F2 and F3.
The methods used to determine these five control signals are linked through the use
of a single analysis technique, that of electro-laryngography. An introduction to
electro-laryngographic methods of analysis using a device called the laryngograph is
described in appendix A. The laryngograph will be used as an analysis tool through
out this thesis.
The chapter begins with a brief overview of points relevant to voicing determination.
Two differing methods of voicing determination using the laryngograph are pre
sented and the method used in this thesis is described. The first section ends with a
detailed description of synthesiser specific aspects of voicing determination.
The second section begins with a brief overview of points relevant to fundamental
frequency estimation. A method of deriving good fundamental frequency estimates
from a laryngographic signal (used in the work presented in this thesis) is then de
scribed. The section ends with a description of synthesiser specific aspects of funda
mental frequency estimation.
The final section of the chapter discusses through examples, problems in accurately
estimating and tracking formant frequencies. Examples of current raw formant esti
mation methods are described with particular attention paid to larynx synchronous
linear predictive methods. The problem of formant tracking is considered and exam-
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pies presented. Particular attention is paid to the McCandless formant tracking algo
rithm.

3.2 Voicing determination
Determining the characteristic of the excitation source is important for two reasons.
Firstly, it is fundamental to the acceptable synthesis of speech, and secondly, be
cause all the other analyses considered throughout this thesis rely either implicitly or
explicitly on having first determined the regions of voiced excitation. For example
by definition, pitch only exists where voicing can be found1. The first stage of most
PDAs (pitch determination algorithms) is the determination of regions of voiced ex
citation.
Voicing determination as defined by Hess (1983), is concerned with the following:
•

Detecting the presence or absence of a voiced excitation

•

Detecting the presence or absence of a voiceless excitation

•

Detecting the presence of a pause or silence segment

Voicing determination algorithms (VDAs) may only consider the voiced-unvoiced
(V-UV) determination (e.g. Huckvale and Howard, 1987; Bendiksen and Steiglitz,
1990). In such cases the term unvoiced is used to signify that there is no voiced ex
citation and makes no claim as to the characteristics of the unvoiced data, which
could be silence or voiceless excitation. It is shown in appendix A that laryngogra
phic methods of analysis fall into this last category.
Other VDAs attempt to distinguish between voiceless sounds and silence, voicedunvoiced-silence (V-UV-S) determination (e.g. Rabiner et al. 1977; Bruno et al.
1987), and a few algorithms (e.g. Childers et al. (1989), to be described later in this
section) attempt a four way classification of the speech signal, voiced-unvoiced*Hess (1983) claims that while voicing is a necessary condition for pitch, the reverse
need not be true. That is voicing can exist without pitch, in regions such as creak
and breathy voice where there is highly irregular excitation. Hedelin et al. (1990)
have examined the performance of PDAs in such regions.
-53-

mixed-silence (V-UV-M-S). The above methods perform a binary classification of
the speech signal. However, other methods attempt to determine the ‘degree’ of
voicing (e.g. Makhoul et al., 1978; Rodet et al, 1989). Hess (1983) surveys a num
ber of voicing determination methods, which relied on the acoustic signal.
Below two methods of voicing determination are described. The first method de
scribes V-UV determination using the output from an electro-laryngograph. This
method is of interest because it is robust to noise, simple to implement and accurate.
It is the method used throughout the work described in thesis.
The second method to be considered differs from the first in that it performs a four
way classification of the speech, silence/voiced/voiceless or mixed. This method is
described because the ability to accurately identify regions of mixed excitation is of
practical interest in methods of synthesis-by-analysis. Although presently only a
V-UV classification is used in this work, it is envisaged that provided certain con
siderations discussed in the next section are addressed, a classification strategy such
as this would be used.
Krishnamurthy et al. (1986) and Payton (1989) both describe methods for determin
ing voicing from a electro-laryngographic signal1. Payton (1989) proceeded as fol
lows: the first stage in determining voicing from a laryngographic signal is to ob
tain the closure epoch markers from the differential of the laryngographic signal (see
appendix A). Once these are obtained voiced excitation is said to exist while the du
ration between excitation epoch markers is shorter than a pre-defined threshold. The
data is marked as unvoiced if the difference between the previous and present epoch
marker exceeds a predetermined threshold (typically set at greater than twice the
previous duration). Provided the excitation epoch markers are extracted with care
this method is capable of producing reliable voicing decision estimates. This is

1Krishnamurthy et al. (1986) uses the term electro-glottographic (EGG) rather than electrolaryngographic signal. The instrumental technique is the same, except that the derived signal is de
scribed in terms of impedence rather than conductance. Hence the signal is an inverted electrolaryngographic signal.
-
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shown in fig. 3.1. In this figure the top graph is the speech pressure waveform and
below it a time aligned laryngograph signal. Beneath the laryngographic signal are
two estimates of the voiced speech segments, one produced by hand and the other
using the above method. Notice that there is good agreement between the two deci
sions.

sec

0.5

(H and)

(H and)

(H and)

(Lx)

Fig. 3.1: Plot showing speech and a time aligned laryngographic signal.
Below which are two estimates of the voiced speech segments. The first
derived from the laryngographic signal and the second produced by hand.
Krishnamurthy et al. (1986) derived a V-UV decision as follows. The EGG signal
was first high-passed filter using a 351-point FIR linear phase filter with a cut off at
80 Hz. This was done to remove low frequency fluctuations in the EGG signal pro
duced by movements of the larynx during phonation of different sounds. During
voiced excitation the high-passed EGG signal was expected to have exactly two zero
crossings per laryngeal period. During unvoiced segments, the output of the device
was low amplitude high frequency noise generated by the internal electronics. The
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V-UV classification was achieved using a combination of the EGG amplitude and
zero crossing rate.
The second method

was proposed by Childers et al. (1989). It consists of an

algorithm for classifying speech into four categories, silence and speech produced by
three different types of excitation; voiced excitation, voiceless excitation and mixed
voiced and voiceless excitation. The algorithm consists of a two-channel (speech
and EGG) analysis. In this method V-UV classification is performed as described
above (Krishnamurthy et al. 1986), while mixed excitation detection is achieved by
noting that during mixed voicing the EGG signal appears similar to that of voiced
sounds but that the speech signal is small in amplitude and has a high zero level
crossing rate. The silence intervals are determined using the fact that the EGG sig
nal appears as it does with voiceless speech and that the energy in the speech pres
sure waveform is below a predefined threshold. Childers claims that the algorithm
produced correct classification 98.2% of the time as measured against manual classi
fication. It was noted that a large number of the classification errors occurred due to
misclassification of voiceless with mixed frames, errors at the beginning and end of
sentences and word boundary errors. If these errors were ignored the performance
rose to 99.5%.
3.2.1 Synthesiser Specific Aspects of Voicing Determination
The previous section has described generally the problem of voicing determination.
This section will concentrate on aspects specific to the synthesiser considered in this
thesis.
In the JSRU synthesiser the degree of voicing control signal (VMIX) is used to con
trol the type of excitation used to excite the formant resonators. This control signal
can adopt 63 different values specifying as many differing degrees of voicing to al
low accurate modelling of such sound as voiced fricatives, affricates and plosives.
A value of 63 signifies fully voiced excitation while a value of 1 signifies fully
voiceless excitation. Intermediate values result in differing levels of excitation mix.
-
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Each resonator can be driven with a mixture of voiced and voiceless excitations.
However, the ratio of voiced to voiceless excitation in a given formant resonator for
a given degree of voicing differs with formant frequency.

I H S iS S i:

2 0 0 0 . 00-

Fig. 3.2: Spectrogram showing a portion of voiced speech
taken from a female speaker. Notice that the higher formants are substantially
voiceless while the lower formants are still voiced.
It is often the case in voiced speech that F4 and F3 are substantially voiceless while
significant voicing continues in F2 and FI as shown in fig. 3.2. It is therefore neces
sary to allow for progressively decreasing voiced excitation. To accommodate this
behaviour the synthesiser provides individual formant mixing controls which all feed
into the degree of voicing control signal. Each formant has an individual offset as
shown in fig. 3.3. The full range of an individual formant’s degree of voicing con
trol signal (voiced to fully voiceless) is one fifth of the full degree of voicing control
signal range. Once the degree of voicing control has fallen beyond the end of a
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particular formant’s offset lower bound, that formant may only offer voiceless exci
tation.
Voiced

Formant
Excitation

FN

F2

F4

Unvoiced
Voicing control

Fig. 3.3: Characteristics of the excitation mixing system
for the JSRU synthesiser.
In this thesis, synthesis is described which normally used only a simple binary voic
ing decision apart from initial results of experiments considered in chapter six,
which modify the binary voicing decision based on the value of CQ (the closed quo
tient). A binary voicing control was used because of following:
• High quality synthesis can be achieved using only a simple binary classification
• Obtaining reliable estimates of mix excitation is a non-trivial task
• Once obtained such estimates would need to be mapped onto appropriate values
for the degree of voicing control signal to produce an automatic procedure to
achieve this would again be a non-trivial task.

3.3 Fundamental Frequency Determination
Strictly speaking in many instances (but not all) the term pitch determination algo
rithm is misleading. Many PDAs determine the fundamental frequency rather than
the pitch. Pitch is related to perception while fundamental frequency, the reciprocal
of the larynx period TQis related to production. The accuracy with which the term
PDA applies depends in part on the eventual "user" of the PDA. Some PDAs are
-
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designed to examine the auditory pitch perception mechanism (Terhardt, 1976;
Slaney and Lyon, 1990). Such researchers make a distinction between spectral pitch
and virtual pitch. Spectral pitch is the type of pitch evoked by pure tones, while vir
tual pitch is the type of pitch which is produced by complex signals. However Hess
(1983) states that:
for speech signals we can widely assume that virtual pitch and fundamental fre
quency correspond to each other. This is valid as long as the fundamental frequency
Fq is understood as the reciprocal of the fundamental period To."
The subject of pitch perception and accuracy as well as examples of a number of dif
ferent PDAs and pitch determination instruments (PDIs) such as the laryngograph
(see appendix A) are treated in Hess (1983) and Rabiner et al. (1976). This section
can only serve as a brief introduction to the problems and methods of pitch determi
nation.

Speech Signal
Data extraction/ reduction. Includes
operations such as down-sampling
and filtering of the speech signal.

Pre-Processor

Determination of pitch informa
tion (epoch markers, average
frequency, etc).

Basic Extractor

Display, error correction,
smoothing.

Post-Processor

Fundamental Frequency Estimate
Fig. 3.4: Block diagram of a device or algorithm for Fq determination
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McKinney (1965), suggests that the usual realisation of PDAs can be described as
consisting of three phases (see fig. 3.4). A pre-processor, a basic extractor and a
post-processor. The contents of each phase depends on the technique used. The
main purpose of the pre-processing stage is to reduce the amount of data needed in
pitch extraction. This stage contains processing such as down sampling and filtering.
The post-processor covers such tasks as error detection, correction and smoothing.
PDAs can be broken down into two broad catagories1 (Hess, 1983) as shown in fig.
3.5, time-domain techniques and spectral domain techniques. The basic extractor
phase of time domain methods involves extracting laryngeal pulse estimates often
called‘pitch markers’. From these markers a fundamental frequency estimate is de
rived. PDAs working in domains other than the time-domain, such as the lag domain
(e.g. correlation functions) or the frequency domain (e.g. cepstral analysis) are all
termed spectral-domain techniques. Spectral-domain techniques share one common
characteristic, they are all short-term analyses (STA) PDAs. That is a window of
data is included in the pre-processor. The basic extractor phase for spectral-domain
methods is an estimate of the average pitch duration or fundamental frequency for a
given analysis frame.

Pitch Determination Algorithms (PDAs)

Short-Term Analysis PDAs

Time-Domain PDAs

Fig. 3.5: Preliminary categorisation of pitch determination algorithms.
From Hess (1983).

*Rabiner et al. (1976), defines three broad types: 1) A group which utilises time-domain characteris
tics, 2) A group which utilises frequency-domain characteristics and 3) a group which utilises both
time-domain and frequency-domain characteristics, of the speech signal.
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The time-domain method described here is more accurately termed a PDI rather than
a PDA. It is based on excitation epoch markers extracted using a laryngograph. The
procedure has to a great extent been explained in appendix A. In the appendix as
pects of extracting reliable excitation epoch markers from the laryngographic (Lx)
signal were considered. Once the excitation epoch markers have been extracted the
fundamental frequency is determined simply by t a king the reciprocal of the larynx
period. This is clearly a method for extracting fundamental frequency in the strictest
sense. The performance of this method is limited by the care with which excitation
epoch markers are extracted from the Lx waveform, by the sampling rate at which
the Lx signal is obtained and by the limitations of the device itself, which can only
produce estimates while the vocal folds are closed together. Even with these points
bome in mind, this method of fundamental frequency extraction is one of the most
reliable.

However, it does have the disadvantage that for many practical applica

tions the use of a PDI to extract fundamental frequency is unrealistic. As a labora
tory reference tool and for applications where a PDI is not a limitation, such methods
are particularly useful.
3.3.1 Synthesiser Specific Aspects ofFO Determination
The JSRU synthesiser has a frame rate of 10ms. Fundamental frequency estimates
are updated at this rate. The reciprocal of the fundamental frequency is fixed for this
interval and it is this value which is used as a control during speech synthesis.
Holmes (1973) has commented that to avoid jitter in the excitation pulse a higher
sampling rate than that of 10kHz is required. A jitter of 1 % at a fundamental of
100Hz was observed to have a detrimental effect on the ‘naturalness’ of the synthetic
speech. Horii (1979) has commented that the period to period jitter produced by the
human speech production mechanism can exceed 100ms for 10% of the periods. As
suming a value of 200Hz for Fq this would give a perturbation of 2% or more in
10% of all pitch periods. This jitter is audible and results in a impression of in
creased roughness. The nature of this jitter differs from that of quantisation jitter
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which does not contribute to naturalness (Holmes, 1979). Attempts have been made
to improve the sensation of nautralness in synthetic speech by examining the statisti
cal nature of jitter1 (e.g. Kobayashi and Sekine, 1990).
In addition to the lack of appropriate excitation jitter, naturalness is further slightly
eroded in the JSRU synthesiser because, for historical reasons, the fundamental fre
quency control signal is quantised and heavily smoothed. Fq values are stored in a
lookup table containing 64 logarithmically spaced intervals. The equation for deter
mining the fundamental frequency value stored in the ith element of the lookup table
is given in Rye and Holmes (1982) as:
ith Fq value = foscale (fobase^+^ ^ )
The default values for foscale m dfobase are shown in table 1.2. This results in a
slightly restricted fundamental frequency range of 25Hz to 400Hz2. The effects of a
1 0

ms fixed frame rate, quantisation and heavy smoothing make it difficult to include

such excitation effects as segmental Fq perturbations, creak and creaky voice. An
attractive and accessible solution to the above limitations is to use an externally gen
erated dynamically varying voiced excitation to drive the synthesiser. Such an ap
proach is considered in chapter six.

^Results from Kobayashi and Sekine (1990) suggest that provided the correct distribution is used,
synthetic speech, with respect to jitter, can sound vary similar to the original.
Hess (1983), tabulates several experiments undertaken to estimate the normal Fq range for speech.
A number of these experiments show that a top end of greater that 400Hz is required. This is par
ticularly true for female and child speakers.
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3.4 Formant Frequency Extraction
A major component in the production of good quality synthesis-by-analysis is the re
liable estimation of formant frequencies. The process of obtaining formant fre
quency tracks can be divided into two stages see fig. 3.6.
Speech (Electro-laryngographic Signal)

Raw formant frequency estimation
LP, Cepstral analysis, etc.
Spectral resonance extraction.
Root solving, Peak Picking.

Formant tracking/labelling

Formant tracks/labels
Fig. 3.6: Block diagram of stages in formant frequency extraction

The two stages are:
•

Raw formant frequency estimation. This stage normally involves determining an
estimate of the vocal tract from which the spectral resonances are extracted.
These values are the raw formant estimates.

•

Formant labelling / tracking, Formant labelling as the name implies, attempts to
label the raw formant estimates with their appropriate formant number. Formant
tracking like formant labelling attempts to label the raw formant estimates but in
addition will interpolate so as to obtain smooth continuous tracks.

3,4.1 Raw Formant Estimation
Linear prediction (LP) analysis is perhaps the commonest method of modelling the
vocal tract transfer function, although other methods such as cepstral analysis (ho-
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momorphic filtering) are widely used. These methods are of particular interest be
cause they attempt to model the characteristics of the vocal tract independently of
the excitation source, in accordance with the source filter description of speech pro
duction (see chapter one). In doing so they improve the ability of the algorithms to
reliably extract formant resonances. In this thesis linear predictive methods are used
in preference to cepstral analysis. It has been shown (Maikel and Gray, 1976), that if
the results of a cepstral analysis are compared with results derived from linear pre
diction, that the LP analysis produces a subset of the possible values returned by the
cepstral analysis and that this subset is in close agreement with the cepstral formant
estimates. This is beneficial, as a reduction in erroneous formant estimates greatly
simplifies the task of formant tracking algorithms. Also, LP methods such as larynx
synchronous and closed phase analysis further advance basic LP analysis {a detailed
introduction to linear predictive analysis is given in appendix B) by attempting to
reduce the effects of interaction between the voiced excitation source and the vocal
tract.
This section gives examples of a few current methods of synchronous LP based raw
formant estimators. The section will concentrate on larynx synchronous and closed
phase analyses as these two methods have been used in this work.
Larynx synchronous analysis attempts to reduce the effect of the point of excitation
in the speech waveform on an analysis frame. The analysis interval is defined as,
that portion of the larynx cycle where the signal is effectively a truncated impulse
response of the vocal tract (Mezzalama, 1979). However, formant detail may be lost
even with larynx synchronous LP analysis through source filter interaction during
the open phase of a larynx cycle. In closed phase analysis only the portion of the
larynx cycle where the vocal tract is in free oscillation is considered (Wood and
Pearce, 1989; Krishnamurthy and Childers, 1986). Here source/tract interaction ef
fects are minimised. Krishnamurthy and Childers (1986) concluded that in terms of
producing smooth formant contours closed phase analysis was superior to both asyn
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chronous LP analysis and larynx synchronous analysis. The improved estimates pro
duced using larynx synchronous methods is shown in fig. 3.7, which shows a plot of
two different raw formant analysis methods. Fig. 3.7(a) shows a 10ms asynchronous
analysis with filter order p=12. Fig. 3.7(b) shows a larynx synchronous analysis of
the same phrase with the same filter order.
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Fig. 3.7: An example of two methods of LP analysis
(a) fixed frame LP analysis, (b) larynx synchronous LP analysis
There are two major problems associated with both larynx synchronous and closed
phase analyses (Wood and Pearce, 1989), They are :
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•

Accurately estimating the excitation epoch markers. In addition, it is also neces
sary in closed phase analysis to estimate the point of glottal opening.

•

The number of available data points for analysis in a glottal cycle.

Larynx synchronous and closed phase analyses have benefited substantially from the
availability of dual channel analysis techniques such as those using a laryngographic
signal to estimate glottal closure and opening. Mezzalama (1979), shows that poor
positioning of the analysis window in larynx synchronous analysis can adversely af
fect the accuracy of the formant estimates. Krishnamurthy and Childers (1986),
comment on the necessity for the accurate estimation of glottal opening in closed
phase analysis. They point out that using the laryngographic signal it is possible to
obtain a reliable estimate of the open and closed phases, provided the parameters are
extracted with care.
Where only the acoustic signal is available errors produced by the excitation epoch
extractor must be considered. Also, at present, it is not possible to accurately obtain
open phase estimates from the acoustic signal alone. To avoid this problem re
searchers have investigated a type of larynx synchronous analysis which does not re
quire dual channel analysis (Miyoshi et al, 1987; Lee, 1988). In a paper by Lee
(1988) an improvement on the basic LP analysis procedure is proposed which uses a
weighted function of the residual rather then LS fit to determine the prediction coef
ficients. The algorithm takes into account the non-Gaussian nature of the excitation
signal. It assumes that the residual signal in an analysis frame consists of a short
portion with an unknown high variance distribution (the point of excitation) and a
larger portion with a low variance distribution (the predictable data after the point of
excitation). The weighting function can be designed to down weight the portion of
large residual. This method of analysis also circumvents the second problem with
larynx synchronous analyses which is a shortage of data samples. Insufficient data
samples can lead to poor spectral estimates and filter instability. There are a number
of possible solutions to this problem. Pinto et al. (1989) suggests, for closed phase
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analysis, slowly bleeding data points from the open phase until enough points have
been found. This "backing off' method can continue until an asynchronous analysis
is performed. Mezzalama (1979) has suggested, for larynx synchronous analysis,
constructing an analysis frame by repeatedly concatenating the available data. He
has reported that repetitions of two or more produced a reduction in analysis error.
An alternative method (Miyoshi et al., 1987) proposed using data points taken from
consecutive frames.
The design philosophy adopted in this thesis would be best served on two counts by
closed phase analysis. Firstly, closed phase analysis has been shown to produce ac
curate raw formant estimates (Krishnamurthy and Childers, 1986; Wood and Pearce,
1989), simplifying the job of the formant trackers. Secondly as formant information
is only extracted from the closed phase portion of a glottal cycle the resulting
formant estimates accurately represent the requirements of the JSRU synthesiser. In
itially a closed phase analysis was adopted in this thesis, this was through necessity
later changed to a larynx synchronous analysis (Edgington, 1989).
The predictor coefficients obtained by these methods are then used to obtain raw
formant estimates. Estimates are normally obtained either by peak picking or find
ing the roots of the predictor polynomial (Randell et al., 1976). In peak picking, the
raw formant estimates are extracted from the all pole spectrum produced by the LP
analysis. The LP spectrum can be obtained in two ways. Either by evaluating the
filter around the unit circle or using the inverted FFT of the predictor coefficients.
Having obtained a spectral estimate all the formant peaks in a given spectral range
are extracted. Peak picking has the advantage that it is simple to implement, how
ever it suffers as compared to solving the predictor polynomial in two ways. Firstly,
little formant bandwidth information can be obtained. Secondly, formants which are
close together can merge, these formants can be missed by a peak picking proce
dure.
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In root solving the p roots (represented in the Z-domain by z^, where k = 1 to p)
either real or complex conjugate pairs, of the predictor polynomial are obtained,
from which the frequency Fk and bandwidth Bfc (two-sided) values for each pole can
be calculated using the following equations (Atal, 1985):

Fk - mImasUnzk)

d)

Bk = ± R eal(l / Inzk)

(2)

and

Where In X in equations (1) and (2) is the natural log of X.
Typically the raw formant estimates will have a number of omissions and include er
roneous formant resonances. The process of formant tracking or labelling is used to
assign a formant estimate to the appropriate formant number so as to produce
smoothly varying tracks.
3.42 Formant Tracking
This section describes methods of formant tracking. The performance of a formant
tracker depends heavily on the the performance of the raw formant estimator as con
sidered in the previous section. However, obtaining reliable formant tracks is still
one of the most difficult yet important aspects of speech analysis. Peak picking can
be used as a very simple formant tracker, but this method fails when formants are
omitted or extra formant estimates included. While all formant trackers suffer to
varying degrees with this problem the amount by which they are effected depends
greatly on the complexity of the tracking lgorithm. This section will describe one
commonly used algorithm in detail, the McCandless algorithm (McCandless, 1974) a
slightly modified version (Edgington , 1989) was used in the work described in this
thesis1. Examples of recently developed trackers which use dynamic programming
and HMMs are also considered.
*Early versions of the synthesis-by-analysis procedure used two different formant trackers, by Huckvale (1988) and Frimpong-Ansah (1988).
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The McCandless algorithm was first proposed in 1974 (McCandless, 1974) and pro
gressively modified (Seneff, 1974; Markel and Gray, 1976; Edgington, 1989; Pinto
et al. 1989). It has been shown to give acceptable tracks provided reasonable raw
formant estimates are available. The modified method (Edgington, 1989) used by
the synthesis-by-analysis method introduced in this thesis is described in detail be
low:
i) Choose an anchor point from the estimated middle of a vowel. The anchor points
were chosen at points of high energy within voiced regions. The energy contour
used to pin point regions of high energy was calculated for each larynx period and
smoothed using a 15 frame sliding average filter. The boundary points were located
at local minima between anchor points, and the edges of voicing.
ii) Start the analysis from the anchor point and work both forward and backwards
until an unvoiced frame is encountered.
iii) Start with four empty formant slots (Sj to S4), four formant frequency estimates
(ESTj to EST4) and four raw formant estimates (Rj to R4). For each time frame,
assign the raw formants to the slots Sj to S4 based on there relative closeness to the
estimated formant frequencies EST1 to EST4. (S4 exists only to prevent R4 from
competing with R^ for slot S3). ESTj to EST4 are set to initial values at the anchor
point. The raw estimates are assigned to the slots as follows
Step 1. Obtain raw formant estimates for current frame.
Step 2. Fill every slot S- i = 1..4, with the raw formant estimate R., which is
*»

J

closest in frequency to EST-.
Step 3. Remove duplicate entries. If Rj appears in more than one slot, remove it
from all slots except S- for which Rj and EST- are closest in frequency.
Step 4. Deal with un-assigned raw formants. If all raw formants Rj are as
signed go to step 5. Otherwise, fill empty slots as follows:
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a. IfR k is unassigned and Sk is empty, fill the slot with the raw formant
and go to step 5. If Sk is filled with Rj and Rk is unassigned,check
the amplitude and bandwidth of R^ against Rj occupying slot S^. If
the amplitude of Rk is less than half that of Rj, or the bandwidth of Rk
is greater than twice that of Rk then R^ is discarded.
b. If R^ is still unassigned, but
Sfc to

is empty, move the raw formant in

and put Rk into S^, then go to step 5.

c. If Rk is still unassigned, but

is empty, move the raw formant in

Sfc to Sk l and put R^ into S^, then go to step 5
d. If Rk is still un-assigned, throw it away.
Step 5. Deal with unfilled slots. If S p S2 , S 3 are all

filled go to step 6 .If S3

empty but S4 full move formant in S^ to S 3 .
Step 6 . Record answers. The contents of the first three slots are the answers for
the current frame. The contents of the slots are also used as the next set
of estimates. If any slot, Sk, is empty, use the estimate, EST^, instead.
iv) Smooth the resulting formant tracks.
This basic algorithm was modified to track through voiceless as well as voiced re
gions as follows:
i) determine regions of voiceless excitation
ii) determine anchor points as follows:
Step 1. Find the limits of all non-silent regions, and set as boundary values.
Step 2. Calculate the power for each frame within the region. Smooth the energy
contour for that region with a 15 point sliding average filter.
Step 3. Find all local maxima in the power envelope, and define these points as
anchor points.
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Step 4. Between any two anchor points, if there is no boundary point already de
termined, find the local minima in the power envelope and define as the
boundary.
Step 5. Between any two boundary points, if no anchor point has been found,
choose the boundary point with the larger power as the anchor point.
iv) Assign formants as described above. Check formants are in ascending order of
frequency.
The quality of synthesis produced by tracks from the above procedure suffered from
poor estimates in unvoiced regions and particularly at the boundary of voiceless and
voiced regions were the raw formant estimates were often poor. Fig. 3.8. shows an
example of a formant track produced by this method. Notice that there are number of
errors at voiced/voiceless boundary regions also note the zig zag nature of the tracks
during the voiceless regions. These errors translated into squeaks and pops in the
eventual synthesis, which reduced the perception of naturalness. The algorithm was
further modified (Edgington, 1989) in an attempt to smooth the values in the un
voiced regions. In this procedure (based on a method proposed by Breen, 1987) val
ues in the voiceless region were modelled using a simple quadratic. The procedure
was as follows and consisted of two phases. The first phase was identical to the
modified McCandless algorithm described above. The second phase consisted of the
following:
i) Determine regions of voiceless excitation
ii) If either adjacent region is voiced, use the average formant frequencies of the
closest three frames in the voiced region as the anchor points. If either adjacent re
gion is voiceless, silent, or beyond the limits of the signal, choose the formant fre
quencies to be that of a neutral vowel (FI = 320Hz, F2 = 1440Hz, F3 = 2760Hz),
and position the anchor point 50ms beyond the limit of the unvoiced region.
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in) Calculate the quadratic model parameters for each formant frequency. Two of
the three available parameters in the quadratic are fixed at the anchor points. The
remaining degree of freedom is chosen so as to be in some sense (the summed
squared error for N raw formant estimates) a best fit to the raw formant data.
iv) Calculate the formant frequencies or each frame produced by the quadratic mod
els.
Using this smoothing the resulting synthetic speech was judged in an informal listen
ing test to be better than before. However, there was a slight degradation in the per
cept of plosives, this was due to poor modelling of the fast transitions. Pinto et al.
(1989) have recognised this limitation in raw formant estimation and presents a vari
able LP window method for use in voiceless regions where laryngeal information is
not present. Fig. 3.9 shows an example of formant tracking using quadratic model
ling during the voiceless regions.
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Fig. 3.8: Formant tracks produced by the modified McCandless alogrithm.
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Fig. 3.9: Formant tracks produced using a modified McCandless algorithm
with quadratic modelling during unvoiced regions.

Recently a number of more sophisticated tracking algorithms have been proposed
(Ney, 1983; Kopec, 1986; Crowe and Jack, 1987; Frimpong-Ansah, 1988; Wilcox
and Chen, 1990). Ney (1983), proposed an algorithm for optimally estimating
smooth parameter contours of speech data. The algorithm uses dynamic program
ming to find an optimal path through the observed data by attempting to minimise
empirically derived measurement and smoothness cost functions.

However, the

formant tracking algorithm was not implemented. In contrast, a notable example
which has been implemented was proposed by Kopec (1986). In this approach each
formant was modelled using a 40 state hidden Markov model (HMM). Formant de
tection and estimation was performed simultaneously by augmenting the set of val
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ues represented by the states of the Markov formant model to include a nonnumerical constant e, which represented the absence of the formant. Detection and
estimation was performed using the Pr{ st = q-IO}. That is, the conditional probabil
ity of being in state q- at time t given that the model generated the observation se
quence O.
The conditional mean formant frequency estimate is the expected value of the state
q. representing formant frequency Fn given that the formant is present a time t and
that the observed sequence is O. This method of formant tracking has one major
draw back in that it needs a large amount of training data. Kopec (1986) used hand
tracked formants for the training data.
All the algorithms quoted above have the following in common, they all attempt to
obtain an optimal solution. A number of algorithms attempt to produced an optimal
track over time. This is in contrast to tracking algorithms such as the McCandless
algorithm, which estimates formant tracks over a comparatively short time window
and does not attempt to minimise a cost function.
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Chapter 4: Automatic Amplitude Mapping

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes an automatic method of obtaining formant amplitude esti
mates, called "automatic amplitude mapping" (AAM), which considers synthesiser
specific requirements during formant amplitude control signal estimation. Although
in general the technique can be applied to any formant synthesiser, the work de
scribed here is tailored to suit the design specifications of the JSRU parallel formant
synthesiser.
The two sections of chapter three which considered voicing determination and fun
damental frequency estimation ended with a description of synthesiser specific con
siderations. The final topic of chapter three, formant frequency estimation and track
ing, delayed discussion of this area until this chapter.
The first part of the chapter introduces the method of automatic amplitude mapping.
Following this, the chapter considers a modification to the basic analysis which im
proves the performance of AAM when performed on noisy data. Finally, the quality
of synthetic speech produced using amplitudes derived from AAM is compared with
synthetic speech produced by an alternative reference method of synthesis-byanalysis.

4.2 Automatic Amplitude Mapping (AAM)
This section presents the general principle of automatic amplitude mapping and then
describes its application using the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser. Fig. 4.1 shows
schematically the automatic amplitude mapping approach.
The basic procedure is as follows. Formant amplitude estimates, derived from a ro
bust and appropriate estimation method are extracted at particular frequency points,
(determined by the formant synthesiser design) normally the formant frequencies, at
fixed time intervals. Before amplitudes are extracted the estimates are further proc
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essed. The type of post-processing applied to the amplitude estimates depends on
both the design of the synthesiser and on the type of excitation source (voiced or
voiceless) driving the original speech.
Speech

Tx and formant frequencies

Initial formant am
plitude estimation

Integrate low
and high fre
quency regions

Yes

Voiced

No

Intergrate
frequency range
into broad
overlaping bands.

Extract formant
amplitude values

estimated formant amplitudes
Fig. 4.1: Schematic diagram of AAM procedure
4.2.1 Determining appropriate Spectral Estimates for AAM
The first step in the analysis is to produce an estimate of the log magnitude spectrum
of the original sampled speech pressure waveform. While linear prediction is capa
ble of producing formant amplitude estimates, such estimates were not used in this
procedure for the following reasons. Firstly, larynx synchronous linear prediction
(Rabiner and Schafer, 1978; Krishnamurthy and Childers, 1987) and to an even
greater extent closed phase analysis (CPA), (Krishnamurthy and Childers, 1987;
Wood and Pearce, 1988), both suffer from a shortage of data samples (particularly
for female speakers), which, as described in appendix B, can lead to unstable filters.
The shortage of data samples and the techniques used to compensate for this data
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shortage often leads to poor amplitude estimates. Secondly, following the thesis de
sign philosophy, the act of separating amplitude estimation from frequency estima
tion allows for greater flexibility, each analysis method need only be optimised to
extract the desired parameter or set of parameters. The present implementation of
AAM uses time aligned Fourier analyses to obtain robust spectral estimates. The
speech pressure waveform was sampled at 10kHz sampling rate. This gives an ef
fective spectral bandwidth of over 4kHz, which is approximately the bandwidth re
quired by the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser. The sampled speech data was then
pre-emphasised using a digital filter of the form (1 - 0.95z‘*). The pre-emphasis is
performed to compensate for the effect of the de-emphasising -6 dB/octave filter
which is applied to the output of the JSRU synthesiser. This de-emphasising filter
was incorporated in the synthesiser design to compensate for the combined effect of
the average -12dB/octave slope on the voiced excitation and the +6 dB/octave em
phasis of the signal at the lips and nose.
The design of the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser requires that the amplitude val
ues specified by the formant amplitude control signals be a function of not only the
vocal tract transfer function but also the spectral characteristics of the excitation, as a
result the synthesiser may be effectively driven with a simple model of the voiced
source. An alternative and superficially more attractive approach is to use an elabo
rate excitation model and simplify the information contained in the formant ampli
tude controls signals. Some of the considerations involved in adopting such an ap
proach are considered in chapter six.

4.22 Temporal Constraints in AAM
In defining AAM, two related components of the analysis emerged. Those aspects
related to temporal constraints, such as the duration of the analysis frame, and those
aspects related to spectral characteristics of the signal, such as spectral resolution.
This section discusses topics related to the first of these two components.
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The acoustic interpretation of the formant amplitude control signals in the JSRU syn
thesiser for voiced speech requires that these control signals represent the amplitudes
of the transfer function of the production system at approximately 0.5ms after the
closure of the glottis. The value of 0.5ms being approximately the time taken for the
sound wave to traverse the length of a 17cm long vocal tract (17cm being the aver
age length of an adult male vocal tract).
The requirement that the control signals represent closed phase amplitudes is ex
plained by Holmes (1973). In this paper Holmes suggested that the effects of subglottal coupling could be modelled in two ways; either by driving the system with an
excitation which varies over the glottal cycle, so modifying the resonances of the vo
cal tract, or by using a fixed excitation and empirically deriving rules to excitation
synchronously modify formant frequencies and bandwidths, the method used in the
JSRU synthesiser. Hence, the formant control signals should contain information
from the closed phase, before the formants are modified by coupling effects.
The 10ms frame rate of the JSRU synthesiser gives an upper time limit over which a
Fourier transform might be taken. However, given the definitions of the formant am
plitude control signals described above, several obvious objections to this simple ap
proach appear. Data extracted over a fixed 10ms interval will contain a varying num
ber of larynx cycles. Clearly if the fundamental frequency is greater than 100Hz it is
impossible for an analysis interval to ever contain information from a single larynx
cycle. While it might be reasonable to assume that the fundamental frequency of a
male speaker during normal conversation would have a mean about 100Hz, this is
not true for female speakers. In such a case, not only would the formant amplitude
control signal for a given

1 0

ms frame contain information taken from both the open

and closed phases of a larynx cycle (which as noted earlier is contrary to the acoustic
definition of a JSRU formant amplitude control signals), but would probably contain
an unknown fraction of information taken from the surrounding cycles. Formant am
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plitude values extracted in this manner would be sensitive to changes in fundamental
frequency.
Therefore, AAM attempts to use information extracted during the closed phase of an
individual larynx cycle. However there are a number of practical problems in apply
ing this restriction. Firstly, such an approach results in a lack of data samples due to
the shortness of a typical larynx closed phase, which can be in the order of 2 to 3ms
for fundamental frequencies below 200Hz. Also, obtaining reliable estimates of lar
ynx closed phase is a non-trivial task.
Two methods of obtaining data from the closed portion of a larynx cycle were at
tempted. The first method, used excitation epoch markers obtained from a laryngographic analysis (methods of extracting excitation epoch markers are described fully
in appendix A) to determine the points of glottal closure. Once the point of closure
had been determined, a 2.0 - 2.5ms data window was used to extract the desired sam
ples. Unfortunately, this procedure tended to break down at the end of phonation
where clear excitation epoch markers no longer exist. Periodicity may be clearly
visible in the speech data and yet not produce any laryngographic output, since the
vocal folds might still be vibrating without coming into contact.
Because of the difficulty in accurately obtaining excitation epoch markers a second,
simpler, approach was considered. In this method the fundamental principle re
mained the same, that the Fourier transform should, in theory, only be performed on
data extracted during the closed phase of a larynx cycle.
The simpler method consisted of producing a Fourier transform at a fixed frame rate
of 2.0 - 2.5ms. Using an analysis window of this length ensured that a given Fourier
transform would be shorter than the length of most larynx cycles. However, its po
sition within the cycle or cycles is unspecified. If the fundamental frequency is low
then the closed phase will be long and the chances of a given FFT spanning the
closed phase region comparatively high. Alternatively, if the fundamental frequency
is high, the closed phase will be comparatively short but the number of larynx cycles
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in a 10ms frame will be greater. It is reasonable to assume that given the larger
number of larynx cycles a Fourier transform would span a closed phase region.
Since the amplitude of the formant peaks during the closed phase will be greater than
during the open phase, the Fourier transform which produced the greatest amplitude
at a frequency of interest in any given synthesis frame is likely to represent the
closed phase of a given larynx cycle most accurately.
Thus in the second method, for a given 10ms frame, the log magnitude values from
the Fourier transform with the largest values at the frequencies of interest, were ex
tracted and used as the control signal amplitudes (exactly how this is achieved will
be considered later in the chapter). Although this technique is not theoretically ele
gant it does have the advantage of being much simpler to implement than the first
method. Informal listening tests suggest that there is little difference between copy
synthetic speech produced using amplitudes derived from either technique. How
ever, the simpler method does have the advantage that it is more robust for many
modes of voiced speech such as falsetto, creak, creaky and breathy voice as it does
not require the accurate extraction of excitation epoch markers.
4.2.3 Spectral Considerations
The previous section discussed temporal aspects of AAM. In this section emphasis
will be placed on spectral aspects of AAM.
Firstly, using a short analysis window as described above means that only a gross
estimate of the frequency spectrum can be produced. With the speech pressure wave
form sampled at 10kHz an analysis window of 2.5ms has only 25 data points with
which to estimate power spectrum. In the present method, the speech data is centred
in an analysis buffer with the fixed length of 256 samples the remaining samples be
ing set to zero. This ensures that the 128 point spectrum produced will be relatively
smooth.
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In terms of the requirements of the JSRU synthesiser it is desirable to use a wide
band spectrum, provided the formant peaks are adequately resolved. This is particu
larly true for the low frequency resonators FI and FN. It is often the case that for
female speech no clear FI track can be found. Any underlying vocal tract resonance
is obscured by the relatively large distance between harmonics of the fundamental.
The use of such wide band spectrum removes the problem of widely separated har
monics of the fundamental obscuring a suitable amplitude for the first formant and
FN.
Before explaining how amplitude values are extracted from this log magnitude spec
trum it is necessary to define how the JSRU synthesiser’s formant resonators are
realised and what significance the formant frequency control signals have in terms of
the vocal tract model.
4.2.3.1 The acoustic interpretation of the formant control signals
There are five formant resonators in the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser, FN, FI,
F2, F3, FHF (see fig. 1.24, chapter 1). Which are constructed from a set of second
order recursive digital filters with variable coefficients to allow movement of the for
mants.
The sample output y(i) of a second order section is given by:
y(i) = Gx(i) + ay(i-l) + py(i-2)
Where G is the gain of the filter and a and b are the feedback coefficients.
f
a = 2rcos(2jtj)

( 1)

Is

(2 )

Where r is the pole radius
(3)
and w h e r e , i s the bandwidth of the resonator, and/ 5 is the sampling frequency.
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Before a consistent acoustic interpretation can be applied to the formant amplitude
control signals, a clear definition of the gains inherent in each of the formant resona
tors is required.
From Rye and Holmes (1987) the inherent gains of the formant resonators F2 to FHF
attempt, by definition, to ensure that the initial height of the envelope of their im
pulse responses are independent of formant frequency and bandwidth. The inherent
gains of the resonators FI and FN are defined differently. These resonators are de
fined as " having equal and constant response to a zero frequency signal, as formant
frequency and bandwidth vary”. The inherent gain of FI is defined in this way be
cause of the difficulty in determining the amplitude envelope of a low frequency
formant when the amplitude decays appreciably within half a cycle of the resonant
frequency.
The acoustical interpretation of the formant frequency control signals also differs de
pending on the formant resonators considered. The formant control signals for the F2
and F3 resonators are interpreted simply as the parameterised frequencies of the cor
responding formant frequency estimates. As the inherent gains of these resonators
are defined as being independent of formant frequency and bandwidth the corre
sponding formant amplitude control signals can be interpreted simply as the esti
mated amplitudes of the formants peaks. Although the above is not strictly true for
the FI resonator, it is assumed so in this work1.
Such a simple acoustical interpretation cannot be applied to the resonators controlled
by the FN, FHF control signals. The FHF control signal in fact controls two resona
tors, the FHV resonator, which is used during voiced speech and the FHUV resona
tor used during voiceless speech. Practically the difference between FHV and FHUV
is not in the resonator but in the spectrum weighting filter used to modify the resona
tor response. During voiceless speech the peak in the spectrum produced by the

*Any frequency dependent effects are corrected through the new analysis step of transform synthesis,
which is described fully in chapter five.
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FHUV resonator is cancelled and replaced with a fixed filter containing resonances
at 3.1, 3.5 and 3.9kHz (Holmes, 1981; Rye and Holmes, 1982). The motivation for
using three fixed resonant peaks is that the assumptions made in the plane wave the
ory of speech production do not hold for frequencies above 3kHz (Fant, 1961;
Holmes, 1981; O ’Shaunessy, 1987). At such frequencies the vocal tract has many
more resonances and anti-resonances than predicted by the plane wave theory, which
interact in a complicated manner. The FHF resonator does not accurately model this
behaviour. However Holmes (1981), has suggested that while it is important in the
production of highly natural sounding synthetic speech to model the low frequency
content of the spectrum accurately, the higher regions can be quite coarsely mod
elled without degrading the quality of the synthesis. The FHF resonator cannot vary
in frequency and is normally fixed at 3500Hz. The physical significance of the AHF
control signal is then the gross energy characteristics of the high frequency region.

Formant frequency controls

Excitation
signal

FN resonator

ALF
Excitation
signal

FI resonator

A1
Fig. 4.2: Block diagram showing the design of the ALF control signal

The resonator controlled by the FN control signal was included to give a better low
frequency response to the synthesiser, and nominally to improve the naturalness of
nasal consonants. Although this control signal can vary in frequency it is normally
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set at a fixed frequency of 250Hz. The acoustical interpretation of the ALF control
signal which is used to control the FN resonator is complicated by the fact that it is
used to control the sum of the FI and FN excitation signals as shown in fig. 4.2. If
the intrinsic gains of both resonators are equal, their combined output in this region
will then be determined solely by ALF. This parameter is described in detail in (Rye
and Holmes 1981; Holmes 1982). For the purposes of this work the physical inter
pretation of the ALF control signal is taken to be the low frequency energy compo
nent of the speech up to 300Hz.
4.2.3.2 Spectral Post-Processing
Given the acoustical interpretations of the control signals discussed above, some
modifications to the "raw” amplitude estimates are necessary to ensure that appropri
ate amplitude values are obtained for the synthesiser control signals. Computation
ally the post-processing stage and data extraction stage, to be described in the next
section, are not clearly separable, but to simplify their explanation they will be con
sidered so in this thesis.
While formant structure might be clear during voiced sounds the situation is differ
ent for voiceless sounds where the formant structure is much less clear and in silibant fricatives such as /s/ where the formant structure is replaced by a relatively
broad band of high frequency aperiodic noise. Fig. 4.3 shows a spectrogram of the
sound /si/ which shows clearly the different spectral characteristics for a voiced
vowel and voiceless fricative. To accommodate this change of spectral characteristic,
a binary (V-UV) voicing decision is made every 10ms. Hence, the spectral modifi
cations can be grouped into two broad classes. Those modifications which are per
formed on voiced speech and those modifications performed on unvoiced sounds (no
distinction is made between silence and voiceless speech).
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Fig. 4.3: Portion of a spectrogram
showing the different spectral characteristics of voiced and voiceless sounds.

During voiced speech the following modifications to the spectrum were performed.
First, to accurately model the slowly varying low frequency component of the
speech signal using the ALF control signal, spectral elements up to 300Hz of the
"raw" log magnitude spectrum for any given analysis frame N were modified. A new
analysis frame N was produced by integrating the low frequency region of that spec
tral frame between 50 and 300Hz and averaging the same region in time over the
N-M to N+M spectrally integrated frames. Where M was typically 4 frames. Averag
ing the energy over such a large range reduces the effect of any short time variations
in the low frequency energy component of the signal.
Secondly, to accurately model the high frequency components of voiced speech us
ing the AHF control signal, spectral elements in the region 3250Hz to 3750Hz of the
"raw" log magnitude spectrum for any given analysis frame N were integrated in fre
quency.
-
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During unvoiced speech the contents of each of the 128 elements of an analysis
frame, were replaced with values integrated spectrally over a 300Hz band, centred at
that element. This process is shown schematically in fig. 4.4.

Unvoiced

Voiced

Overlapping
integration

FHF region integrated between 3250Hz
and 3750Hz

2.5ms

2.5ms 2.5ms 2.5ms 2.5ms 2.5ms
2.5ms 2.5ms

dB
dB
dB
dB dB
dB
Amp. Amp. Amp. Amp. Amp. Amp.

300Hz
40Hz
FN averaged over
2M+1 frames

Integrated
from 50Hz
to 300Hz

2.5ms

Fig. 4.4: Diagrammatic representation of the post-processing stage
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4.2.4 Data Extraction
Using the magnitude spectrum as described in previous sections, formant amplitude
control signal estimates were extracted from the post processed magnitude spectrum
for each 10ms synthesis frame in the utterance. Amplitude estimates are extracted at
points in the magnitude spectrum which correspond to the FI to F3 formant fre
quency values obtained using the analysis method described in chapter 3 and at two
other frequencies used by the FHF and FN control signals, which remain fixed
throughout the synthesis-by-analysis.
An analysis window of 2.5ms means that four spectral estimates are made in one
synthesis frame. During voiced speech the energy of each spectral frame at the fre
quencies of interest are examined. For formant control signals FI to FHF the maxi
mum value is extracted as being most likely to represent the energy in the formant
just after closure.
The FN data is extracted in a slightly different fashion as it is not desirable to extract
the maximum values from any one given spectral frame. The FN control signal re
quires a smooth, slowly varying signal. For this control signal an average energy
over the synthesis frame is taken.
During voiceless sounds taking the maximum value of a particular analysis window
has no physical meaning in terms of production and might possibly lead to an un
representative estimate. To obviate this problem the median energy across the syn
thesis frame is taken rather than the maximum.
Having estimated the formant amplitudes they were then placed into a range suitable
for the JSRU synthesiser. In this synthesiser the amplitude control signals are stored
in decibels taking values from ldB to 63dB. To achieve this each value in the set of
control signals was considered and the maximum value over the entire utterance
found. This value was that used to scale all subsequent values to an arbitrary ampli
tude within the synthesiser range. It was empirically observed through experiment,
that 55dB is a suitable maximum value. Larger maximum values resulted in intermit
-
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tent clipping of the synthetic speech produced.

If necessary, a five point median

filter can be applied to the formant amplitude values to smooth spurious values pro
duced through the use of poor formant tracks.

4.3 Noise Suppression
For speech data with a high signal to noise ratio, the amplitude mapping procedure is
as described in the previous section. When applied to a phrase of noisy speech this
method produced an unpleasant burble during the silence portion of the phrase. A
modification to the basic algorithm was included which was designed to suppress
this noise. Interesting approaches to noise suppression using neural nets and noise
masks have been described by Tamura and Wiabel (1988) and Varga and Ponting
(1989) respectively.
The procedure used in this work is as follows and is based loosely on an approach to
noise compensation in recognition described by Varga and Ponting (1989). Before
amplitude values are modified and extracted at the specified frequencies an estimate
of the noise level is derived. This noise estimate is calculated from 50ms of silence
at the start of the phrase. It is clear from this sentence that only stationary noise will
be affected by this procedure. Transient noise present within the phrase will be
largely unaffected. The noise spectrum is estimated using a 256pt FFT, resulting in
128 frequency bins.
The resulting spectrum can be viewed as a 128 element noise masking vector NT =
{n^r^.-n^g}.

This noise mask is compared with each analysis vector

A ={a 1 ,a2 ,..a1 2 g} as follows:
FOR EACH ANALYSIS FRAME t
FOR EACH VECTOR ELEMENT j
IF Nj > Ay THEN
Ay =SMALL_VALUE
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SMALL__VALUE is a low dB value arbitrarily set to -lOOdB. For any element i of
an analysis vector, it is assumed that if the noise amplitude of the noise mask at ele
ment ’i’ is greater than or equal to the amplitude in the analysis vector no informa
tion about the speech signal can be obtained from that element. An arbitrarily small
amplitude value is therefore placed in the element of the analysis vector to minimise
the effect of that element during synthesis. This process is shown schematically in
fig. 4.5. Alternatively, an interpolated estimate based on valid data from surround
ing elements in the analysis vector could be used.
Frequency ------------►

dB
Amp.

Fig. 4.5: Diagrammatic representation of noise suppression
Plot (a) shows schematically the noise mask, plot (b) shows one analysis frame
of speech and plot (c) show the result of compensating (b) using noise mask (a)
as described above
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When applied to noisy data this procedure significantly improved the synthesis dur
ing silence portions. This is shown graphically in fig. 4.6 where two spectrograms
of the same synthetic speech are given. The top spectrogram shows the result syn
thesising noisy speech using AAM without the modification. The bottom spectro
gram is the same utterance synthesised using AAM with the noise suppression modi
fication included. However, its performance is limited by the accuracy with which
the noise in the phrase is represented by the noise mask.

3 0 0 0 . 00-

2 0 0 0 . 00

Fig. 4.6: Two spectrograms showing the effect of noise suppression
(Top) Spectrogram of synthetic speech without noise suppression
(Bottom) Spectrogram of synthetic speech with noise suppression

4.4 An A ssessm ent o f AAM Synthetic Speech Q uality
The previous sections described a new method of assigning formant amplitude esti
mates to tracked formant frequencies. This procedure in conjunction with the ele
ments of synthesis described in chapter three can be used to produce copy synthetic
speech. An assessment of the quality of this synthetic speech is the subject of this
section.
Methods of speech quality assessment can be divided into two broad categories:
-
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•

Objective measures.

•

Subjective measures.

Objective measures for speech quality assessment, often termed distortion measures,
are used to assess the quality of speech degraded by transmission over telecommuni
cations systems. To achieve this a number of mathematical methods of comparison
have been devised, which attempt to measure the degree of distortion introduced by
the coding or transmission process (Dimolitsas, 1989). A good objective method of
assessing speech quality should correlate well with a subjective measure of the same
speech. The type of objective measure used depends on the sort of distortion under
investigation. Objective distortion measures can be carried out in the time domain
or in the frequency domain. Time domain techniques which are simple and rela
tively easy to implement, have been found to correlate well with subjective measure
ments made on high quality waveform encoded speech e.g. PCM, ADPCM (Kitawaki et al, 1982).
Frequency domain methods are more often used in the objective assessment of syn
thesised speech rather than simple waveform encoded speech. These methods of
analysis have the advantage that it is easier to take into consideration distortion fea
tures that are related to the human auditory system.
Little work has been done on the usefulness of objective distortion measures for
evaluating the quality of copy synthetic speech produced using a parallel formant
synthesiser. Hall (1989) described a set of experiments which used a modified
cepstral distance measure1 to assess the quality of formant encoded speech from
analysis. His experiments suggested that such objective measures do not correlate
well with subjective measures of quality, such as the MOS (mean option score) test,

^The LPC Cepstral distance measure is one of a class of distortion measures termed "Spectral enve
lope distortion measures". These measures are calculated from differences between the spectral en
velopes of the input and output speech. The envelopes are obtained from LPC analysis. Members
of this class of objective distortion measures differ in the type of weighting function used in the cal
culation of the spectral distance (Hall, 1989).
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on the same speech (Rothauser, 1969). This is in part due to the assumptions under
lying formant synthesiser design, such as:
• The coarse estimation of the high and low spectral regions.
• The assumption of the importance of spectral peaks to perception.
• The poor modelling of formant bandwidths.
This suggested that a subjective measure should be used to assess the quality of the
AAM method of synthesis-by-analysis.
Subjective measures of speech quality assessment may appraise speech on the basis
of a number of possible criteria:
• Preference.
• Loudness.
• Intelligibility.
• Recognisability of the properties of the original speakers voice.
Several methods of subjective assessment are described in the IEEE report on "Rec
ommended practice for speech quality measurements" (Rothauser, 1969).
The method of subjective measurement used to assess the quality of the AAM
method of synthesis-by-analysis, was based on the relative preference method of
measurement. Before describing in detail this method of assessment, the reasons for
choosing such a method are given in the form of a number of points:
•

It has been stated (Pisoni et al. 1989), that the comprehensibility of the test
phrases can adversely effect the assessment of synthetic speech. It is clear from
an examination of the phrases used in these experiments, appendix E section E.l,
that in terms of comprehension they are poor. This is not surprising as the
phrases were designed to exhibit specific phonetic characteristics and not for
their semantic content.
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•

While comparing the synthetic speech with the original speech is useful, it says
little about the relative performance of one synthesis method against another un
less both have been tested in the same manner which is unlikely. The relative
preference method compares the analysis-by-synthesis techniques directly.

•

To ensure statistically valid results were obtained with only a limited number of
subjects, the assessment relied on relatively few degrees of freedom.

The subjective quality of synthesis produced using the AAM method of analysis,
was assessed using an ABX test. Hence the quality of AAM was assessed relative to
the original speech and to the best presently available synthesis-by-analysis method,
the quality of which is better known. For the purposes of this thesis this method of
analysis is termed the reference method. The advantage of assessing quality in this
manner is that all of the three points considered above are incorporated in one type
of test. The next sub-section gives a detailed description of the design of the ABX
test.
4,4,1 Experimental Procedure
The procedure was as follows. The six test phrases (see appendix D, section D1 for
details) were analysed using both AAM and the reference synthesis-by-analysis
methods. The re-synthesised phrases were then presented to a set of subjects in an
ABX-like experimental format. The phrases were presented to all the subjects si
multaneously using a loudspeaker set at a comfortable listening level. The majority
of the subjects were males in their twenties, and most were not naive listeners. The
female subjects were again in their twenties and not naive listeners.
The ABX test consisted of presenting twelve phrase sets to twenty subjects. Each
phrase set consisted of three presentations of the same phrases. Phrase presentation
A, phrase presentation B and phrase presentation X which was always the original
low pass filtered speech. The phrases labelled as phrase A and phrase B, were ex
amples of the re-synthesised speech derived from both methods of analysis. The or
der of presentation of the phrase sets, and the presentation order of the synthesis-by-
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analysis methods within each phrase set was randomised, so as to remove any possi
ble bias.

Each ABX phrase set was then played to the subjects twice. After the

second playing the subjects were asked to decide which of the phrases A or B was
most like that of X. The ABX format was modified slightly so that subjects had a
further choice. For example, if for a particular phrase set, phrase A were chosen in
preference to phrase B the subject had a further choice of much better than B or
slightly better than B. However the experiment remained one of forced choice.
Each phrase set was presented twice. So that the order in which each technique was
presented in each phrase set was reversed. For example if a phrase had been pre
sented as A, in one phrase set, it would also be presented as B in another. A statisti
cal analysis of whether order affected perception for this data is given in appendix E,
section E.2 and clearly shows that reversing the order of presentation was a neces
sary experimental step.
The experimental sheet used in this experiment is given in fig. E.2, appendix E, sec
tion E3.
4.42 The Data Set
The data used in these experiments is described in detail in appendix D, section Dl.
Once the phrases had been analysed they were transferred onto audio tape. Care was
taken to ensure that the peak amplitude remained constant across phrases. The ran
domised order of presentation for each phrase is given in appendix E, section E3 ta
ble E3.
4.4.3 Experimental Results
This section describes two statistical analyses carried out on the data obtained from
the ABX experiment. The enumerated "raw" results from the ABX test are given in
table E4, appendix E, section E.3.
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Statistical analysis No. 1:
The aim of this analysis was to test the NULL hypothesis that ; for each phrase in
the test set, there was no significant difference between the quality of synthesis pro
duced using the AAM synthesis method and the reference analysis method.
In these analyses no account was taken of the degree of preference. The procedure
was as follows.
2
For each of the six test phrases a % (Chi-squared) analysis was performed (a more
detailed account of the analyses is given in appendix E, section E.3.1). The result of
which show that for all of the phrases tested, there was a significant difference be
tween the two methods of analysis. This result indicates that the reference method
of synthesis-by-analysis is superior in quality to the AAM based method.
Statistical analysis No. 2:
The aim of this analysis was to test the hypothesis that: the two methods o f analysis
were only slightly different from each other in performance. The NULL hypothesis
being that no information about the degree of preference can be deduced from the
data. The procedure was as follows:
In the previous analyses no account was taken of the degree of preference of one
technique over the other. In this analysis the data collected in the modification to the
ABX test was used. Two observation sets were constructed, set 1 and set 2 which
contained:
Set 1: The number of times, for all phrases, that only a slight difference between the
two methods was found.
Set 2: The number of times, for all phrases, that a large difference between the two
methods was found.
The results of a t-test for related samples applied to this data suggested that the hy
pothesis should be accepted. That is, only a slight difference in quality existed be
tween the two methods. This statistical analysis is presented in detail in appendix E,
section E.3.2.
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4.4.4 Conclusions
It is clear from the results of the two statistical analyses described above that the
method of synthesis-by-analysis so far described in this thesis is slightly lower in
quality than the reference method of analysis.
However, the reference method of synthesis-by-analysis is computationally inten
sive, taking approximately three hours to analyse one second of speech, running on a
Micro VAX 3600. In contrast, the body of non-optimised code, which constituted
the AAM method of analysis, takes under 90 seconds to analyse two seconds of
speech, running on the same machine. Hence the new method of analysis is over
two orders of magnitude faster that the reference method of analysis.

-
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Chapter 5: Transform Synthesis

5.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, a new method for automatically producing good quality copy
synthesis using the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser, was described, a major com
ponent of which was the method of automatic amplitude mapping (AAM) introduced
in chapter four. This method of synthesis was compared with an alternative reference
synthesis-by-analysis method (see chapter two). While large computational savings
were made using the AAM system (approx. two orders of magnitude) the results of
perceptual tests showed that listeners preferred synthetic speech produced by the
reference analysis-by-synthesis method.
There are two stages during analysis where many of the perceptually relevant syn
thesis errors occur; formant frequency extraction and formant amplitude estimation.
This chapter is concerned with correcting formant amplitude errors. Such errors
may arise due to deficiencies in the amplitude estimation stage e.g. a poor amplitude
estimate produced by a wrong voicing decision, and through idiosyncrasies in the
synthesiser design, e.g. the frequency dependent gains of the ALF and A1 control
signals (Lowry and Hall, 1989). These effects can be shown graphically as follows:
consider fig. 5.1 to fig. 5.5, which show scatter plots for each of the five amplitude
control signals used by the JSRU synthesiser. The x-axes in these plots represent the
dB amplitude values of particular control signals presented to the synthesiser for
synthesis. The y-axes represent the dB amplitude values of the same control signals
measured after synthesis, through a spectral analysis of the synthetic speech. The
scatter plots were generated using a test phrase of synthetic speech which was ana
lysed using AAM. The same formant frequency values used to synthesise the test
phrase were used to extract the new amplitude values via AAM. As described in
chapter four, the largest amplitude values, in an analysis frame, at the frequencies of
interest were considered to be the most representative of the desired amplitude val
-
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ues. To remove the effect of a linear shift in the overall amplitude levels of the
formants produced by the AAM analysis, the maximum value of the formants in the
input control signals were set at the same value as the maximum value produced by
the AAM analysis.

As a result of this step any change in the overall amplitude of

the formants introduced during synthesis would be lost. However, as the only effect
of such a change is to cause the diagonal lines in the scatter plots to move away from
the origin, this potential loss of information was not considered to be very important.
It is suggested that if the points on the scatter plots lie on or near the diagonal line,
amplitude correction is not necessary. However if, as can be seen in fig. 5.1 to fig.
5.5, the points are widely dispersed away from the diagonal, some form of amplitude
correction is necessary.
The new technique of "transform synthesis" attempts to "transform" amplitude esti
mates derived from AAM into optimised formant synthesiser control signals.
The chapter starts with a detailed introduction to this new analysis step. Methods of
implementing this approach are then considered.

Next the chapter describes in

chronological order, a series of experiments designed to investigate transform syn
thesis using MLPs. The final section describes an alternative MLP topology and
some initial experiments using more speculative MLP networks (A comprehensive
introduction to MLPs can be found in appendix C).
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Fig. 5.5: Scatter plot of AHF control signal
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5.2 Transform Synthesis
The method of transform synthesis consists of two phases (Breen, 1988), a training
phase during which the associations between a set of input patterns and a set of ex
emplar "training'’ patterns are learnt, and an analysis or test phase where association
leamt during training are applied to unseen data. Fig. 5.6(a) and fig. 5.6(b) show
these two phases.
Re-analysed
synthesiser__________ ^
control signals
Training data
presented as
synth. control
signals
calculated using
the reference
analysis method

Learn
AAM
on new
Synthetic
speech

Software
re-synthesis

transformation
of amplitudes
from AAM,
into optimised
amplitudes

Reference
synthesiser
control signals
(a) Flow chart for training phase

Sampled speech
data

Voicing, Fo and
Formant frequency
estimation
followed by
AAM

Amplitude
transformation using
transformations
leamt during
the training phase

(b) Flow chart for analysis phase
Fig. 5.6: Flow charts for transform synthesis

The training phase consisted of the following steps:
1. Synthetic speech was produced (in this instance) using a software implementation
of the J$RU synthesiser from a set of exemplar control signals. These control sig-
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nals had been calculated from sampled speech using the reference analysis synthe
sis method1.
2. The synthetic speech pressure waveform was then re-analysed using AAM. The
voicing and formant frequency information used during AAM was taken from the
exemplar control signals. As both the voicing and formant frequency information
is known a priori (that is the values used to re-synthesise the speech) the only
variable components are the formant amplitude control signal values produced by
the AAM and synthesis stages.
3. The aim of transform synthesis during training is to learn a context dependent
transform, which when applied to the AAM derived amplitude control signal val
ues, results in a minimisation of the distance between those values and the origi
nal exemplar amplitude control signal values. In this thesis neural networks are
used to learn the appropriate transformations.
During the analysis phase amplitude control signal values derived from an AAM of
the speech under examination (as described in previous chapters) are transformed us
ing transformations leamt during training. Once transformed, the amplitude values
represent more closely the actual values needed to produce the desired synthetic
speech. Hence any spectral interpretation placed on the amplitude control signals
before the transformation may no longer hold.

5.3 Early Experiments
This section describes experiments carried out using an early implementation of the
MLP networks.
5.3.1 Training Data
Appendix C states that a feed forward layered network once trained can be viewed as
N
N*
describing an interpolation surface in the high dimensional space R X R . Where

^Although a particular software synthesiser is described in the above, in general any synthesiser
could be used.
-
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N is the number of input nodes and N’ is the number of output nodes. The character
istics of this surface are completely defined by the network weights and biases. The
complexity of the interpolation surface is determined by the topology of the network.
For a network to generalise successfully, the topology of the network must be suffi
ciently complex to ensure that a representative interpolation surface can be con
structed, but not so complex as to allow the network to construct an exact mapping
for the training data. Such a network would not generalise well. The training data
must be representative of the type of mapping required and of sufficient extent to al
low generalisation and not encourage the network to leam idiosyncrasies of the train
ing set.
Initially two types of training data were used to train the MLP networks:
•

A high quality copy synthesis (CS) set, produced by the reference analysis-bysynthesis method.

•

Synthetic speech data derived from synthesis-by-rule (SR) set, (Holmes, Mat
tingly and Shearme, 1964).

A detailed description of the CS and SR data sets is given in appendix D, section
D.2.11. Two data sets were initially considered to investigate the possibility that a
transformation could be found which did not exhibit characteristics of the training
data.
Transform synthesis assumes that the correct synthesiser control signal values are
available or can be derived. Using the control signal values calculated by the refer
ence analysis synthesis method good control signal values are obtained. However, it
is possible that the type of transformations required to improve synthesis quality can
be deduced from a transform path using data which was of only moderate quality. If
this were the case, obtaining a large body of training data would not be a problem.
The SR data set was designed to investigate this possibility.
1As there are a number of different data sets considered in this chapter, to improve readability , all
details of particular data sets are given in appendix D.
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5.32 Network Configurations
There are relatively few guidelines on the correct number layers and connections re
quired to ensure that a network will generalise appropriately for a particular task.
For example one rule of thumb states that for a network to generalise, the number of
different patterns presented during training should be in the order of

2 0

times the

number of weights in the network. However, as suggested by the last section, the
amount of data required depends on the characteristics of the available data and the
task. With the limited amount of training data available in the CS set the following
network topologies were adopted (Breen, 1988). Five networks were constructed,
one for each synthesiser formant amplitude control signal, as shown in fig.5.7. Each
network took as input a set of N formant synthesiser control signals values, repre
senting a given time window and output a single formant amplitude value.
To further reduce the size of the networks only a subset of the possible synthesiser
input control signal values were presented, that is, the control signal parameter of in
terest and its nearest neighbours over a given time window. This is shown schemati
cally in figure 5.8 for the ALF control signal network. Also shown in figure 5.8 is
the three future synthesiser frame1 time window. The parameter specifications for
all five networks is given in table 5.1. All control signals presented to the networks
were scaled to lie in the range 0 to 1. The ranges for each control signal are shown
in table 5.2. During training the amplitude control signal values of the training data
presented to the output units were warped so as to map linearly on to the output unit
activation function.

*A synthesiser frame is one 10ms control signal vector.
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Control Signals Presented
to input units

No. of Input
Units

No. of Hid
den Units,

ALF

VALF,F1,A1

16

8/4

A1

VALF,F 1 A 1 ,F2 A 2

24

1 2 /6

A2

V,F1A1,F2A2,F3A3

28

14/7

A3

V,F2,A2,F3A3AHF

24

1 2 /6

AHF

V,F3,A3,AHF

16

8/4

Network
(output unit)

Table 5.1 Network specifications for the five early MLPs
showing networks with 4N input units, two hidden layers and a single
output unit. Sigmoidal activation functions were used throughout the networks.
Control Signal

Parameter Range

FN

95.0-405.0 Hz

ALF

1.0-63.0

FI

115.0- 1045.0 Hz

A1

1.0-63.0

F2

730.0 - 2590.0 Hz

A2

1.0-63.0

F3

1510.0-3370.0 Hz

A3

1.0-63.0

AHF

1.0-63.0

V

1.0-63.0

Table 5.2 Input control signal ranges
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5.3.2.1 Training
Two sets of networks were trained. One set (A) was trained using the CS data. The
other set (B) was trained using the SR data.
The training procedure for all the networks was as follows. Four 10ms frames of
normalised synthesiser control signal data were presented at the input units. These
represented the current time frame under consideration and three time frames in the
future. Network weights were updated after every pattern presentation with a mo
mentum factor of a = 0.9 and an update factor of r| = 0.1. The complete training
data set was repeatedly presented to the networks until the error failed to reduce sig
nificantly.
5.3.2.2 Experimental Method
An experiment was devised to assess the relative performance of these networks
when trained using the (A) and (B) data sets against each other, two other analysis
methods (AAM and larynx synchronous LP) and the original LPF speech (Breen,
1988).
The experimental method was as follows: Nine listeners were asked to grade in
terms of naturalness five repetitions of the same utterance (phrase 3 of the experi
mental data set, see appendix D, section D.l) spoken by a female speaker, produced
in the following ways:
a) The original sampled speech recording low pass filtered to 4kHz.
b) Synthetic speech produced from larynx synchronous LP.
c) Synthetic speech produced using automatic amplitude mapping (AAM).
d) Transformed synthetic speech produced using the (A) network set.
e) Transformed synthetic speech produced using the (B) network set.
The five sentences were presented in randomised order. Phrases were repeated as
requested by the listeners.
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5.3.2.3 Results
The results of this initial experiment, in descending order of naturalness for all sub
jects is given in appendix F1, section F.l, table FI. Due to the small number of sub
jects tested, statistically significant results cannot be drawn from this experiment.
However, given the uniformity of the results, useful conclusions can be made. As
expected the original low pass filtered speech was preferred over all synthesis meth
ods. Also as expected both the AAM derived synthesis and the transformed phrases
were preferred over the phrase derived using amplitude values taken from the larynx
synchronous LP analysis2.
The experimental results also suggests that for all subjects transform synthesised
data was preferred over straight forward AAM data (statistically significant results
supporting this supposition are given in later sections).
Finally, these results suggest that networks trained on data produced using the refer
ence method performed better than networks trained with data constructed from
synthesis-by-rule. Informally, it was observed that data trained using SR data exhib
ited some characteristics typical of that type of data, e.g. formant amplitudes at the
end of words were too high for natural speech.
These results suggest, that while transform synthesis does improve the naturalness of
synthetic speech, the type of training data used to train the networks is important. It
is worth noting however that the CS and SR data sets consisted of male speech only.
Since the test phrase was from a female speaker, this implies that while some aspects
of the transform were training data dependent, both networks had generalised well.
Based on this experiment, all future networks were trained with CS type data only.

*As this chapter contains a number of experiments, to improve readability, details of individual ex
periments are given in appendix F. The main results of each experiment are given within the
chapter.
2

Larynx synchronous LP analysis was used in preference to CPA because obtaining sensible ampli
tude values from CPA for women is a very difficult task. Usable amplitude estimates can be ob
tained from larynx synchronous LP if moderate care is taken.
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5.4 Network Modifications
Several modifications to the basic topology described above were investigated, most
significantly, the number of hidden layers used was examined. Initially two hidden
layers were used, as described above. This was done to ensure that a complicated
decision surface could be constructed if required. However, for this problem two
hidden layers may not be necessary. Also, training a network with two hidden layers
requires a longer training time and more training data than networks with single or
no hidden layers. On examination of the network weights and biases it was ob
served that the second layer biases were of very similar sizes and so contributing lit
tle to the discriminating power of the networks.
Two additional network sets were constructed. One set contained no hidden layers
and the other set only one hidden layer, the network specifications are given in table
5.3 and 5.4. These networks were trained using the CS data only. The networks
with no hidden layers failed to reduce the error on the training data significantly and
so were not considered further.
The outputs from a number of test phrases containing both male and female speakers
were used to compare the single hidden layer network with the two hidden layer net
work. The phrases were compared visually by examining the amplitude tracks of
each formant produced by the two types of network, and by carefully listening to the
synthetic speech produced by the two types of network. It was judged that the single
hidden layer networks produced equivalent results to the original network topology1.
It was decided, bearing the above conclusion in mind, coupled with a reduction in
training time and the better use of the limited training data, that all future experi
ments would be conducted using networks with a single hidden layer.

*It is realised that this is not a rigorous method of examining different network topologies, but unfor
tunately the complex undertaking of a full and rigorous examination of different network configura
tions was not possible in the time available.
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Network
(output unit)

Control Signals Presented
to input units

No. of Input
Units

ALF

V,ALF,F1,A1

16

A1

VALF,F 1 A 1 ,F2 A 2

24

A2

V,F1A1,F2A2,F3A3

28

A3

V,F2,A2,F3,A3AHF

24

AHF

V,F3A3,AHF

16

Table 5.3 Specifications for networks with no hidden layers

No. of Units
in Hidden
layer

Control Signals Presented
to input units

No. of Input
Units

ALF

VALF,F1A1

16

8

A1

V,ALF,FI ,A1 JF2,A2

24

1 2

A2

V,F1,A1,F2,A2,F3,A3

28

14

A3

V,F2A2,F3,A3,AHF

24

1 2

AHF

V,F3,A3AHF

16

Network
(output unit)

8

Table 5.4 Specifications for networks with one hidden layer

An extra control signal, normalised log Fq was included in the network specifica
tions.

Fq

was expected to alter formant amplitude values. At high
- Ill -

Fq,

the low

formant damping present in the standard synthesiser would result in excitation pulses
from previous frames interfering with the present excitation pulse. It was hoped that
the inclusion of log Fq as an input would allow the network to compensate for ef
fects such as this.
Several differing data windows were examined, including symmetric and asymmet
ric windows. Comparison listening suggested that there was little to choose between
various windows, but that a window on the data was necessary. The final window
used consisted of an asymmetric window looking two frame back and one frame for
ward of the frame under analysis. More emphasis was placed on past frames in the
final window, because the current analysis frame is most effected by the previous
frames.
Finally the output units of the networks were changed to linear rather than sigmoidal
and the training data no longer warped. The benefits of using linear output units
over sigmoidal units are explained in detail in Webb et al. (1989). Table 5.5 shows
the configuration of the modified networks which include the Fq control signal.
No. of Units
in Hidden

Network

Control Signals Presented
to input units

No. of Input
Units

ALF

F0,V,ALF,F1,A1

2 0

8

Al

F0,V,ALF,F1,A1,F2,A2

28

1 2

A2

F0,V,F1,A1 ,F2,A2,F3 A3

32

14

A3

F0,V,F2,A2,F3,A3AHF

28

1 2

AHF

F0,V,F3A3,AHF

2 0

8

Table 5.5 Modified network specifications

Results of experiments using the modified networks are given in the following sec
tions.
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5.4.1 New Training Data
Due to a change in computing facilities, the old CS data was replaced by a new train
ing data set. This set consisted of five phrases spoken by one male speaker. The
phrases are given in appendix D, section D.2.2, table D3.
5.4.1.1 Training

The five re-implemented networks were trained on this data with a momentum value
of a = 0.9 and a learning rate of T| = 0.1. The complete data set was presented 1000
times and the networks weights and biases updated after every 50 pattern vector
presentations. Fig, 5.9 to fig. 5.13 show examples of data presented to the networks
during training. The bottom trace in all the figures represents the exemplar ampli
tudes presented to the output units during training. For clarity only one frame of in
put data is shown in the figures. In reality four input frames, as suggested by table
5.5, are presented to the networks.
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Fig. 5.9: Example of training vectors presented to the ALF net
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Fig. 5.13: Example of training vectors presented to AHF net
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5.42 An Assessment of Transform Synthetic Speech Quality
This section describes a set of experiments similar to those carried out in chapter
four, in this case, to assess the quality of synthetic speech produced using transform
synthesis as measured against a reference synthesis-by-analysis method of known
quality. A detailed description of the ABX test used in these experiments is given in
chapter four. Briefly the experimental procedure was as follows: twenty subjects
were presented with six phrase sets containing three phrases, phrase A, phrase B and
Phrase X. The first two phrases were randomly assigned to be either produced using
transform synthesis or the reference method. The third phrase, X, was the low pass
filtered original, sampled, speech pressure waveform. Each phrase was repeated
once. The randomised order of presentation is given in table F.2, section F.2, appen
dix F. A statistical justification for using a randomised presentation is given in ap
pendix E. The subjects were asked to decide which phrase A or B sounded most like
X. This basic method was slightly modified to allow subjects to specify whether
they thought phrase A sounded (much / slightly) better than phrase B or vice versa.
An example of the test sheets used in the experiment is given in appendix E. The
raw results for each of the twenty subjects tested, are given in table F.3, section F.2,
appendix F.
5.4.2.1 The Test Data
The test phrases are described in detail in appendix D section D.l and are the same
as those used in the assessment of AAM, described in chapter four. Briefly the data
consists of three phrases spoken once by a male and once by a female speaker, giv
ing a total of six phrases in all. Each phrase was analysed twice once using trans
form synthesis and once using the reference method. Both the synthetic and the
original speech data were recorded onto an audio cassette, as described in chapter
four.
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.4.2. 2 Statistical Analysis of Results
Three statistical analyses were performed on the data as follows:
5

Statistical analysis No. 1:
The aim of this analysis was to test the hypothesis that: synthetic speech produced
using the transform synthesis step was preferred over synthetic speech produced us
ing AAM alone. The NULL hypothesis being that no significant improvement could
be shown due to the transform synthesis step. The procedure was as follows: two
observation data sets were constructed.
Set 1: Contained the number of times each subject preferred the AAM analysis over
the reference analysis.
Set 2: Contained the number of times each subject preferred the transform synthesis
method over the reference method.
A table showing the contents of these two sets is given in table F4, section F2.1, ap
pendix F. Two statistical analyses were carried out on this data.
(a) A t-test for related samples.
(b) A t-test for independent samples.
In the t-test for related samples, only one set of subjects is assumed. That is the
subjects assessing the AAM method, set 1, are assumed to be the same as those as
sessing the transform synthesis method, set 2. Unfortunately, this was not the case,
as a small percentage of the subjects used in the assessment of the transform synthe
sis method differed from those used in the assessment of AAM. While this was not
expected to affect the outcome of the test significantly, to ensure the results were
meaningful, a second analysis was carried out (test (b)), which did not have this
stipulation.
The results of both analyses showed that, the transform synthesis set significantly
improved the quality of the synthetic speech. Section F2.1. appendix F gives a de
tailed account of these statistical analyses.
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Statistical analysis No. 2:
The aim of this analysis was to test the NULL hypothesis that: for each phrase in the
test set, there was no significant difference between the transform synthesis method
and the reference analysis method. In these analyses, no account was taken of the
degree of preference. The procedure was as follows.
2
For each of the six test phrases a % analysis was performed (a more detailed ac
count of the analyses is given in appendix F, section F2.2).

The results of which

showed that, for three out of the six test phrases, no significant differences could be
found between the transform synthesis method and the reference method.
Statistical analysis No. 3:
The aim of this analysis was to test the hypothesis that; the two methods were con
sidered to be only slightly different from each other in performance. The NULL hy
pothesis being that no information about the degree of difference between the two
methods can be deduced from the data. The procedure was as follows.
In previous analyses, no account had been taken of the degree of preference of one
technique over the other. In this analysis the data collected in the modification (see
above) to the ABX test was used. Two observation sets were constructed.
Set 1: Contained the number of times, for all phrases, that only a slight difference
between the two methods was found.
Set 2:

Contained the number of times, for all phrases, that a large difference
between the two methods was found.

A t-test for related samples was used (a more detailed account of the analysis is
given in appendix F, section F2.3). The results of this test showed that the NULL
hypothesis could not be rejected. That is, it could not be shown that only a slight
difference existed between the two methods.
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5.4.3 Observations
A number of interesting observations can be made from the results of the three statis
tical analyses described above. Firstly, it was found that transform synthesis signifi
cantly improves the quality of the synthetic speech. This result validates the inclu
sion of the transform synthesis step in the analysis synthesis procedure and the
choice of multi-layer perceptrons as useful transform functions.
The second statistical analysis shows that the quality of the new analysis synthesis
method approaches that of the reference method of analysis, but at a much reduced
computational cost. It is instructive to ask the question, why were three out of six
phrases modelled better by the reference analysis synthesis method. The three
phrases failing to match the performance of the reference analysis method had the
following characteristics:
•
•

The phrases had poor formant tracks.
Two of the phrases (the same phrase spoken by a female and a male speaker)
had large voiceless components.

The second point is in fact only a problem because of poor formant tracking.
Formant tracking errors have a number of knock-on effects in the new analysis
method:
•

Tracking errors, unless heavily smoothed cause unpleasant clicks and pops in the
synthesised speech. Unfortunately many formant errors occur at the onset and
offset of voicing, and during unvoiced regions, both of which are the most diffi
cult regions to correct. The effects of a formant error can be reduced by smooth
ing the formant tracks with a median filter. However, smoothing transition re
gions results in a smearing of the acoustic event, so reducing the perceived
quality of the final synthesis.

•

Incorrect formant tracks result in the wrong amplitudes being extracted during
AAM and the wrong transform being applied during transform synthesis.
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One advantage of the approach adopted by the ‘reference’ analysis-by-synthesis
method, is that no explicit formant tracking is applied during the analysis. The tech
nique is therefore less prone to this type of error.
These points suggest that it is the formant tracking step causing the reduction in the
quality of the synthetic speech and not the transform synthesis stage. This was ex
pected, because if had not been the case, it would have suggested that a more power
ful transform was needed.
Finally, the third statistical analysis gave the interesting result, that it could not be
shown statistically, that there was only a slight difference in quality between the two
methods. This result is interesting for the following reasons:
•

The results of a similar analysis on the AAM data, showed that there was only a
slight difference in the two methods,

•

It was shown that the analysis synthesis step significantly improved the quality
of the synthetic speech.

Both these points lead to one of the following conclusions, that the transform synthe
sis method must be a) only very slightly inferior to the reference method b) as good
as the reference method or (c) better than the reference method. The results of the
second statistical analysis preclude options b) and c) being the case, which leaves
only a).

This is in apparent contradiction to results of statistical analysis number

three.
It is suggested that this result can be explained as follows.

The third statistical

analysis determined the closeness of the two methods using the results of an experi
ment which requested that subjects perform an AB (rather than an ABX test), four
way choice, on the two synthetic phrases. In the AAM case the subjects had little
trouble in deciding which method was the better and so were faced with only a two
way choice e.g. phrase A was only slightly better than phrase B or that phrase A was
much better than phrase B. However, in the transform synthesis tests all the phrases
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were almost identical. The subjects therefore had a much harder decision to make in
the same, limited length of time. It is suggested that the subjects changed their man
ner of listening. Instead of listening to the overall quality of the phrases they fo
cused in on one or two aspects which maximally differentiated the two phrases.
Hence, instead of ticking the slightly better than box, subjects tended to tick the
much better than box. This suggestion fits in well with the observations on statisti
cal analysis number two. That is the quality of fast transitions in the transform syn
thesis synthetic speech was degraded due to the requirement of smoothing to reduce
formant frequency errors.
To show graphically the effect of the transformation stage on synthetic speech, the
following plots have been included. The plots in fig. 5.14, fig. 5.15 and fig. 5.16
show:
a.

A spectral section of the original speech

b.

A spectral section of AAM synthesised speech

c.

A spectral section of transform synthesised speech

d.

A spectral section of synthetic speech produced using the reference method

The sections shown in fig. 5.14 were all taken from the same point in the vowel /D/
while the sections shown in fig. 5.15 were all taken from the same point in a nasal
consonant /m/ and finally, the sections shown in fig. 5.16 were all taken from the
same point in a fricative /z/. All these examples were taken from one test phrase.
Spectrograms of the original speech and its three synthetic versions are shown in fig.
5.17 to fig. 5.20. It is clear from fig. 5.14, fig. 5.15 and fig. 5.16 that in all cases, the
plots labelled (c) are more like the plots labelled (d) than are the plots labelled (a).
That is, synthetic speech which has undergone transform synthesis looks more like
the reference method of synthesis than synthetic speech which has not been trans
formed.
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Fig. 5.18: Spectrogram

of synthetic speech produced by AAM
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5.5 Determining an Appropriate Transform
This thesis concentrates on a neural network approach to learning an appropriate
transform. However, recently, another transform has been tried (Holmes, 1989).
Here the researcher wishing to adopt the new transform synthesis approach, but fear
ing that the requirement of good training data would limit the potential of transform
synthesis using neural networks, considered lookup tables as an alternative to map
the formant amplitude values. In this work formant amplitude estimates derived us
ing a modified AAM analysis were further processed using "amplitude correction ta
bles". These tables contain ACV’s (amplitude correction values) which were then
applied to the appropriate amplitude control signal. In an attempt to reduce the po
tential explosive computational complexity of the amplitude correction task a num
ber of restrictions and assumptions were applied during the construction of the ACV
tables. They were as follows:
•

Formants were assumed to be reasonably far apart (more than about 500Hz).
A number of rules were applied when the above assumption was invalid.

•

ACV’s for F2, F3 and AHF were all assumed to be constant.

A summary of the resulting tables has been extracted from Holmes (1989). For both
voiced and voiceless speech, the requirements were:
- A one-dimensional table for A1 (dependent on FI) - One value for A2 - One value
for A3 - One value for AHF - One two-dimensional table (dependent on FI and FO)
forALF
The ACV’s were calculated simply by the following:
ACV = measured amplitude - input amplitude (dB)
This type of transformation is limited for the following reasons:
•

It employs only linear transformations.

•

Little contextual information is included.
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•

The resolution of the transform is limited by the number of elements in the trans
formation table.

The restrictions and assumptions imposed on the amplitude correction tables may
restrict their ability to adequately adapt formant amplitude values. While good syn
thesis has been reported using this type of transform (Holmes, 1989), no comparison
has been made between this method of analysis and a reference analysis synthesis
method.
In contrast, transform synthesis using MLPs performs a non-linear, and hence more
flexible transformation on the data, it makes no assumptions about the behaviour of
formants and no empirically derived exception rules are constructed. In fact, the
only restriction imposed on the nature of the formant frequency and amplitude con
trol signal values applied to transform synthesis, are those imposed by the design of
the synthesiser. It is left to the MLP networks to derive those associations which are
considered important. Transform synthesis using MLPs also has the advantage that
all or a subset of control signal configurations can be optimised simultaneously. This
is an advantage because certain effects only became apparent when other formant
frequency and amplitude values are present (Lowry, Hall and Hughes, 1989).

5.6 An Alternative Network Configuration
In previous sections, the new analysis step of transform synthesis was presented,
where formant amplitude control signals were optimised for a particular synthesiser
via a transformational step.
The transformations were performed using five MLP networks, one for each synthe
siser amplitude control signal. Each of the five networks accepted as input a sub-set
of the total number of synthesiser control signals and output only one, transformed
control signal.
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Initially five networks were chosen as opposed to one to reduce the amount of train
ing data required as, typically, small networks can be adequately trained with a com
paratively small body of data.
An alternative and possibly preferable approach would be to construct a single net
work, which accepted as input all the synthesiser control signals and output all five,
transformed, amplitude control signals. Such a network would be preferred because
of the following:
•

A single network would be faster and easier to manipulate than five smaller net
works.

•

As all control signals are used within one network, the potential for more com
plex associations between inputs, and hence a better transform, is created.

However there are disadvantages:
•

Practically, it may be impossible to adequately train a large network, with only a
limited amount of training data.

•

Choosing the appropriate network size and configuration for the task is a non
trivial problem. Poor choices in the network design may lead to inappropriate
generalisations, where idiosyncrasies in the training data are highlighted, reduc
ing the performance of the network.
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Ten control signals per frame
presented to the input of the
network.

Fig. 5.21: Schematic of single network configuration

This section presents some initial results from two experiments using a single net
work configuration. The aim of the first experiment was to investigate how well a
large network would perform on unseen data, when trained on a small set of good
quality data. The aim of the second experiment was to investigate whether a single
large network, trained on a comparatively large training set, would produce the same
quality of synthesis as the set of five smaller networks.
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Fig. 5.21 shows schematically the structure of the single network. The details of
which are given in table 5.6. The network consisted of a single hidden layer of sig
moidal units and an output layer of linear units.
Control Signals Pre
sented to Input Units

No. of
input
Units

No. of
Hidden
units

No. of
Output
Units

Output Con
trols Signals

F0,V,ALF,F1,A1,F2,
A2,F3,A3,AHF

40

1 0

5

ALF,A1,
A2A3,AHF

Table 5.6 Configuration of single net
5.6.1 The Training Data
As mentioned in the previous section two data sets were used for training. Set (a)
consisted of a comparatively small number of very good quality phrases. Giving a
total of 952 pattern vectors. The phrases are tabulated in table D 4, appendix D, sec
tion D2.2. Set (b) consisted of a much larger number of phrases. Giving a total of
4192 pattern vectors. Details of this phrase set are also described in appendix D,
section D2.2. The phrases are tabulated in table D 5.
5.62 Training the Single Network
For the first experiment the training was as follows. The complete data set was pre
sented to the network 5000 times, the network weights were updated after every pat
tern vector presentation. The learning rate r\ was set to T| = 0.1 and the momentum
term a set at a = 0.9.
For the second experiment the training was as follows. The complete data set was
presented to the network 2000 times. The network weights were updated after every
pattern vector presentation. However, the learning rate was increased from T| = 0.1 to
rj = 0.5 and the momentum term reduced from a = 0.9 to a = 0.5.
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5.6.3 Initial Results
The experimental results for the single network trained on data set (a) were as ex
pected. The network reached an acceptable minimum in the error surface, giving an
average error of 2.8dB per control signal on the training data. However, when pre
sented with unseen data the network performed poorly. The synthetic speech quality
was judged, informally, to be poor.
Initial results for the single network trained using a large data set (b) are encourag
ing.

The results of informal comparison listening, using unseen data presented to

the single network and the five small networks, suggests that there was little differ
ence between the two approaches. However, a more rigorous comparison of the two
approaches must be undertaken before clear conclusions can be given.

5.7 Conclusions
This chapter has presented an extra analysis step in the synthesis-by-analysis proc
ess, called transform synthesis. Which was designed to correct possible amplitude
errors in the AAM analysis stage and idiosyncrasies in the design of the synthesiser
used. It was shown that:
•

Multi-layer perceptions represent an efficient and appropriate method of imple
menting this analysis step. Once trained, the computational overhead of per
forming the transform synthesis step is very small1.

•

The extra analysis step significantly improved the quality of synthetic speech
produced using AAM alone.

•

The quality of synthetic speech produced by this analysis was judged, in three
out of six cases, to be identical in quality to that of the best currently available
method of synthesis-by-analysis, but at a much reduced computation cost.

*The whole synthesis-by-analysis process takes approximately 90 seconds to analysis 2 seconds of
speech, running on a Micro VAX 3600.
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Chapter 6: Voiced Excitation Effects

6.1 Introduction
Previous chapters have concentrated on deriving control signal parameter values
which model the characteristic resonances of the vocal tract. Laryngeal coupling has
only been considered indirectly through the assumed inclusion of voicing source ef
fects in the formant amplitude control signal parameters (see chapter 4). While some
excitation effects can be modelled in this way, e.g. average spectral tilt over an
analysis frame, other effects such as the dynamic variation of formant frequencies
and bandwidths which occur due to sub-glottal coupling during a glottal cycle
(Holmes, 1973; Holmes, 1976), may not. In a recent review article Klatt (1987) con
sidered the importance of voicing source effects to the naturalness of synthetic
speech in general and female speech in particular.
In this section electrolaryngographic techniques are used to investigate suprasegmental variation in one important characteristic of adult laryngeal excitation: the
glottal closed time as a proportion of the whole glottal period (the closed quotient, or
CQ). This variation is discussed as a function of fundamental frequency within the
speaker range, the speaker’s sex, and various speaking styles (see Lindsey, Breen
and Fourcin, 1988). Results derived from this study are used to assess limitations in
the JSRU synthesiser mark/space ratio control signal parameter (which will be de
scribed in detail in a later section). This control signal indirectly controls the amount
of formant frequency and bandwidth variation over a given glottal cycle and is corre
lated with the open quotient OQ (100% - close quotient) of a glottal cycle.

6.2 CQ as a Function of Prosody, Style and Sex in English
While the intelligibility of synthetic speech is lower than that of a human talker, the
intelligibility of synthetic female speech compares well with, and under some cir
cumstances, is greater than that of synthetic male speech (Pratt, 1986; Pratt and
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Newton, 1988). However, this is not the case when the naturalness of synthetic
speech is considered. Klatt (1987), Karlsson (1988), Pickering (1988) and Wood and
Pearce (1989) among others have observed that natural sounding synthetic female
speech is much harder to produce than synthetic male speech.
Klatt (1987) has expressed the opinion held by many researchers in the field that, the
failure to produce natural sounding synthetic female speech, is due to a lack of ade
quate voiced source modelling. The fact that better voiced source modelling is re
quired for female synthesis may be in part attributed to the fact that the assumed in
dependence of vocal tract and voiced excitation holds better for male speech than it
does for female speech. It would appear that many of the perceptually important
voicing source effects in certain male voice types may be modelled adequately (if
inappropriately) using the formant amplitude control signals, as described in chapter
four. The perceptually important features of the glottal pulse shape have been inves
tigated by many reseachers e.g. Rosenberg (1971), Holmes (1973), Holmes (1976)
and Fant (1985). More recently Klatt (1986), Karlsson (1988), Lobo and Ainsworth
(1988), and Pickering (1988) among others, have been investigating which charac
teristics of the glottal pulse shape are of perceptual importance when varied with re
spect to fundamental frequency, particularly when trying to synthesise female
speech. Klatt (1987) has stated that for a particular female speaker his analysis "re
vealed a considerable random breathiness noise at frequencies above 2kHz over
portions of many utterances''. The breathy quality of female speech can be attrib
uted to turbulent air flow through the glottis during the open phase of the laryngeal
cycle. The closed phase is often very short in female speech, consequently a signifi
cant breathy quality might persist through much of the larynx cycle.
The degree of breathiness in a voice may be conveniently estimated using the
open/closed phases of a larynx cycle or the open/closed quotients. The open phase
(OP) and closed phase (CP) durations respectively, are the time intervals during
which the glottis is open and closed within a given larynx cycle. The open quotient
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and closed quotient respectively, are the OP and CP times expressed as a percentage
of the larynx cycle. For example, speakers with long open phases tend to have a
breathy quality to their voice. Lobo and Ainsworth (1988) used the technique of in
verse filtering to examine the changes in the glottal pulse shape, in both male and
female speakers as parameterised by OP, CP, OQ, AQ (the glottal asymmetry quo
tient which is defined as the ratio of glottal open time to close time) and k (the de
gree of steepness of asymmetry) with fundamental frequency and found both a
strong correlation with intonation and clear evidence of speaker sex differences.
While Karlsson (1986) has used air flow measurements taken from a Rothenberg
mask (Rothenberg, 1973) and inverse filtered speech to examine variations in the
normal female voicing source, and Lindsey and Howard (1989) have investigated the
importance of the closed quotient in singing, and have suggested that professional
singers have learnt to control, to a certain degree, the duration of the closed phase of
a larynx cycle. A longer closed phase will result in a richer more sonorant voice
quality.
Although this chapter has so far concentrated on the effect of increased breathiness
with longer open phase, other equally important effects occur, as observed by
Holmes (1973), Holmes (1976), and Rosenberg (1971). During the open phase the
sub-glottal cavity is coupled with the supra glottal cavity to a varying degree, pro
ducing zeros in the spectrum, shifting formant frequencies, increasing the formant
bandwidths and so dampening the resonance peaks. As intimated in the previous
paragraphs the duration of the closed phase will affect the quality of the voice. While
the glottis remains closed the air is in free oscillation, once the glottis begins to open
the oscillations are quickly dampened.
Chapter three investigated methods for controlling the degree of voicing within the
JSRU synthesiser and it is this control signal which can be best applied to the re
quirement of including random noise. However the other characteristics of the glottal
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pulse are better modelled using the mark/space ratio parameter and it is in relation to
this parameter that the results of these experiments will be directed.
While no one voicing source parameter or subset of parameters, is capable of de
scribing adequately all the observed acoustic effects attributable to the voicing
source, OQ,CQ, OP and CP contain much of the information useful to the JSRU syn
thesiser using the mark/space ratio parameter. The initial motivation for examining
the suprasegmental aspects of CQ was to investigate the claim, often stated, that fe
male speech becomes breathier as the fundamental frequency increases and to exam
ine any structure in the data which could be incorporated into a synthesiser, such as
the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser.
Techniques which use inverse filtering as a method of deriving an estimate of the
glottal pulse shape (e.g. Karlsson, 1988; Lobo and Ainsworth, 1988), are limited in
the amount of data they can examine due to the complexity of producing the inverse
filtered signal. Electrolaryngographic techniques do not attempt to model the glottal
pulse and so do not suffer from this problem. Because of this it is possible to exam
ine a large number of larynx periods. Results produced by such a large body of data
are obviously more significant (within the constraints of the technique used) than
methods which are forced to deduce suprasegmental, possibly stylistic effects from a
comparatively small body of data. However, care must be taken to ensure that the
interpretation placed on the laryngographic signal is valid. Fig. 6.1(a) and 6.1(b)
show five laryngeal vibration cycles, extracted from two portions of the vowel [a:]
produced with a falling intonation by a female speaker (F3 of experimental data set
see section 6.2.1) and can be used to cross compare the Lx-derived closed and open
phase values with those produced by inverse filtering. Fig. 6.1(a) shows a section
early on in the vowel. It can be clearly seen that the Lx-derived open phase is longer
than the closed phase, while figure 6 . 1 (b) shows a section later on in the vowel,
where the Lx-derived closed phase is longer. In each figure the upper waveform is
Lx; below this is an inverse-filtered waveform, derived from the speech waveform
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via a robust closed phase LPC analysis ( the inverse filtered waveform is first esti
mated during the closed phase of each cycle, as determined from the Lx before being
re-estimated using the whole of the larynx cycle (Chan and Brookes, 1989) ). The
longer open phase is clearly visible in fig. 6 . 1 (a), both in the relatively long and flat
valleys in Lx and in the comparatively short horizontal plateau in the inverse-filtered
waveform. The longer closed phase can be seen clearly in fig. 6.1(b) both from the
more convex waveform shape in the opening phase and shorter valleys of the Lx sig
nal, and from the longer plateau in the inverse filtered waveform. These figures give
some acoustic confirmation of the validity of the Lx-derived open and closed phase
measures. There are a number of factors to be bome in mind when the laryngograph
is used. It must be remembered that the signal does need interpretation. Many papers
have been produced which consider various aspects of laryngographic signal inter
pretation and application (e.g. Fourcin and Abberton, 1971; Fourcin, 1974; Childers
and Larar, 1984; Fourcin, 1986). In Davis et al, (1986) the technique of OP, CP ex
traction used in these experiments was introduced. In this paper Davis describes
some of the draw backs to the method of OP, CP extraction as follows: "In normal
phonation the vocal folds close together rapidly, and this is a well-defined event
which corresponds to the point of maximum positive time derivative of the Lx signal.
There is however less agreement concerning the opening of the vocal folds, the vocal
folds ’pee! apart from below, and it is more difficult to identify a unique event in the
Lx waveform which corresponds to the opening of the vocal folds. The view taken
here is that there is no method which can in the present state of our knowledge be
regarded as giving a unique ’right’ answer". Therefore the criterion used in this the
sis for the point of glottal opening was as follows: The point of glottal opening is
said to occur, when the Lx signal has reached a value that divides the range from the
peak to the trough of the cycle in a fixed ratio. The ratio used in these experiments
and also by Davis et al. (1986) is such that the ratio (peak Lx - opening point
Lx):(opening Lx - trough Lx) is 7:3.
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10 ms .

Lx

IF

Fig. 6.1(a): Laiyngograph waveform (top) and inverse filtered waveform (bot
tom) for early portion of a low back vowel [a:] spoken by a female (F3 of the
experimental data set). From Lindsey, Breen and Fourcin (1988).
2 0 ms .

r

IF

Fig. 6.1(b): Laryngograph waveform (top) and inverse filtered wavefrom (bot
tom) form a later portion of a low back vowel [a:] spoken by a female (F3 of
the experimental data set). From Lindsey, Breen and Fourcin (1988).
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Opening (Lx amplitude at same
value as closure)

Lx
(Amp)

Opening (7:3)

Time
Closure
(Point of maximum positive gradient)
Opening (Max negative derivative)

Fig. 6.2: Diagram showing methods of determining glottal opening from Lx
(as defined by Davis et al, 1986).
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Two other possible points of glottal opening were considered in Davies et al., (1986).
First, the point of maximum negative time derivate of the Lx signal, and second that
opening occurs when the Lx signal has the same value as it had at the previous clo
sure. These alternative methods are considered in more detail in that paper. Fig. 6.2
shows graphically the three possible methods of estimating glottal opening.
6,2,1 The Experimental Data Set
The speech data used in the experiment consisted of the following. Isolated vowels
and three styles of continuous speech (a read passage, a lecture and a casual conver
sation) recorded by female and male speakers of RP English. The isolated vowels
and read passages were taken from the APLAWD (Archivable Priority List Actual
Word Database), database which was designed and recorded for the SPAR project at
University College in an anechoic room, and consisted of five females and five male
speakers (Lindsey, Breen, Nevard, 1987). Each of the SPAR passages of about two
minutes duration, was read ten times by each speaker. Four of these speakers (two
female and two male) each made further recordings of a live one-hour lecture to un
dergraduate students and an unprepared conversation with colleagues lasting be
tween fifteen and eighty minutes.
For the purposes of these experiments the speakers are divided into groups by their
sex. Speakers are labelled as either "M" for male speakers or "F" for female speak
ers. The first data set, extracted from the APLAWD database, consists of all the re
corded speakers , M l to M5 and FI to F5. The extended data set used to examine
differing speech styles consisted of the following subset of speakers M l, M2, FI and
F2. For all the data used in the experiments the speech pressure waveform (SP) was
recorded digitally in stereo with the electrolaryngographic signal (Lx) onto video
tape. However, the speech pressure waveform played no part in the derivation of the
OP and CP parameters, but was used as a reference to check some of the derived
results.
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Fig. 6.3: Scatter plots of OQ against (log) Fx
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6.2.2 Method
The recorded electrolaryngographic signal was processed in real time on MASSCOMP 5500 and 5600 computers, equipped with a MASSCOMP 12-bit analogue to
digital converter plus MASSCOMP CK10 clock card. Initially the data was sampled
at 5kHz, which resulted in a quantisation interval of 0.2ms, with the installation of
new equipment the sampling rate was increased to 15kHz resulting in a quantisation
interval of 0.06ms. Experiments using re-sampled versions of the early acquired data
showed that, while the higher sampling rate produced more detailed plots, the under
lying trends seen in the data acquired at the lower sampling rate, remained clearly
visible as shown in fig. 6.3(a),(b),(c). The figures show scatter plots of OQ against
log Fx produced at three different sampling rates 5kHz, 12kHz and 15kHz respec
tively, for a female speaker F2 of the experimental data set.
This suggests that the observed effects were therefore not a consequence of the
quantisation interval but reflected a true trend in the data.
6.2.3 Observations: Prosodic Effects
Fig. 6.4 shows a plot of the lower back vowel [a:] produced by a female speaker F3
of the experimental data set. The plot consists of the speech pressure waveform im
mediately below which is the Lx signal. Underneath the Lx signal is an estimate of
the fundamental frequency contour (Fx) derived from the voiced excitation epoch
markers (Tx) and below this OP and CP estimates also derived from the Lx signal.
The OP and CP values have been derived using the criterion described above. It can
be seen that although both OP and CP increase as the Fx contour falls and the larynx
period correspondingly lengthens, the OP tends to remain relatively flat while CP
rises slowly from a very low value (below OP) at high Fx to a much higher value
(above OP) at low Fx. This suggests that CQ rises as Fx falls. The terminal rise of
OP can be plausibly attributed to the anticipation by the vocal folds of an abducted
position ready for normal breathing. These effects can be clearly seen in fig. 6.5 and
fig. 6 .6 .
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200 ms.

Fx

OP
CP

Fig. 6.4: An example of speech, Lx, Fx, OP and CP.
Low back vowel [a:] spoken with falling intonation by female F3 of the experimen
tal data set. The plots, from the top, are of the speech pressure waveform (Sp), the
laryngographic signal (Lx), the fundamental frequency contour (Fx) and the glottal
close and open phase durations (CP and OP). From Lindsey, Breen and Fourcin
(1988)
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Fig. 6.5: Distribution of OP against Tx for female speakers F I-5, reciting a
written passage.
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Fig. 6 .6 ; Distribution of CP against Tx for female speakers F I-5, reciting a
written passage.
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Fig. 6.7: Distribution of OP against Tx for male speakers Ml-5, reciting a
written passage.
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Fig. 6 .8 : Distribution of CP against Tx for male speakers M l-5, reciting a
written passage.
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Fig. 6.9: Distribution of closed quotient (CQ) values as a function of
fundamental frequency (Fx) in a lecture by female speaker, FI of the
experimental dataset.
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Fig. 6.10; Distribution of closed quotient (CQ) values as a function of
fundamental frequency (Fx) in a lecture by male speaker, M l of the
experimental dataset.
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These plots show respectively the open and closed phases in milli-seconds against
larynx cycle duration in milli -seconds for all five female speakers in the experimen
tal data set, reading a passage taken from the APLAWD database. This represents a
significant number of larynx cycles (362389). Clearly visible in fig. 6.5 is the rela
tively slow change in open phase value with Fx at low Fx values, while fig.

6 . 6

shows how the closed phase rises with decreasing Fx. However, the situation is
much less clear in fig. 6.7 and fig. 6 .8 . Here the data is that of all five male speakers
in the experimental data set, again reading a passage. Once again this data repre
sents a significant number of larynx cycles (262332). The behaviour of the open
phase apparently differed for male speakers as no decrease in the OP/(Tx period)
gradient is visible. The situation is slightly more complicated for the closed phase
duration, once again CP appears to rise with increasing Tx period, but has a bimodal
distribution. This can be attributed to a speaker with a consistently higher closed
phase duration than the other speakers.
In an attempt to clarify these results the data was re-analysed and extended to in
clude lecturing and conversational styles of speech for a subset of the male and fe
male speakers used in the first experiments. The distributions of CQ with Fx for the
complete data set were produced and analysed in order to determine the degree of
correlation over long term prosodic variation.
6.2.4 An Analysis o f Sex Differences Across Data Sets
Fig. 6.9 shows the distribution of CQ values against Fx (on a logarithmic scale) for a
lecture delivered by a female speaker FI of the experimental data set, which contains
a significant number of larynx cycles (201714). The scatter of CQ values clearly
show a downward slope to the right with increasing Fx, and has a correlation coeffi
cient of -0.454. Figure 6.10 show a corresponding distribution for a male speaker Ml
of the experimental data set. Here the scatter has a much more globular structure
and correspondingly has a much lower correlation value of 0.039. Figure 6.11 sum
marises experimental results derived from the read passage subset of the
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Fig. 6.11: Correlation coefficients of CQ as a function of Fx for five female
speakers and five male speakers, each reading a two-minute passage ten times.
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Fig. 6.12: Correlation coefficients of CQ as a function of Fx for two female
speakers and two male speakers, producing three styles of speech.
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experimental data set. The figure shows the correlation coefficients for the five fe
male speakers on the left and the five male speakers on the right
The correlation coefficients were calculated by concatenating the OP, CP statistics
obtained from ten repetitions of the APLAWD passages. The female speakers clearly
show higher correlation values than the male speakers and there is greater consis
tency within the group (average correlation -0.496). The male speakers show less
correlation with an average correlation value of 0.087 and much less consistency
within the group. Assuming that auditory breathiness correlates with a relatively
lengthened open phase and a low CQ value the distributions agree well with Klatt
(1987) which suggested that female speech is normally breathier than male speech.
The majority of values for the female speaker were found to lie on average in the
range 26.8% to 51% CQ, while the majority of values for the males were found to lie
on average between 35.6% and 49.6% CQ, the females lower CQ values are of
course concentrated at the higher end of the Fx range.
6.2.5 An Analysis o f Stylistic Differences
The next experiments were devised to examine the possible effects different speak
ing styles had either directly, as a consequence of style-based voice quality choices
or more indirectly as a result of intonational differences on the correlation of CQ
with Fx. CQ scatter plots were produced for the two males and two female speakers
as described above. The results are summarised in fig. 6.12. This figure shows the
degree of correlation for two female speakers and two male speakers taking data
from the recited passage, lecture and conversation styles. Overall the pattern of
greater correlation for females remains clear. It is also true for all four speakers that
CQ is less correlated with Fx in lecturing performance than in the passage reading in
an anechoic room.
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Fig. 6.13.* Dx plots for female talker FI. (a) read passage, (b) lecture,
(c)conversation.
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Fig. 6.14: Dx plots for female talker F2. (a) read passage, (b) lecture,
(c) conversation.
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Fig. 6.16: Dx plots for male talker M2, (a) read passage, (b) lecture,
(c) conversation.
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It is proposed in Lindsey, Breen and Fourcin (1988), that such behaviour can be
explained in the light of the work on singing by Howard and Lindsey (1987) which
suggests that one aspect of trained voice production is the ability to maintain a dequately high CQ values in the upper Fx range. Both the male and female speakers
exhibit obvious stylistic differences. These differences being most marked for the
male speakers M l and M2. Speaker Ml exhibits little regularity across styles and
relatively low CQ correlation values while speaker M2 exhibits a higher degree
across style regularity and a relatively high degree of CQ correlation.
6.2.6 Observations
While there is an apparent variability in the correlation of CQ with Fx for differing
speech styles, the trend of CQ to be correlated with Fx for female speakers and not
for male speakers remains true. It is of interest to examine whether these apparent
sex differences can be attributed to the differing fundamental frequency ranges be
tween the two male and female speakers. Fig. 6.13 to fig. 6.16 show Dx plots of the
four speakers for different speaking styles (the term Dx is explained in detail in ap
pendix A).
Each plot shows the time spent at a given frequency in seconds or milliseconds on
the y-axis and log fundamental frequency on the x-axis. Table 6.1 has tabulated the
main points from these graphs. For each style of speech data the table is split into
three columns, which contain for each speaker, the low and high fundamental fre
quency values and the mean value. From the plots and table 6.1 it is clear that as ex
pected the female speakers exhibit a higher mean value than the males, and a greater
frequency range which starts at a higher Fx value than the male speakers and finishes
at a higher Fx value than the male speakers. The female speakers also exhibited a
high degree of agreement across speaking styles. The greatest fundamental
frequency ranges were produced by the female speakers during conversational
speech, and generally, conversational style speech produced the highest fundamental
frequency values. However this style of speech produced the lowest CQ/Fx
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correlation values in both males and females.
Passage

Lecture

Conversation

Mean

Low

High

Mean

Low

High

Mean

Low

High

Ml

144.8

95

301

153.4

89

280

163.8

96

325

M2

128.3

69

299

144.1

76

301

123.9

75

300

FI

184.4

1 1 0

330

186.2

118

360

200.9

118

450

F2

204.6

1 1 0

360

192.9

1 2 0

350

215.9

138

410

Table 6.1 Mean, low and high range Fx values
for speakers Ml-2, and Fl-2. For three differing styles of speech.
This suggests that the absolute Fx range is not a significant component in the pro
duction of correlated CQ with Fx.
Fig. 6.12 showed that for female speakers there was a clear difference in the degree
of correlation of CQ values with Fx with differing styles of speech, but that overall a
higher correlation existed than for the male speakers across speaking styles. It
would be of interest to examine whether some cue to this apparent variation can be
found in the CQ data. Table 6.2 shows the low and high CQ values for each speaker
and speaking style. From this table it is apparent that for the read passage the range
of CQ values for female speakers is much greater than it is for male speakers, the
lower CQ values being lower than the male speakers CQ. While this fact is of inter
est it does not explain the higher degree of correlation between CQ and Fx for fe
male speakers, for the following reasons. Consider speaker F2, the data in table 6.2
suggests that for the read passage, the CQ range is very similar to speaker M l and
yet fig.

6 . 1 2

shows clearly that this speaker has a much higher correlation value than

speaker M l. A similar situation occurs in the lecturing style of speech for the same
two speakers. A counter example to the above can be found if we examine speaker
F2 and speaker M2, here there appears to be a correlation between CQ range and
CQ/Fx correlation. In this example, relatively high correlation values are found for
the read passage and conversational styles of speech for speaker M2. This increase in
-
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correlation appears to be associated with an increase in CQ range or a low initial CQ
value. This proposal is slightly re-enforced by the fact that the lowest M2 correlation
values were produced during lecturing, for which the data showed both a high CQ
initial value and a small CQ range. Other similar examples to the above can be
found in the data. It would appear that both initial CQ value and CQ range may act
as weak cues to CQ correlation with Fx.
Passage

Lecture
Converstation
Low CQ High CQ Low CQ High CQ Low CQ High CQ
Ml

31

48

30

50

34

50

M2

26

42

32

48

35

62

M3

44

60

M4

35

46

M5

42

52

FI

25

55

25

59

25

52

F2

30

50

31

55

25

50

F3

23

50

F4

30

50

F5

26

50

Table 6.2 Low and high CQ values for all speakers and data sets

While a large number of larynx cycles were examined it must be remembered that
relatively few speakers were tested, all with the same dialect, RP (Received Pro
nunciation). A much greater selection of dialects and speakers would be necessary
before clear conclusions could be drawn. Bearing the above limitations in mind the
following list of observations might be made from examining the data:
1.

For this data set the CQ of the female speakers have been shown to be corre
lated with Fx. This trend is consistent (to varying degrees) across three differ-1 5 8 -

ing speaking styles. The male speakers in the data set exhibited much less
regularity in the correlation values of CQ with Fx, both across speakers and
speaking styles.
2.

The absolute range of fundamental frequency values does not appear to be a
significant component in the production of correlated CQ with Fx for either,
male or female speakers.

3.

A large CQ range and/or a low CQ value appears to be a weak cue to an in
crease correlation between CQ and Fx.

4.

Speaking style does affect the correlation between CQ/Fx, but the affect seems
to be greatly affected by the speakers laryngeal physiology and speaking style.

This type of experimental data has a bearing on the production of natural sounding
synthetic speech. The manner by which such information might be incorporated into
a fixed excitation version of the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser will be the sub
ject of the next section.

6.3 Incorporating OQ Information into the JSRU Synthesiser
In this section methods of incorporating the results from experiments described
above into the JSRU synthesiser using the mark/space ratio control signal (IMS) will
be investigated. The section begins by describing the IMS control signal and the
mechanisms by which varying this parameter varies the synthesised speech.
Before describing the IMS control signal in detail it is worth considering how
perceptually significant this parameter is likely to be and how varying this parameter
fits in with the design philosophy followed throughout this thesis.
This control signal certainly only deals with relatively fine perceptual details. Errors
in other control signals such as the formant frequencies or amplitudes can easily
swamp much of the effect produced by this control signal. However there are a num
ber of areas where this parameter could make a difference. As will be seen later in
the section, the synthesiser model as it stands presently is not capable of adequately
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modelling various CQ/Fx characteristics. Only a limited number of speaker types
can be modelled unless greater account is taken of CQ effects, for example breathy
speakers cannot be modelled adequately at present nor can the effects of breathy
voice often observed at the beginning and end of phonation. An attempt is made to
incorporate some of these CQ effects through varying the IMS control signal.
Some evidence that varying the IMS control signal can be perceptually important is
obtained from Ainsworth and Munden (1986). In this paper they state that changing
the IMS value did perceptually alter the quality of the resulting synthesis. Varying
the IMS control signal fits well into the design philosophy followed throughout this
thesis. Because the amplitude and frequency control signal values have, by defini
tion, been specified as those values which would be observed during the closed
phase of the larynx cycle, specifically just after excitation. Changing the IMS value
at the frame rate effectively puts some of the larynx synchronous variation back into
the signal through the modification of formant frequencies and bandwidths. Obvi
ously the effects will be limited by the control signal update rate which is fixed at
10ms. This may be acceptable for male speakers but may not be for female speak
ers.
The mark/space ratio parameter is described by Rye and Holmes (1982) as "control
ling the glottal open period with respect to the fundamental period 7/Fq". The IMS
control is used to alter the voiced excitation mark/space ratio without altering the ex
citation fundamental frequency and is defined as representing the ratio of the excita
tion period to a notional pulse length on the logarithmic fundamental frequency
scale. It is initially interpreted using the formula:
IMS = (IMS - 32)/2 + IFO

(1)

The IMS control signal is limited to the range 1 - 63, so subtracting 32 in equation
(1) enables the effective modification of the IMS parameter to be either positive or
negative from its assumed mean value. The division by two is simply to reduce the
effective range of control. IFO is the parameterised logarithmic fundamental fre
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quency and is included to ensure that the mark/space ratio is independent of funda
mental frequency. This IMS value is used in equation (2) to derive a "PL" pulse
length or effective open phase.
PL = CONTS + GRPL/FOTABL(IMS)

(2)

The parameters CONTS and GRPL are specified in advance of any synthesis in a
parameter file. These values cannot be dynamically altered, so care must be taken in
deciding which values these constants should take. FOTABL is a look up table con
taining the F0 values for a given IMS value. If CONTS is set to zero then the pulse
length is a function of the IMS and GRPL parameters, with IMS held constant, the
pulse length is then given as a fixed proportion of the larynx cycle, modified by the
GRPL parameter. However, if the GRPL is set to zero the pulse length is given by
CONTS, which is independent of IMS. Typically these parameters have the follow
ing values associated with them as described in Rye and Holmes (1982).
CONTS = 0
GRPL = 0.6 and fixed IMS value of 32
These values effectively ensure that the OQ value will be fixed at 60% for all speak
ers and speaking styles. Changing the IMS control signal from this fixed value will
effectively squash or stretch the stored excitation pulse depending on the IMS value
chosen. This will change the low frequency component of the fixed excitation pulse
which may adversely effect the quality of the synthetic speech.
While it would be unfair to compare directly the values obtained from the CQ ex
periments with this control signal the correspondence is close enough for certain
comparisons to be made. Clearly while the fixed percentage might be suitable for a
small minority of speaker types, the majority will not be adequately modelled using
this approximation. By examining table 6.2 it is clear that such an approximation
will only be suitable for speakers with a very small CQ range and a relatively low
OQ value. Speakers with a high OQ and a large CQ range might be expected to be
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modelled less well. It is possible that these results support work done by Hall (1989)
which suggests that at present the JSRU synthesiser is incapable of modelling certain
voice types. The situation is particularly acute for female speakers, where there is a
clear correlation between CQ and Fx, suggesting that this might be perceptually im
portant.
The variation of PL does not in itself produce suitable formant frequency and
bandwidth modifications. These modifications are achieved in the following man
ner. Previous chapters have described briefly how the synthesiser mixes two types
of excitation base on a "VMIX" control signal (see chapter 3). During voiced speech
a fixed excitation pulse is used to drive the synthesiser. Associated with this excita
tion pulse is a glottal area function "GLAREA", a coarsely defined wave shape
stored in the synthesiser’s parameter file. Fig. 6.17 show the shape of the GLAREA
function as it is presently defined in the synthesiser parameter file. The duration of
this wave shape is varied synchronously with the excitation pulse.
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Fig. 6.17: Shape of glottal area function
described by 18 data points stored in the synthesiser’s parameter file (see table 1 .2 )
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The function is inappropriately named as it does not accurately represent the glottal
area, but is used to control the following equations over the excitation pulse length.
F B W ^ = BANDWn + GLAMIXk FBWMODn

(3)

and
f f Qnk

= FFQnk + GLAREAkFFQMODn

(4)

where K is the sample index of the glottal area waveform, N is the formant number,
BANDWn is the bandwidth of the Nth formant after any nasality modifications,
FFQnk *s

current frequency of the Nth formant and FBWMODN and

FFQMODn determine the magnitude of the bandwidth and frequency modifications
respectively for a particular glottal area value. The formant bandwidth and fre
quency modification values are calculated from the following parameters, stored in
Hertz in the parameter file.
FBWMODn = BDWMODn/BWSTEP

(5)

FFQMODn = FQMODn/FQSTEP

(6 )

and

where BDWMOD^ and FQMOD^ are the arrays holding the maximum possible
bandwidth and frequency modifications, stored as Hz. BWSTEP and FQSTEP con
trol the incremental step size for the bandwidth and frequency modifications. It can
be seen from equation (4) that only the frequency modifications are directly con
trolled by the "GLAREA" glottal waveform. Equation (3) contains the function
"GLAMIX". For fully voiced speech the function is equivalent to the GLAREA
function, however, for mixed voice types a combination of the glottal area parameter
and an unvoiced counter part "GOUV" also stored in the parameter file is used in the
follow
GLAMIX = vn(GLAREAjGOUV)
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(7)

where vn is the normalised voice mix value for formant N and I is the glottal area
index. For fully unvoiced speech:
GLAMIX = GOUV

(8 )

From the above discussion it is clear that if dynamic control of the IMS control sig
nal is to produce audible improvements to the quality of the synthetic speech appro
priate values must be found for the frequency and bandwidth modification equations
described above. Table 6.3 show the parameter file modifications used to exploit the
varying IMS parameter. The bandwidth modifications were chosen to produce an
appropriate audible change in the speech.

FI

F2

F3

FHV

FHUV

FN

30.0

30.0

30,0

50.0

50.0

400.0

50.0

DBMOD (Hz)

-

500.0

70.0

70.0

70.0

0.0

500.0

FQMOD (Hz)

-

100.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

BWSTEP

Parameters
BDWTAB (Hz)

Table 6.3 Table of modified BW and FQ parameters
to enhance the effects of a dynamically varying IMS control signal
The procedure for dynamically altering the IMS control signal was as follows; OQ
information obtained from a laryngographic signal was converted into appropriate
IMS control signal values using the following algorithm, presented as pseudo code
below:
Quantised_Fo = 2 5.0*2(Parame‘erised- Fo/16)
new_Fo = (GRPL *Quantised_Fo)/OQ
Index = ((log new_Fo - log 25)/log 2)16
IMS = 2(Index - parameterised_Fo) + 32
Where ParameterisedJFO is the index into a 64 element table of log fundamental
frequency values. New_F0 is a pseudo/^ parameter with the appropriate OQ correc
tion and index is the new index into the 64 element lookup table.
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During unvoiced regions an IMS value of 32 was used. The parameter file variables
CONTS and GRPL retained their default value (although for extreme values in the
IMS range these values resulted in the mark/space ratio becoming frequency depend
ent see fig. 6.18).
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IMS = 16
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IMS = 48
IMS = 63
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5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 63
parameterised fundamental frequency

Fig. 6.18: Plot showing limited frequency dependency of IMS

Moving formant values and increased formant damping are not the only effects ex
hibited by an increase in OQ. As mentioned in the previous section, an increased
open phase results in a breathy quality in the speech. To accommodate an increase
in breathiness with OQ, the OQ values obtained from the laryngographic signal in
addition to modifying the IMS value were used to modify the voice mix control sig
nal "VMIX", previously described in chapter three. The simple binary voicing deci
sion was modified by the OQ value using the following simple equation, presented
below in pseudo code:
VMIX = VCONST*OQ
-
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where VCONST = 80
This value of VCONST was chosen so that with an open quotient of 60% the fourth
formant resonator would be driven by noise source excitation only. As stated previ
ously an IMS value of 32 results in a 60% OQ.
Possible improvements in naturalness due to the modifications described above
where assessed through informal listening tests on a number of phrases and by a sta
tistical analysis on one exemplar test phrase (phrase No.2 of table D .l, section D.l,
appendix D). The method and results of this statistical analysis are considered in de
tail in appendix G. The results of the test suggest that there is an improvement in
naturalness when information about the voiced source is included in synthesis-byanalysis in this manner.
Modifications as described above cannot hope to adequately model all the excitation
specific effects which are commonly exhibited in speech. For this to be achieved
more sophisticated models of the voiced excitation will necessary.

6.4 Dynamic Excitation Control in the JSRU Synthesiser
This section describes a series of experiments which investigated two methods of in
corporating dynamic excitation control into a ’C’ software implementation of the
JSRU parallel formant synthesiser (Howard, Breen 1989).
The work described here exploited a feature of the software synthesiser which al
lowed externally produced excitation and glottal area function waveforms to be
down loaded into the synthesiser and used during synthesis. Externally constructing
excitation and glottal area function waveforms side steps a lot of the limitations im
posed by the synthesiser frame rate of

1 0

ms and heavy control signal smoothing.

Such waveforms offer the potential of incorporating cycle-by-cycle changes into the
synthetic speech.
Two methods for deriving excitation and area function waveforms were examined.
The first method derived an excitation waveform using an inverse filtering technique
-
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described in Howard, Brooks and Chan (1988). The laryngographic and speech data
were first phase corrected (Hunt, 1978) before analysis to correct for any phase dis
tortion incurred during recording. A closed phase LP analysis was then used to ob
tain a good estimate of the vocal tract (to ensure that the analysis filter remained sta
ble for cycles where only a

few data points were present, data points from

surrounding cycles were taken when necessary).

The inverse filtered waveform

produced was further processed to remove any residual formant structure. The re
sulting differential flow waveform was then least squares matched to a Liljencrants/Fant (LF) four parameter model of differential glottal flow (Fant et al. 1985).
The second method of analysis constructed a Fant three parameter glottal flow model
(Fant, 1979) using parameters extracted from a laryngographic waveform on a cycleby cycle basis (Howard, 1987).

The parameters consisted of fundamental period,

vocal fold closed phase, peak to peak amplitude and sharpness of closure. The glot
tal area function waveform was considered to be of less significance that the excita
tion model for the reasons described above. The glottal flow and laryngographic
waveforms were used to model this control signal in the first and second methods
respectively.
These excitation waveforms were further differentiated to produce the double differ
entiated glottal flow required by the synthesiser, filtered and applied with the appro
priate glottal area function waveform to the synthesiser. Fig. 6.19 and fig. 6.20
shows schematically the two methods of analysis. As previously mentioned excita
tion specific effects can be easily swamped by formant amplitude or frequency er
rors. Good control signal estimates were therefore derived using AAM and trans
form synthesis as described in previous chapters.
There is one major draw back in using externally generated models of excitation de
rived from an analysis of the speech pressure waveform, it is that the formant ampli
tude control signals are assumed to contain excitation specific spectral attributes al
ready, using an externally derived excitation will effectively be applying these
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attributes twice. This is clearly undesirable. One method of circumventing this is
based on an idea described by Holmes (1973). Holmes noted that excitation spectra
produced by inverse filtered waveforms tended to fall off at high frequencies. The
formant synthesiser however required the excitation spectrum to be spectrally flat.
To compensate for this behaviour Holmes modified the harmonic amplitudes to
make the spectral trend flat while leaving the low frequency components of the
power spectrum and phase characteristics unaffected. This method has been applied
on a cycle-by-cycle basis to the (LF) modelled output of the inverse filtered
waveform. The modelled differential flow is further differentiated and the FFT
taken. The spectrum is then flattened above a fixed frequency while the phase is left
unaltered.
Initial results of this work suggest that improved naturalness can be achieved in this
manner particularly when creak is present at the end of phonation. However, there
are still a number of problems. For example the spectral flattening process tended to
produce a sharp discontinuity in the excitation waveform. The inverse filtering path
is complex and occasionally breaks down while the excitation based on the laryngograph was inflexible and adversely effected by the amplitude of the laryngographic
signal.

Speech pressure
waveform

Laryngograph
output (Lx)

Inverse
filtering

Differentiate

Closed phase
LPC analysis

Integrate

HF spectral
flattening Excitation
waveform
(EX)
Glottal flow
waveform.
Used as
synthesiser
Glottal area
wave form
(GA)

Fig. 6.19: Dynamic excitation based on inverse filtered waveform
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Fig. 6.20: Dynamic excitation model constructed from Lx
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Chapter 7: Conclusions

7.1 Introduction
A new method of synthesis-by-analysis has been presented, which has been shown
through subjective testing, to produce synthetic speech comparable in quality to that
of a standard method of analysis, but at a much reduced computational cost. In this
chapter conclusions drawn from the work reported in chapters three to six are gath
ered together and suggestions for future extensions to the work presented.

7.2 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work
The first section of chapter three considered voicing determination. Two basic cate
gories of voicing determination were described, a simple binary (V-UV) classifica
tion and a more elaborate four way classification (V-UV-M-S). While high quality
synthesis can be achieved using only a binary voicing decision, the synthetic voiced
speech produced, can often exhibit a buzzy quality (Markoul, 1978). The simplest
way to improve the synthesis quality would be to adopt a four way voicing decision
using a method such as the one described in chapter three (Childers, et al, 1989). Al
ternatively, a number of papers have addressed this issue in connection with LP syn
thesis (Markoul, 1978; Robet et al., 1987) and have reported good results. It may be
possible to adapt these techniques to produce a single, multi-valued, voicing decision
suitable for inclusion in the JSRU synthesiser. Whichever method of voicing deter
mination is used, a mapping between the voicing decision and the perceptual effect
produced by applying this value to the synthesiser degree of voicing control signal,
must be devised.
The second section of chapter three considered fundamental frequency estimation.
PDIs such as the laryngograph are presently the most accurate methods of estimating
fundamental frequency. Bearing this in mind and considering their ease of use, there
seems little point in adopting an acoustic method of analysis, unless it is required by
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a particular application. Considering the constraints imposed by the synthesiser de
sign, the simplest way to improve fundamental frequency modelling would be
through the inclusion of an externally generated voiced excitation, rather than at
tempting to modify the fundamental frequency control signal. This option is consid
ered later in this section.
The final section of chapter three considered raw formant estimation and tracking,
two major components responsible for degrading the performance of the new
synthesis-by-analysis method.

Formant errors are important because amplitude

mapping and transform synthesis require the correct formant frequency values.
There are two clear problem areas in obtaining good formant frequency tracks:
•

The reliable estimation of fast moving formant transitions

•

The reliable tracking of raw formant estimates in voiceless speech and at the
transitions between voiced and voiceless speech.

Fast moving formant transitions are a particular problem because they are both
perceptually important and also the most difficult regions of speech from which to
obtain reliable formant frequency tracks.

Typically they occur at regions of

voiced/voiceless transition where formant estimation is least accurate. A possible
solution to this has been proposed by Pinto et al. (1989). They suggest a method of
spectral focusing which enhances the number of available formant estimates in these
regions. At present spectral focusing is not carried out in the new synthesis-byanalysis method. If closed phase analysis and spectral focusing were included, the
number of formant tracking errors resulting from poor initial estimates would be
greatly reduced.
The comparatively poor performance of the McCandless algorithm during obstruent
sounds is due in part to poor raw formant estimation and in part to an unrealistic per
ception of the existence of clear formant data in voiceless regions of speech. Chap
ter three described formant trackers which attempt to find globally optimal formant
tracks. Of particular interest to the discussion are HMM based trackers (e.g. Kopec,
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1986) which through their training implicitly adopt a more applicable model of
formant behaviour.

If the McCandless formant tracker presently used in the

synthesis-by-analysis method were replaced with a formant tracker such as that de
scribed by Kopec (1986) formant frequency errors would likely be reduced. If dur
ing training, such a formant tracker were tailored to suit the design specifications of
the formant synthesiser, still further improvements might be possible. However,
formant tracking is unlikely ever to be an error free process.
Chapter four introduced automatic amplitude mapping. Further improvements are
needed in the extraction of formant amplitudes during voiced speech. While there is
little perceptual difference between the simple method of amplitude extraction and
the Lx based method of amplitude extraction (presented in chapter four), it is likely
that the best results would be produced with a combination of the two methods. The
simple method of amplitude extraction introduces slightly too much shimmer1 in the
speech. While the Lx based method is unreliable at the regions of voiced/voiceless
transition, reducing the acceptability of the speech during, creak, creaky voice and
breathy voice. The analysis method could also be further improved if a more sophis
ticated degree of voicing control were used. Also, further research is needed in the
integration and averaging of the perceptually important low frequency region of
voiced speech, and in the range of spectral integration used during voiceless speech.
Chapter five presented a number of different network configurations aimed at trans
forming the amplitudes derived by AAM into optimised synthesiser control signal
values. Further work on designing appropriate network configurations may lead to
an improvement in the ability of networks to "generalise,, while minimising the size
and number of networks used.

One obvious extension to the transform synthesis

approach would be to construct networks which modified both the formant ampli
tudes and frequencies.

*Shimmer is defined as being small cycle-to-cycle changes in the amplitude of the signal
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Chapter six examined a number of aspects related to the voiced excitation. The ex
periments described in section

6 .1

suggested that there was a sex difference in the

behaviour of CQ with pitch, which could be modelled in a synthesiser. Later sec
tions considered the inclusion of different externally generated voiced excitation
waveforms and highlighted a number of potential problems. A greater degree of
naturalness is certainly possible if more attention is paid to voiced excitation effects.
With reference to the JSRU synthesiser, further work is needed on describing an ex
ternally generated voiced excitation and glottal area waveforms.

In hindsight a bet

ter first step, than the methods of generating dynamically varying voiced excitation
waveforms attempted in the thesis, might be to use a code book of fixed excitation
shapes, from which the most appropriate shape could be selected before synthesis.
Voiced excitation waveforms externally generated using these fixed excitation
shapes and information extracted from the Lx signal would incorporate many of the
perceptually important effects of voiced speech without suffering from the problems
encountered by the elaborate dynamic voiced excitations.
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Appendix A: Laryngographic Speech Analysis Methods
A .l Introduction
The laryngograph (Fourcin, 1971,1974,1981,1986) is a device used to observe vo
cal fold contact during phonation. It consists of two electrodes which are placed su
perficially on either side of the thyroid cartilage and held in place by an elastic throat
band. A 4 MHz transmitting voltage is applied between a centre conductor and a
guard ring of one electrode. The other electrode serves as a current pick-up. Typi
cally about 30mW is dissipated at the subject’s neck with only |i-Watts present at the
level of the vocal folds. The high frequency current picked up by the receiving elec
trode is amplitude modulated by the movement of the vocal folds. Since the current
flow increases as vocal fold contact area increases, the laryngographic signal is not
an accurate measure of the lateral glottal area as is often stated (Krishnamurthy and
Childers, 1986). In addition, movement of the vocal folds may occur without con
tact, giving an increase in glottal area which will not necessarily change the current
flow. It is therefore more appropriate to term the device an electrolaryngograph and
not an electroglottograph.
During normal phonation there can be considerable movement of the thyroid carti
lage, which results in a very low frequency component to the laryngographic signal.
While this information can be useful it is normally filtered out using a linear phase
high pass filter with a cut off at 30Hz. The resulting laryngographic signal is termed
the Lx waveform. The Lx waveform has been used in a number of applications, for
determining the fundamental period (Fourcin, 1974) (termed Tx when derived using
the Lx signal) and hence the fundamental frequency (termed Fx when derived using
the Tx markers). It has also been used to characterise different modes of voicing
(Fourcin, 1981; Hunt 1987; Lindsey, Breen and Fourcin, 1988) such as normal,
breathy and creaky voice and has also found practical applications in the assessment
of vocal pathology and therapy (Fourcin, 1981; Abberton et al., 1985).
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Fig. Al(a) and Al(b) show the Lx waveforms for a male and female subject saying a
neutral vowel. Notice that the Lx waveform is characterised by increasing conduc
tance on the y-axis and time on the x-axis.
The vocal fold vibratory cycle can be regarded as consisting of contact, separation
and open phases. The output from the laryngograph is entirely a function of the
electrical conductance across the thyroid cartilage, these three phases will be de
scribed in terms of the varying conductance as measured by the laryngograph.
During normal phonation the closed (contact) phase is marked in the Lx waveform
by a very rapid jump in electrical conductance across the neck. This sharp rise is
due to low pressure causing a mucosal bridge to be drawn out across the lower edge
of the epithilial cover of the vocal folds. This sharp rise is then re-enforced by the
rapid closing together of the vocal folds. The separation phase follows the peak clo
sure, as the lower edges of the vocal folds peel apart, with a corresponding decrease
in the amplitude of the Lx waveform. Notice that the Lx waveform will decrease in
amplitude well before any air flow through the glottis. For may speakers a knee ap
pears in the Lx waveform corresponding to the beginning of air flow and the start of
the open phase. As the vocal folds peel further apart the amplitude of the Lx signal
continues to diminish until a minimum value is reached. The complete process is
shown in fig. A2.
Other modes of voiced excitation are characterised by marked changes in the Lx
waveform. Fig. A3, fig A4(a) and fig. A4(b) show three other modes of voicing,
breathy voice, creak (vocal fry) and creaky voice, respectively. Breathy voice is
characterised in the Lx signal by a long open phase and a reduction in the steepness
of the slope in at closure. Creak is characterised by successive high and low ampli
tude Lx peaks, while creaky voice is characterised by alternating very long and short
open phases in the Lx signal. Creak and creaky voice are considered in greater detail
in Hedelin and Huber (1990). For a more detailed description of the laryngraphic
signal in speech analysis see Fourcin (1981).
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Fig. Al(a): Three cycles of a layngographic signal (Lx) for a male speaker.
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Fig. Al(b); Four cycles of a laryngographic signal (Lx) for a female speaker.
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Fig. A2: Simplified diagram of vocal fold movement and associated Lx
signal. (1) Point of initial closure. (2) Point of full closure. (3) Point at which
glottis opens. (4) Point of fully open glottis.
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Fig. A3: Five cycles of an Lx signal produced during breathy voice.
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(a) An example of the Lx signal produced during creak (vocal fry).
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(b) An example of the Lx signal produced during creaky voice.
Fig. A.4: An example of the Lx signals for creak and creaky voice
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A.2 Excitation Epoch Marker Extraction
As a precursor to many analysis methods based on the Lx signal it is necessary to
obtain an estimate of the larynx period through the extraction of the excitation epoch
markers (the points of glottal closure).
Excitation epoch marker (Tx marker) extraction is achieved as follows. The Lx
waveform is differentiated as shown in fig. A5.

ms
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5 6 ,0 . 0,

565.
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58,0

57,0

5 6 ,0 . 0,

Fig. A.5: An example of an Lx signal and its derivative
The top graph shows the Lx waveform below which is the corresponding
differentiated waveform. Notice how the point of glottal closure has been
emphasised by this process.
This is done to reduce the effect of any low frequency components in the Lx signal
and to emphasis the point of glottal closure, which has been defined above as the
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point of maximum positive gradient in the Lx signal. A threshold level is then set
and epoch markers extracted where the differentiated Lx signal crosses the threshold.
During normal phonation finding the Tx markers is a trivial operation. However, a
simple threshold works less well during other phonation types such as breathy voice,
where a clear point of glottal closure is not present. Care must be taken in extracting
Tx markers during such phonation.

Payton (1989) has suggested that an adaptive

threshold could be set which uses information from the previous larynx period to
modify the threshold used to extract the next Tx marker. Finally, if the Lx signal is
to be used in conjunction with the speech signal, account must be taken of the effects
of acoustic delay. The Lx signal records events at the larynx. For these events to
correspond accurately with the speech pressure waveform, the time taken for the
pressure wave to traverse the vocal tract and beyond to the microphone must be
taken into account.
The Tx markers are not the only information derived from the Lx signal other pa
rameters such as the closed and open phases of a larynx cycle are also often ex
tracted form the Lx signal (see chapter six).

A.3 Some Analysis Methods
Once obtained the Tx markers can be manipulated in a number of ways. Most obvi
ous of which is fundamental frequency estimation (see chapter three).
Other representations are also possible as shown in figures A6-A9. Figure A 6 shows
a "scatter plot" which gives a measure of the regularity of phonation. The x-axis
represent log frequency of the first larynx period in each larynx period pair. The yaxis represents the log frequency of the second larynx period in the pair. The inten
sity of the plot is proportional to the log probability. Fig A7(a) and A7(b) show his
tograms of the number of occurrences of a particular larynx period and the time
spent in at particular frequency, repectively. These plots have been used to diagnose
certain pathological conditions (Fourcin, 1986). If estimates of the open and closed
phases are also extracted from the Lx signal, other plots such as fig. A 8 (a), A 8 (b),
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A9(a) and A9(b) which show the effect of Fx on the open and closed phases and
open and closed quotients respectively, can be used to examine various aspects of
voiced speech (see chapter six). In fig. A 8 (a) and A8 (b) the x-axis represents larynx
period in ms and the y-axis open./closed phase in ms. The x-axis in fig.A9(a) and
A9(b) is log Fx and the y-axis the duration of the open/closed phase represented as a
percentage of the whole larynx cycle.
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38
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Fig. A.6 : Scatter plot measuring regularity of phonation.
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Fig. A7(a): Histogram showing No. of occurrences of a larynx cycle.
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Fig. A7(b): Histogram showing time spent at a particular frequency.
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(a) Closed phase (CP) in ms, with respect to Tx in ms
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Fig. A.8 : Plots of CP and OP in ms with respect to Tx in ms
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(a) Open quotient (OQ) with respect to log Fx
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(b) Closed quotient (CQ) with respect to log Fx
Fig. A.9: Plots of OQ and CQ with respect to log Fx
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Appendix B: The Theory o f Linear Predictive Analysis
Linear predictive analysis of signals has proved successful in a number of research
areas such as neurophysics (Bohlin, 1973), geophysics (Hafner, 1967), and of course
speech communication. Comprehensive reviews on linear prediction in speech com
munication can be found in Makhoul (1975), Markel and Gray (1976), Rabiner and
Schafer (1978), Atal (1982, 1985).

This appendix can only serve as a brief intro

duction to the method of linear predictive analysis.
In the analysis of a speech signal, linear prediction is attempting to
model the speech production system. The production model used is a further simpli
fication of the source filter description of speech production described in chapter
one. The linear prediction model combines in one model the spectral contributions
from the glottal flow with in a larynx period, the vocal tract and the radiation at the
lips. In this model the sampled speech signal sn is considered to be the output of the
production system driven by an input un such that the following relation holds:

P

sn

*=1

<1

+ G T fi P n - l

(1)

/= 0

b0 = l
where

{ 1

<1

k < p}, and bj {1 £ / ^ q}, and G are the parameters of the system.

Equation (1) states that the "output" sn is a linear combination of its past outputs and
present and past inputs. That is, the signal sn is predictable from a linear combina
tion of past outputs and inputs. Hence the name linear prediction.
Equation (1) can be re-formulated in the z domain as follows :
P

<1

= °Y y ^n -l
1=0

fc= 0
a0 =

1
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(2)

applying the z transform to this equation gives

1=0

(3)

Gi b&«n-ii

(4>

h=0
hence

E a^
h=0

n- * ] =

1=0

where
■£[«„-/] = z lU(z)

(5)

Zlsn_k] = z~kS(z)

(6)

and

by applying the operations (3) to (6 ), equation (1) can be re-written in the z-domain
as
<?

P

= G j y ? - lU(z)
h=0

(7)

1=0

Let H(z) be the transfer function of the production model, given by

H(z) = S(z)/U(z)
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(8)

where

S(z)=

(9)

n——oo

and

U(z) = ^ 2 ur? n

(1 0 )

n-s—oo

This can be re-written using equation (7) as
9
gY m
H(z) = “
‘

r~l

(1 1 )

z 2 v k
b=0

Equation (2) expresses the transfer function of the production model as a pole-zero
filter. In this pole-zero model it is implicitly assumed that the envelope of the shorttime spectrum can be separated from its fine structure.

The pole-zero filter

contributes to the spectral envelope while the fine structure is constructed from a pe
riodic (or non-periodic) excitation, as shown in fig. B l.
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Pole - zero filter

(Periodic signal)

H(z)
Excitation

Speech

(White noise)

Spectral fine structure

Spectral Envelope

Fig. B.l: Linear prediction model of speech production

Equation (2) has both poles and zeros in the model. Where the roots of the numerator
and denominator polynomials are the zeros and poles respectively1. However in
most implementations an all-pole model is used in preference to the pole-zero
model. This is done as obtaining appropriate coefficient values for pole/ zero mod
els is both tricky and computationally expensive. Using an all-pole model is accept
able because of the type of spectral contributions produced by zeros which are local
dips in the spectrum and changes in the spectral balance. Although not very effi
cient, the all-pole model is capable of approximating the contribution made by zeros
*For a more complete description of the digital filtering methods see Oppenhiem and Schafer (1975).
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to spectral tilt very effectively. Also, while spectral dips are less well approximated
in an all-pole model, perceptually it is the contribution of the poles which is the most
important.
In the all-pole model it is assumed that the signal sn is given as a linear combination
of the past values and some input unP

sn = -J 2 a isn_k +Gun

( 12)

Where G is a gain factor. The transfer function of this equation is

H(z) = — f -

(13)

Given a particular signal sQ, the problem is to determine the predictor coefficients
a^ and the gain G in some manner. The commonest method used to determine these
parameters is to use a least squares approach. The results using least squares are
identical to those obtained by the method of maximum likelihood (Makhoul, 1976;
Markel and Gray, 1976) and also to maximum entropy (Schroeder, 1984) with the
assumption that the signal is Gaussian.
In speech the signal sn can only be approximately predicted from a linear weighted
summation of past samples. Let this approximation of sn be s , where
P

(14)
The error between the actual value sn and the predicted value sn is given by

P

(15)
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en is known as the residual. In the method of least squares the parameters

are

obtained as a result of minimising the mean or total squared error with respect to
each of the parameters.
For a deterministic signal the the total squared error E is given by

P

2

E = Y s e* ~ J 2 (sn + Y , a^n-k>

(16)

The range over which n is taken depends on the method of estimation.
For a random signal the least squares method minimizes the expected value of the
square of the error:

P

2

E = £(el) = £{sn + 2 2 atfn- k)

(17)

* = 1

There are two widely used methods of parameter estimation which are:
a) The Autocorrelation method
In this estimation method the range of values over which n is taken in equation (16)
is assumed infinite

<>n ^ ©°. Under such an assumption it can be shown (Mak-

houl, 1975) that equation (16) and equation (17)1reduce to the following
P

k) =—R(i)

(18)

&=1
where

1

^ i <>p
P

E = R( 0) + £>*«<*>

(19)

&=1

*In the case of a random signal it is assumed that sQ is a stationary process, that is its statistics do not
vary with time. As speech is often termed a locally stationary process this assumption (particularly
for voiceless sounds) is not unreasonable. This point is particularly important for the ‘covariance
estimation method’.
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where

00

R (i) =

( 20)

s„sn+i

n=—oo

is the autocorrelation function of the signal sn» Equation (18) can be expanded into
matrix form
the symmetric matrix of the form given by R(i - k) is called a Toeplitz matrix (a ToefR

0

R

1

R 2

ai \

............

R i Ro Ri ............ np - 2

® 2

R2

®3 =

R

1

R0 ............ Rp-3

Rp - l Rp-2Rp-3

R0 /

ap /

/ Ri \
r2
r

3

-

\ Rp /

plitz matrix is one where the elements along the diagonal are all equal).
In practice the signal sn is only known over a finite range. To accommodate this the
signal is windowed by some function wn (e.g. Hamming, Hanning) over a finite in
terval to obtain a new signal s’ns’ =

[ s_w_
n n
1 0 ,

0 <1 n ^ N -1
otherwise.

The autocorrelation function is then given by

V n+i

Rd) =

i s

0

<21>

n=0

The equation above containing the Toeplitz matrix can be solved very efficiently us
ing a technique attributed to Durbin (Rabiner and Schafer, 1978 (page 411-13)).
Durbin’s recursive procedure can be written as follows:
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E0 = R(0)

k, =-[«(<) +

/)] /£ ,_ !

(2 2 a)

;=i
and
«(*>
i = hi

a® = o}1'- 1) +

1

£,. = (!-* ?)£ ,._ !

<; j ^ i - 1

(2 2 b)

(2 2 c)

Equations (22a) to (22c) can be solved recursively for i = 1,2,........... ,p. The final
solution is given by

aj = a)p)

l^jSp

(23)

Notice that in obtaining the final solution for a predictor order p, all other solutions
for predictor orders less than p are also produced.
b) The covariance method
In the covariance method the error E is minimised over a finite range, 0 ^ n <, N -1.
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In this case the correlation equations reduce to

P

= ~% i

l^iSp

(24)

*=1
P

EP = V 0 0 +

k=l

(25)

where

N- 1

'Pik = E W n - *

(26)

1=0

>

is the covariance of the signal sn over the given range. The covariance matrix is
symmetric but not Toeplitz. As such it cannot be solved using the efficient Durbins
algorithm described above, but is forced to use some other method such as Cholesky
decomposition (Markel and Gray, 1976 (page 59) or Rabiner and Schafer, 1978
(page 407-411).
There are advantages and disadvantages in both methods of parameter estimation.
Autocorrelation has an efficient method of solution and is guaranteed to produce a
stable filter (that is all the poles lie inside the unit circle). However, it has the disad
vantage that for short data sequences in particular, the necessity to window the data
causes problems with accuracy (Makhoul, 1975). The covariance method does not
suffer from windowing problems, but it is possible for this method to produce unsta
ble filters, when dealing with short data sequences (this is less of a problem for
longer data sequences, as the method approaches that of autocorrelation). In practice
filter instability is not a major problem, as there are methods for testing and correct
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ing instability (Makhoul, 1975). The choice of estimation method depends to a great
extent on the final application.
Finally it is a matter of practical interest to determine the minimum number of poles
needed to accurately model a segment of speech. It is a non-trivial exercise to deter
mine the "minimum" required number of poles as model accuracy increases with in
creasing prediction order. However, the problem of ill-conditioning also increase
with prediction order as does the computational cost. Makhoul, (1975) presents two
methods of determining the "optimum" order. The first relies on testing when the
prediction error curve becomes flat (The error curve can be shown (Makhoul, 1975)
to become flat when the prediction filter order p is ^ the number of resonances in the
signal spectrum). The second (Akaike, 1974) uses an information theoretic approach
that is an estimate of the mean log-likelihood given by
I(p) = - 2 log (maximum likelihood) + 2 p
The value of p for which I(p) is a minimum, is chosen as the optimum prediction
order.
Markel and Gray, (1976) suggest as a lower limit, that the memory of the prediction
filter should not be less than "twice the time required for a sound wave to travel
from the glottis to the lips, that is 2L!c, where L is the length of the vocal tract and c
is the speed of sound'. For voiced sounds Markel, (1971) suggests that as a rule of
thumb a prediction order of "F (the sampling frequency in kHz) plus 4 or 5" poles.
The extra 4 or 5 poles are included to model glottal spectral characteristics, lip ra
diation characteristics and the effects of possible pre-filtering of the speech data dur
ing sampling.
It is important to note that while accurate measurement of the voiced speech spec
trum is desirable, often many fewer poles (4 or 5) are needed when modelling the
voiceless components of the speech signal as for example in synthesis, where only a
smoothed spectral representation is required.
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Appendix C: An Introduction to Multi-Layer Perceptrons
Neurologists have been interested in parallel distributed processing since the last
century, but it was not until the 1950s that models of parallel distributed processes
starting to appear in their present day form. Hebb (1949) was one of the first to sug
gest that learning could occur through modifications to the connections of a network
rather than a change in the topology of the network. Minsky (1954) wrote his thesis
on the subject of machine learning, but it was Rosenblatt (1962) in his book Princi
ples o f Neurodynamics who first suggested neuron-like learning using simple net
works he termed perceptrons.
Rosenblatt's book generated a lot of interest and controversy over PDP models,
which was eventually dampened by a comprehensive study of the mathematical prin
ciples of perceptrons published in 1969 by Minsky and Papert in their book
Perceptrons. In this book they suggested that "perceptrons are beset by the same
problems o f scale as serial pattern recognisers”. Minsky and Papert also showed
that a simple two layer network as shown in fig C.l was not capable of solving a
large number of problems, such as the XOR problem (see the next section) unless an
extra hidden layer were included, which allows an internal representation of the data
to be formed.

Unfortunately while simple guaranteed learning rules existed for 2

layer networks (Widrow and Hoff,1960) there was no equivalent learning rule for
networks with hidden layers.
Three approaches were adopted to circumvent this problem. Competitive learning
strategies attempted to determine suitable values for hidden layer weights using un
supervised learning (Rumelhart and Zipser, 1986). However solutions could not be
used to ensure an appropriate mapping were found for a particular problem. Sec
ondly, researchers have used heuristic methods of determining hidden weight values
based on a priori knowledge (McClelland and Elman, 1986). This approach reduces
the potential power of neural networks. The third approach has resulted in perhaps
the most fruitful results. Here attempts have been made to develop a learning proce
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dure capable of modifying hidden layer weights. A number of different approaches
were tried (e.g. Hinton et al, 1984); the most successful by Rumelhart, Hinton and
Williams (1986) with the generalised delta rule. However, a number of other re
searchers have also claimed to have discovered similar learning rules (Werbos, 1974;
Parker, 1985; Cun, 1986).

Output state

Wi

Output node with bias weight

Weights vector

N -l
Input vector
Fig. C.l: Single layer perceptron

The development of a powerful learning algorithm for hidden units resulted in a re
newed interest in neural-like systems, particularly in one class of network the multilayer-perceptron. Recently a number of advances have been made in the understand
ing and interpretation of these networks, and a number of improvements to the basic
generalised delta rule proposed. These will be considered in slightly more detail in
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following sections. For a more comprehensive history of the recent developments in
PDPs the interested reader is directed to PDP (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986).

C .l MLPs
This section will serve as an introduction to neural networks with particular attention
paid to one class of neural network the multi-layer-perceptron. There have been a
number of comprehensive review articles on neural computing recently published,
which include Abu-Mostafa, 1989; Hopfield, 1988; Logstaff and Cross, 1987; Lippman,1987,1988,1989; Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986 .

Kl I /

Fig. C.2: A stained section of brain from the cortex of a cat.
Artificial neural networks as the name implies have their roots in neurology. Their
original aim being to simplistically copy the functionality of the brain. Fig. C.2
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shows a stained brain section taken from the cortex of a cat. The large black bulbs
are cell bodies (neruons) the thin branch like strands are called axons (outputs), the
slightly thicker lumpy strands are dendrites (inputs). In this figure only one in 100
cells are visible. Each of the small lumps on the dendrites corresponds to a point
were the output from one cell contacts another cell. Each neuron is likely to receive
inputs from literally thousands of other cells.
Conceptually, neurons can be considered as input/output devices which receive
"pulse-code" information, perform a non-linear operation on the inputs and transmit
a new "pulse-code”. The neurons are not simply "linear-amplifiers" but have a sig
moidal response (see fig. C.3) which saturates for high and low levels of inputs.

max

(u)

0

u
Fig. C.3: Sigmoidal function

While biological systems exhibit feed-forward and feedback information flow, artifi
cial networks are generally either feed-forward (Rumelhart et al, 1986) or feedback
(Hopfield, 1982). The choice of neural network considered depends generally upon
the type of problem. Feedback networks are typically used to solve optimisation
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problems, while feed-forward networks are used in pattern recognition problems.
There are many types of neural network. Lippman (1989) has divided the types of
classifier into four taxonomical groups as shown in table Cl.

Group

Probabilistic

Hyperplane

Receptive fields
(Kernel)

Exemplar

Computing
element

Representative
Classifiers

Distribution
Dependent

Gaussian,
guassian mixture

Sigmoidal

Kernel

Euclidiean Norm

Boltzman ma
chine, Multilayer-preceptron,
Radial basis
functions

K-Nearset
neighbour,
LVQ

Table C.l Taxonomical grouping of classifiers

Probabilistic classifiers have been studied for a number of years. This type of classi
fier assumes a priori a probability distribution such as Gaussian or Gaussian mix
tures.

Hyperplane classifiers form complex decision regions using hyperplanes.

This class of classifiers includes those networks trained using "back-propagation"
such as Boltzman machines (Hinton et al, 1986) and multi-layer-perceptron (Rumel
hart, Hinton and Williams, 1986) among others (see Lippman, 1989). Kernel classi
fiers or receptive field classifiers form decision boundaries by using overlapping re
ceptive fields (nodes). These fields are typically nonlinear functions which produce
the strongest output when an input vector is near the centroid of a receptive field
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(normally using a Euclidean distance metric). This class of classifier includes radial
basis functions (Broomhead and Lowe, 1988).
The final group of classifiers are exemplar classifiers. These classifiers base their
decision on the identity of the training exemplars nearest to the input pattern. A
Euclidean distance metric is used to calculate the distance of the input pattern from
the centroid of a given exemplar node. The exemplar nodes are trained using either
supervised or unsupervised learning and may be formed for clusters of training ex
amples. This group of neural networks includes K-nearest neighbour classifiers
(Tou and Gonzalez, 1974) and the Learning Vector Quantizer (LVQ) (Kohonen,
1988).
As mentioned in the previous section much of the power of the MLP is due to the
following:
•

The ability of the network to form an internal representation of the input data

•

The availability of a learning procedure, the "generalised delta rule" which can
be used to modify the weights of the hidden layers through a supervised learning
strategy.

The remainder of this section will concentrate on investigating these two aspects of
the MLP make-up, considering them in reverse order to the above.
C.1.1 The Generalised Delta Rule
The generalised delta rule (Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1986) is the name
given to the supervised learning rule used to train MLPs. The process of learning is
often termed back propagation because during training the error terms are propa
gated back through the network from the output layer to the nodes in the lower lay
ers. The procedure uses a generalisation of the LMS algorithm and can be viewed as
a gradient search procedure which attempts to minimise a cost function equal to the
mean square difference between the desired outputs and the actual outputs. During
training, weights and node offsets are updated after some number of training pat-200-

tems have been presented to the network. The number of training patterns presented
to the network before the network weights are updated can vary considerably. Under
certain circumstances delaying the update of the weights until after a substantial por
tion of the training data (perhaps ordered in a particular manner) can be beneficial.
The error curves produced using weights modified in this manner tend to be
smoother than the error curves produced with weights modified after every pattern
presentation. However, updating the weights after every pattern presentation can
often help in avoiding local minima.
The back propagation training algorithm can be summarised as follows:
Step 1: Initialise Weights and Offsets.

Set all weights and node offsets to

small random values. This is done to avoid the network fall into local
minima (Symmetry breaking). These initial weights are often not truly ran
dom, as for example, intial weights all with positive values can lead to the
outputs of the network saturating.
Step 2: Present Input and Desired Outputs.
input vector X = {xQ

Present continuous valued

,xN 1} along with the desired output vector D =

{dQv-.dj^. j} to the network. In a pattern classification process the desired
outputs of all nodes other than the class representing the desired class
would be zero.
Step 3: Calculate Actual Outputs. Calculate output vector Y = {y0,. . . yN._j} by
propagating inputs through the network using the following sigmoid logistic
nonlinear activation function:
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where o • is the output from a node j given input vector p and o • is the input
rJ

r

to the network or the output from a previous layer. Wj- is the weight con
necting nodes j to node i. 0 j is the self weight or bias of the node j.
Step. 4 Adapt Weights. Adapt weights starting at the output nodes and working
back to the first hidden layer by
w»(t+l) = wj^t) + Awjj

(1 )

Aw- = TiS.o.
J1
1 1 J
where

W j.( t)

is the weight connecting node j to node i at time t and

output of node j or an input. T| is a gain term

( 0

Oj

is the

< r| < 1 ) and 8 - is the error

for node i. If node i is an output node, then 8 is given by the equation
«i = yi( i - y i)(Ti - y i)
where Tj is the target presented to the ith output node
if node i is a hidden node then the equation is

6 1

= o ,( l - o,.)5 > *
k

where k is over all nodes in the layers above j.

0

- the self weight of node i is

modified in the same manner as the other weights using the assumption that
it is connected to a node with constant unity output. Normally the general
ised delta rule as expressed by equation ( 1 ) is modified to include an extra
momentum term. Increasing the learning rate by using a large value in t|
leads to larger changes in the weights. Using a large value for i] can lead to
osscillation during training. One way to increase the learning rate without
causing osscillation is to modify equation ( 1 ) as follows
Awj*(t+1) = TjS^j + aAwj^t)
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a is normally a constant (Chan and Fallside, 1987) which determines the effect
of past weight changes on the current direction of movement in weight
space.
Step 5. Repeat by Going to Step 2.

Learning is continued until the error values

cease to reduce over a number of iteration, or the error has fallen below a
pre-defined threshold or the network has performed correctly when tested on
a pre-defined test set.
C.1.2 Understanding Layered Networks
There are a number of ways of viewing how layered feed-forward networks work.
One of the most straight forward approaches to understanding networks is to con
sider them to be pattern recognisers (Longstaff and Cross, 1987; Lippman, 1988). In
this approach the input vectors and training vectors are considered to be patterns rep
resented by an N dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate system or feature space. Train
ing pattern vectors represent example points in this feature space. The MLP con
structs decision boundaries positioned using the training data which ensure regions
in the feature-space are associated with a particular class. Correlation effects in the
data are represented by the shape of the regions in feature space covered by a par
ticular pattern. The aim during training is to determine a generalised decision sur
face from the few exemplar training patterns. Fig. C.l show a perceptron with no
hidden layers. An input vector X containing N nodes and a single output node.
Imagine it is desired to divide the input space in to classes using this network. The
components of the input vector X = {xq....xn
weights vector W =

{w

q

...

1

} are multiplied by the elements of a

wN 1} and summed with a bias term 0. As described

above, this sum is presented to a nonlinear function1 (often termed the activation
function) which determines the value at the output of the node. A hyperplane deci
sion boundary in feature space (x) is formed from the thresholded output of the acti-

*Normally a sigmoidal function, but other activation functions are often used. Bridle (1989); Lipp
man (1988); Tattersall (1988); Williams (1986); Bedworth (1987).
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vation function. This threshold is normally taken as 0.5. This implies that the sum
mation presented to the activation function and hence the hyperplane is given by
Xwixi + 0 = 0

A0

A
A
# * * Decision boundary

A

B B
N-l

B

Fig. C.4: Feature space
A single-layer perceptron that classifies inputs into two classes denoted by A and B

111

100

State space
010

000

011

001
Fig. C.5: State space
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The activation function causes the output of the node to approach zero or one except
if the input vector is near the decision boundary. Fig. C.4 shows the type of decision
boundaries that can be formed in an N dimensional feature space by a network as
shown in fig.C.l. Generally for a network with sn outputs states the decision bound
ary can be mapped onto the volume of a hypercube in state (node) space as shown in
fig. C.5. If the pattern vectors presented to the input of the network are positioned
well away from the decisions boundaries the the state activations will cluster in a
comer of the hypercube. If any of the input patterns pass close to a decision surface
the points in state space will move away from the comers of the hypercube to the
edge, face or volume depending on how many decision boundaries the input patterns
are near.
If a hidden layer is now included decision surfaces can now be formed in the state
space of the hypercube. The effect in feature space is shown in fig. C.6 . In this
manner comers of the hypercube can be partitioned.

N-l

Fig. C.6: Types of decision boundaries possible with one hidden layer
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(0,1)

( 1 , 1)

Output = 1

Input x

Output
= 0
(0,0)

(1,0)

Input y

(0,1)

(1,1)

Output

Input x

(0,0)

Output = 0

Input y

(1,0)

Fig. C.7: Decision regions used by a network in an XOR problem

-2

Fig. C.8 : Network needed to solve the XOR problem
Values in nodes are the activation thresholds of the node
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The effect of the hidden layer can be better explained with a simple example. Con
sider the XOR problem. This can be described generally as classifying points in the
unit square (Touretzky and Pomerleau, 1989). Each point in the square can be con
sidered to be on one or other of two classes, class 0 and class 1. In the case of the
XOR problem, the four comers of the unit square are considered (see table C2).

xJ

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

Table C.2 Truth table for XOR problem.
Where x and y are the inputs to the network
A network with no hidden layer cannot draw a single line which will adequately di
vide the unit square and so the XOR problem is insoluble for networks with no hid
den layers. If a single hidden layer is now included, the unit square can now be di
vided into two regions as shown in fig. C7(a) and C7(b). The network capable of
solving this problem is shown in fig. C 8 . When the inputs to such a network are
(0,1) or (1,0) the first hidden node is turned on. If the input to the network is (1,1)
then both the hidden nodes are are turned on, since the inhibitory effect of the second
unit is greater than the effect of the first hidden unit the overall output is switched
off.
With one hidden layer it is possible to dissect regions of the hypercube in state
space. If another hidden layer is included as shown in fig. C9, the inputs to this
layer are the outputs of the first hidden layer. State space can again be sectioned, and
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any desired decision region formed, as shown in fig. CIO. It can be shown in this
manner that any two class problem can be solved with a two hidden layer network.

2

nd hidden layer

1 st hidden
layer

Input layer

Fig. C.9: Network with two hidden layers.
Not all connections to the layers are shown.

The above discussion concentrated on the two class problem where the nodes of the
network were thresholded. However for the more general case, where input and out
put activation functions are considered capable of taking on continuous values over
some range, a different interpretation is useful. In this interpretation the network is
considered to provide a transformation mapping from an N - dimensional input space
to an N ’ - dimensional output space via an intermediate "characterisation" space.
The mapping between the input and output space is completely determined by the
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topology of the network (the network configuration, type of activation function and
weights and biases). The weights and biases are determined during training.

N -l

Fig. C.10: An example of a decision region in feature space
using a network with two hidden layers
C.1.3 Learning by Example
From the above argument we can consider the network as performing the following
operation y^ =/(x^). Abu-Mostafa (1989), suggests that there are two questions per
taining to learning by example; an information question and a complexity question.
Learning by example as the term implies suggests that enough information to ade
quately construct a transformation must be present in the training examples. If insuf
ficient data is present the network cannot form a sensible mapping. However, even
if there is sufficient training data it might be the case that the complexity of putting
together this information in a function/is prohibitive.
The information question can be posed as a generalisation problem. Under what
conditions will the performance of the network trained on a specific set of examples
persist to unseen data? Given sufficient training examples and a sufficiently com
plex network it is possible that the network will simply memorise the input/output
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examples. In this case the network is obviously not generalising. It can be shown
(Baum and Haussler, 1989) that generally speaking, for a given number of training
examples the smaller the network the more likely it is to generalise. However, this
statement says nothing about the appropriateness of the generalisation produced.
The network must be complex enough to ensure that an adequate representation of
the mapping is produced. The complexity question can be posed as follows (AbuMostafa, 1989). "Under what conditions does there exist an algorithm that runs
reasonably fast to produce a network implementation o f f from the set of examples?".
The term ‘reasonably fast’ refers to the polynomial time complexity1. While learn
ing time is not prohibitive for small tasks, the problem increases with an increase in
the size of the network. Training large networks will be restricted not simply by the
availability of adequate and suitable training material but also by the time required to
train complex networks. In an attempt to improve the training time of MLPs re
searchers have investigated hybrid and nonlinear optimisation strategies( Webb et
al, 1988(a),1988(b)).
Generalisation can also be viewed as a process of interpolation (Broomhead and
Lowe, 1988; Tattersall et al, 1988). In this approach the function mapping from an
N - dimensional input space to an N’ - dimensional output space can be envisaged as
a graph T c R N X R N . With this interpretation the training data vectors represent
points on T, and the learning phase of an adaptive network attempts to produce a
best fit optimisation of a function/to the points in the graph.
The MLP must be of sufficient complexity to allow an adequate representation of the
curve T, but not so complex as to adopt idiosyncrasies of the training data. The
amount of training data must be adequate and diverse enough to allow for an appro
priate path through the T graph to be learnt during training.

1polynomial time complexity states that the time taken to undertake a given task can be expressed as
a polynomial function.
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Decisions

Delay
w,

w
w
Input vector
Fig. C .ll: Temporal flow model.
From Boulard and Wellekens (1989).

Delay

Decisions

w,

w

Feedback
units

Left context

Current
vector

Right context

Fig. C.12: Elman’s MLP architecture.
From Boulard and Wellekens (1989).
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Input
vector

Decisions
<----------

: Delay

w 20

Feedback
units

Left context

Current
vector

Right context

Input
vector

Fig. C.13: Recurrent and context sensitive MLP architecture.
From Boulard and Wellekens (1989)

Decisions

w,

w

w

Contextual input
m

Input
vector

: Delay

Fig. C.14: Waibel’s TDNN. From Boulard and Wellekens (1989)
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C.1.4 Recent Developments
While the discriminating power of MLPs is good they are poor at representing tem
poral information. This is important in speech applications where the information
content of the signal is inherently temporal. The simplest method of accommodating
temporal information into the MLP structure is to use a ’context window’ (see chap
ter five). When context windows are used, information about previous and future
data frames are presented with the current data frame. Such methods lead to a large
increase in the number of required connections which increases the data require
ments and training time. Alternative solutions have been proposed by many re
searchers which used some form of feedback loop (Boulard and Wellekens, 1989).
Three general forms of such networks are shown in fig. C .ll to fig. C.13. These
networks are termed recurrent or context sensitive MLPs. One of the most popular
of these is the time delay neural network TDNN, shown in fig.C. 14 (Waibel et al,
1988). In this form of recurrent network only a finite set of previous values are
maintained. Where the loops at each layer are replaced by explicit use of several
preceding activation values. In understanding the different types of recurrent net
works it is useful to imagine the differences as being similar to those of DR and FIR
filters.
Finally, a number of researchers have been investigating combining the discriminat
ing power of neural networks with the power of hidden Maikov models to capture
temporal information (Bridle, 1989,1990; Young, 1990; Niles and Silverman, 1990).
Such networks are re-formulated to present a probabilistic interpretation.
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Appendix D: The Training and Test Data Sets
D .l Perceptual Tests Data Set
This section describes the method of collection and extent of the test data used in the
perceptual tests considered in chapters four and five. The test data consisted of three
phrases each spoken by one male speaker and one female speaker, giving a total of
six phrases in all. The three test phrases taken from the APLAWD database (Lind
sey, Breen and Nevard, 1988), are given is table D.l.
Number

Phrase

1

Why are you early you owl?

2

Six plus three equals nine.

3

George made the girl measure a good blue vase.
Table D.l Perceptual tests data set

The speech pressure waveform and laryngographic signal were recorded simultane
ously onto a DAT recorder.

All phrases were recorded in a silence cabinet.

The resulting speech quality was considered to be acceptable but not high quality.
The data was then filtered and sampled at 10kHz using an ADC and finally stored on
a hard disk.

D.2 MLP training Data Sets
D.2.1 Training Data Sets fo r Early Networks
The training data formed by the copy synthesis set (CS) contained the following: a
total of nine JSRU synthesiser control signal data files, constructed from sampled
speech data using the reference (see chapter two) synthesis-by-analysis method.
The files consisted of three phrases spoken once by three male speakers.
The three phrases are tabulated in table D.2:
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Number

Phrase

1

A policeman’s lot is not a happy one.

2

An apple a day keeps the doctor away.

3

A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
Table D.2 Training data for the early networks

Each synthesiser control signal data file contained approximately 400 synthesiser
frames, giving a total of 5400 separate pattern vectors for training.
The synthesis-by-rule set (SR) was constructed from rule using the Holmes, Mat
tingly and Shearme (1964) system of rules. This data set consisted of ten JSRU syn
thesiser control signal data files. Each data file contained approximately 600 frames.
Giving a total of 6000 separate pattern vectors for training.
D 2.2 New Training Data
The data consisted of five JSRU synthesiser control signal data files constructed us
ing the reference synthesis-by-analysis method from sampled speech data. Resulting
in approximately 2000 separate pattern vectors. The control signals were further
processed using the SAGE (Hughes, 1988) editing suite. All phrases were spoken
by a single male speaker. The new phrases are tabulated in table D.3.
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Number

Phrase

1

Your call is not accepted

2

Please enter your access code

3

Please try again

4

For assistance please call BT phonelink

5

The number you require is Caernarvon 45720218.
That is Caernarvon 45720218.
Table D.3 New training data for networks

Table D.4 contains six phrases used to train a single transformational network. The
details of which are presented in chapter five, section 5.6. The phrases contained
within the table were synthesised using the reference synthesis-by-analysis method.
The control signals produced by this analysis method were further processed using
the SAGE editing suite. The final phrases were of a very high quality1.
Number

Phrase

1

Sorry

2

Your call is not accepted

3

Please check you number

4

Please enter your personal number

5

Please try again
Table D.4 Edited training data for networks

Table D.5 contains twelve phrases also used to train the single network. This much
larger body of data was generated in the same manner as described above except that

lrThe contents of table D.4 differ from that of table D.3, because chronologically the data in table D4
did not become available until after the experiments (which used the data in table D3) had been con
ducted.
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in some cases less rigorous post processing was carried out on the automatically gen
erated synthesiser control signals.
Number

Phrase

1

This is BT phone point

2

Please enter your personal number

3

For energency services dail 999

4

Your call is not accepted

5

For assistance please call
Sorry

6

7

That number was incorrect

8

Please try again

9

Please check you number

1 0

Further errors will bar your use identity

1 1

This user identity is now barred

1 2

Call from BT phone point

Table D.5 Large training data set for single network
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A p p e n d ix E : Experimental Results fo r AAM

E .l Results of Comprehension Test
This section describes the method and results of a subjective test to determine the
ease of comprehension of the phrases in the test data set. See appendix D, section
D1 for details of the test phrases.
E.1.1 Method
A test based on the category-judgement method of measurement was designed. The
procedure was as follows. Seven naive listeners were asked to grade each of the six
test phrases as belonging to one of five levels depending on their "ease of compre
hension". The levels went from 5 - very easy to 1-very hard. The experimental
sheet used in this experiment is given in fig. El. Each test phrase (low pass filtered
to 4.5kHz) was presented twice. Only subjects who had not previously heard the
phrases were used in the experiment.
E .l.2 Results
Due to the comparatively small number of subjects tested, the results given below
are not statistically significant, however, they have been included for interest and
give some indication of how comprehensible each of the test phrases are.
Table E.l contains the result of the comprehension test. These results suggest that
ease of comprehension varies considerably depending on the phrase spoken and the
speaker. Phrases one to six of table E.l are as given in table D.l. The phrases one
to three are spoken by a male speaker and phrases four to six are spoken by a female
speaker.
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Subj.

Phrasel

Phrase2

Phrase3

Phrase4

Phrase5

Phrase 6

1

3

3

1

4

2

4

2

1

5

5

2

3

2

3

1

5

5

4

5

2

4

2

5

5

3

5

1

5

4

5

5

5

5

3

6

4

3

3

3

3

4

7

2

2

2

3

4

4

Table E.l Results of comprehension test

Very hard to
understand

Very easy to
understand

Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade
1
2
3
4
5
Phrase 1

Phrase 2

Phrase 3

Phrase 4

Phrase 5

Phrase 6

Fig. E.l: Score sheet used in the comprehension test
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E.2 Results of an Investigation into Presentation Order
This section describes both the method and results of a statistical analysis designed
to investigate what effect presentation order has on the outcome of an ABX subjec
tive assessment test. The data used in this analysis was collected to assess the qual
ity of the AAM method of synthesis-by-analysis against a reference method of
synthesis-by-analysis. See chapter four for more details.
A two sample t-test for related samples (one tailed) was used to investigate the effect
of presentation order. In this analysis the NULL hypothesis (Ho) states that: pres
entation order does not affect the outcome of an ABX test.
The two set of observations, set 1 and set 2 consisted of the following:
Set 1 : ABX phrase sets in which AAM data was played first.
Set 2: ABX phrase sets in which reference data was played first.
Table E.2 tabulates the two observation sets used in this analysis for each subject
tested. The equation used to calculate the value of t is given below:

t = 4-

(i)

Where
n = the number of pairs of observations
a = the standard deviation of the differences of the means of the two observation sets
and
d = Xj - 7^2' The difference between the sampled means of the two data sets.

The following value for t was obtained from equation (1) using the data tabulated in
table E.2.
t = -4.192
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For a significance level a = 0.05 the NULL hypothesis must be rejected. The statis
tical analysis suggests that, under the assumption that both the populations are nor
mally distributed, presentation order (for this test data set) does affect the experi
mental results.
Subj.

Set 1

Set 2

xr x2

1

4

3

i

2

2

3

-l

3

- 2

4

8

- 1 0

4

4

0

5

2

4

- 2

6

0

9

-9

7

- 1

4

-5

8

2

1

1

9

2

5

-3

1 0

2

7

-5

1 1

2

3

- 1

1 2

2

5

-3

13

1

7

- 6

14

1

6

-5

15

2

6

-4

16

2

1

1

17

3

7

-4

18

2

8

- 6

19

5

3

2 0

3

6

2

-3

Table E.2 Results of presentation order test

E.3 Results of ABX Quality Assessment Tests for AAM.
This section contains the information gained from an ABX test designed to assess
the quality of AAM synthesis. Fig. E.2 and table E.3 show respectively, the layout
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of the experimental data sheet used throughout the ABX test and the randomised or
der of phrase presentation. Table E4 tabulates the enumerated "raw" experimental
results for each subject and each phrase. Each element of the table contains two val
ues, one for each presentation of the phrase set. The "raw" data was enumerated as
follows.
-2 : AAM » Reference

2: Reference » AAM

-1: AAM > Reference

1: Reference >AAM

A better
than B
Much
better

Phrase 1
Phrase 2
Phrase 3
Phrase 4
Phrase 5
Phrase 6
Phrase 7
Phrase 8
Phrase 9
Phrase 10
Phrase 11
Phrase 12

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

B better
than A

Slightly
better

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Slightly
better

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Much
better

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Fig. E.2: Example of the experimental sheet
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Presentation No.

Phrase

Order

1

2(M)

^A A M ® R E F

2

3(M)

^A A M ® R E F

3

1(F)

AAAM B
d REF

4

2(F)

AREF °A
B AM

5

3(F)

AREF dBAAM

6

1(M)

A
B
m r e f d aam

7

1(M)

m AAM d r e f

8

3(F)

A
B
m aam d r e f

9

2(F)

AAAM dBREF

1 0

3(M)

m r e f d aam

1 1

1(F)

AREF BAAM

1 2

2(M)

m r e f d aam

A

A

A

B

B

B

Table E.3 Randomised presentation order for AAM quality experiment
The letters in brackets denote the speaker’s sex.
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No.

Phrase 1

Phrase 2

Phrase 3

M

M

M

S

1

S

M

-1

- 1

1

- 1

-1

1

Phrase 5

Phrase

M

M

S

- 1

1

2

S

Phrase 4

S

1
-1
1

2

- 1

1
- 1

1

4
5
6

-1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

X

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

-1
1

1

-J

1

- 1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
- 1

1
1

2

%
1

18
19
2 0

X
1

1

2

2

2

2

1
1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
2

1
-1
1

2

\

2
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

2

1

2

- 2
1

1

-1

2

- 2
1

1

2

1

1

1
-1

1
2

1

2
1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

- 2

1

1

1

-1

- 2

1
- 1

1

1

_

1
2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

17

1
2

1

1
1

1

1

- 2

“ 1
- 2

1
2

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

\

2

2

2

-1

1

16

1

1

1

15

- 1
1

1

2

14

-1

1

2

13

- 1
2

1

9

1 2

1

1

1

1 1

1

2

1

1

1 0

1

1

1
-1

1

1
8

1

1
2

1

-1

7

S

-1

1

3

6

2

1
2

1
2

Table E.4 Enumerated "raw” data from ABX experiments
designed to assess the quality of the AAM method of synthesis-by-analysis .

E.3.1 A Statistical Analysis ofAAM V the Reference
In this section details are given of statistical analysis number one, chapter four, sec2
tion 4.4.3. The results presented are of % analyses carried out on the six test
phrases (see appendix D, section D.l). The data used in the %2 analysis is given in
table E.5.

Phrase No.

Reference

AAM

1

33

7

2

33

7

3

25

15

4

32

8

5

31

9

6

38

2

Table E.5 Data for AAM V reference ABX test
The table contains the total number of times the reference/AAM synthesis methods
were preferred for each phrase.

In these analyses the NULL hypothesis (Ho) states that: The subjects tested are
equally as likely to prefer the AAM method as they are to prefer the reference
method.
Under this condition it is not unreasonable to assume that there is no difference in
quality between synthetic speech produced using the reference method and the AAM
method of synthesis-by-analysis.
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The equation used was as follows

2
% =Z(

(observed frequency - expected frequency)

o

)

expected frequency

In these tests the expected frequencies were defined as having an equal number of
counts of preference for the two methods.
2
The results of the % analyses are given in table E.6 .
Phrase No.

Value

NULL hypothosis

1 (M)

8.45

REJECTED

2(M)

8.45

REJECTED

3 (M)

1.25

REJECTED

4(F)

7.2

REJECTED

5(F)

6.05

REJECTED

(F)

16.2

REJECTED

6

Table E . 6 Results of AAM / reference test
The letters in brackets in the first column denotes the speakers sex. The third
column shows that none of the phrases were accepted under the NULL hypothesis
for a level of significance a = 0.05

The results in table E . 6 suggest that the AAM method of synthesis-by-analysis is in
ferior to the reference method of synthesis-by-analysis.
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E.3.2 Statistical Analysis o f Degree of Preference
In this section details are given of statistical analysis number two, chapter four, sec
tion 4.4.3. The result of a t-test for related samples is given. The test was designed
to examine the hypothesis that: only a slight difference in quality exits between the
two methods o f analysis. The NULL hypothesis for this analysis was that no infor
mation about the degree of preference can be deduced from the data. That is, no
strong trend appeared in the marking. Table E.7 contains the experimental data used
in the analysis

Set 1

Set

2

■
iH
X

Phrases No.
1

36

4

32

2

34

6

28

3

39

1

38

4

33

7

26

5

2 2

18

4

6

29

1 1

18

Table E.7 Table of data used in the degree of difference test

Equation (1) (section E.2) was used in the t-test
The value of t determined using equation (1) and the data given in table E.7 was:
t = 4.98
For a significance level of a = 0.05, this value of t shows that the NULL hypothesis
must be rejected, which implies that only a slight difference in the quality of the syn
thetic speech existed between the two methods of analysis.
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Appendix F: Experimental Results fo r Transform Synthesis
F .l Experimental results for early networks
This section presents, in table F.l, the results of the perceptual test outlined in chap
ter five. Table F.l shows, in descending order of naturalness, the experimental re
sults for all subjects tested. The most natural sounding phrase appearing first.
Naturalness
1

2

Analysis method
Sampled (low pass filtered) speech
Transformed synthetic speech produced using MLPs
trained on the (CS) type data.

3

Transformed synthetic speech produced using MLPs
trained on the (SR) type data.

4

Automatic amplitude mapped synthetic speech

5

Larynx synchronous LP analysed synthetic speech

Table F.l Experimental results for the "early" network designs
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F.2 Experimental results of ABX test
In this section results of three statistical analyses are presented using data obtained
from the ABX test described in chapter five.
Table F.2 show the randomised order of presentation for the experiments.
Presentation No.

Phrase

Order

1

1(M)

ATRAN dRREF

2

3(F)

'T R A N

A

B
d ref

A

B

3

3(M)

4

1(F)

ATRAN B
°R E F

5

2(M)

^TR A N ®REF

6

1(M)

AREF B
d TRAN

7

2(F)

A
B
m r e f d tran

8

3(M)

A
B
m r e f d tran

9

2(M)

A
B
m r e f d tran

1 0

1(F)

AREF B
d TRAN

1 1

3(F)

AREF B
d TRAN

1 2

2(F)

^T R A N ® REF

m tran d ref

Table F.2 Randomised presentation order for transform synthesis
Table F.3 tabulates the enumerated "raw" experimental results for each subject. The
"raw" data was enumerated as follows:
-2 : Transform » Reference

2: Reference » Transform

-1 : Transform > Reference

1: Reference > Transform
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No.

Phrase 1

Phrase 2

Phrase 3

Phrase 4

Phrase 5

Phrase

M

M

M

M

M

M

S

1

1

4
5

1

2

2

1

2

2

2

_

6

2

“ 1

1

2

2

-1

2

t

2
1

2

7
1

8

1

-1
1

1 0

14

1

1

16

18
19

- 2

1

1

1

- 2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

1
2
1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

-1
-1

1

-1

- 2
2
- 1

-1

1
- 1

1

1

-1
2

- 2

2

- 2
1
1

1

- 2
- 1

- 1

1
1

- 1

2

- 2
2

1

- 2

- 1

1

1

1
1

- 2
1

-1

2

1

2

-1

1

2

2

- 1
-1

- 2

- 2

1
1

2

1

- 1

1

2

- 2

-1

2

- 2

-1
-1

2

-1
2

1

2
-1

2

1

1

17

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

-1

- 2

1

2

15

2

1
-1

1
- 2

1

1

1

- 1

- 1

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

- 1

1

1

2

1 1

13

1

1

2

1 2

- 1

2

1
2

2

1

1

9

- 2

2

1

2

2

-1

- 1

2
1

-1

2 0

- 1
1

1

- 2

1

-1

- 2

2

1

-1

S

- 2

1
1

2

1

1

2

1

- 2

S

1

1

1

-1

S

1

2
2

-1

3

S

2

-1
2

S

6

1
1

- 2
1

Table F.3 Enumerated "raw" data from ABX experiments.
To assess the quality of synthesis produced using the transform synthesis step.
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F2.1 Statistical Analysis of AAM V Transform Synth.
In this section details are given of statistical analysis number one, chapter five, sec
tion 5.4.2.2. Results of two t-tests are presented to test the hypothesis (H p that:
synthetic speech produced using the transform synthesis step was preferred over
synthetic speech produced using AAM alone. Table F.4 contains the experimental
data used in this analysis:
Subj.

Set I

Set2

1

5

3

2

2

7

3

4

3

5

5

0

4

3

4

-1

5

0

3

-3

6

1

5

-4

7

1

3

- 2

8

2

3

-1

9

3

3

0

1 0

1

1

0

1 1

3

3

0

1 2

4

3

1

13

1

3

- 2

14

1

4

-3

15

1

4

-3

16

0

4

-4

17

2

3

-1

18

2

3

-1

19

4

5

-1

2 0

0

5

-5

xr x2

Table F.4 Data used to test AAM V Transform synth.

The two t-tests carried out were:
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a) A t-test for related samples,
and
b) A t-test for independent samples.
The equation used in the t-test for related samples was

t = 4-

(i)

^

where d =

and the equation used in the t-test for independent samples was

t =

(xx- x 2) - ( p x~ p 2)

(2)

where:
Xj and * 2 3 1 6 sample means of observation set
|ij and

1

and set 2 .

are the means for population 1 and population 2 under the NULL hy

pothesis.
and n is the number elements in each set.
The value determined for t using equation (1) and the data given in table F.4 was:
t = -2.47
While the value determined for t using equation (2) and the data given in table F.4
was:
t = -2.47
For a significance level of a = 0.05, both values of t showed that the hypothesis (H p
could be accepted.
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F.2.2 A Statistical Analysis of Trans. Synth. V the Reference
In this section details are given of statistical analysis number two, chapter five, sec2
tion 5.4.2.2. The results presented are of % analyses earned out on the six test
2
phrases (see appendix D, section D.l). The data used in the % analyses is given in
table F.5.
Phrase No.

Reference

Transform synth.

1

2 2

18

2

38

2

3

37

3

4

23

17

5

31

9

6

18

2 2

Table F.5 Data from reference / transform synth. ABX test.

In these analyses the NULL hypothesis (Ho) states that: there is no significant differ
ence between the reference method and the transform synthesis method.
The equation used was as follows:

2
2
% = X ( (observed frequency - expected frequency) )

expected frequency

In these tests the expected frequencies were defined as being an equal number of
counts of preference for the two methods.
2
The results of the % analyses are given in table F.6 .
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Phrase No.

%l value

NULL hypothosis

1(M)

0 . 2

ACCEPTED

2(M)

16.2

REJECTED

3(M)

14.45

REJECTED

4(F)

0.45

ACCEPTED

5(F)

6.05

REJECTED

5(F)

0 . 2

ACCEPTED

Table F . 6 Results of reference / trans. synth. test
The letters in brackets in the first column denote the talkers sex. The third column
shows which of the phrases are accepted under the NULL hypothesis and which are
not for a level of significance a = 0.05.

F.2.3 Statistical Analysis of Degree of Preference
In this section details are given of statistical analysis number three presented in
chapter five section 5.4.2.2. The results of a t-test for related samples are given. The
test was designed to examine the hypothesis that: only a slight difference exists be
tween the two methods of analysis. The NULL hypothesis for this analysis was that
no information about the degree of preference between the two methods can be de
duced from the data.
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Table F.7 contains the experimental data used in this analysis.

Phrase No.

Set 1

Set 2

1

37

3

34

2

8

32

-24

3

27

13

14

4

36

4

32

5

33

7

26

6

25

15

1 0

X 1

‘x

2

Table F.7 Table of data used in degree of preference test
contains two sets of data: a) the total counts for all subjects tested, of the number of
times the slightly better than option was used and b) the total counts for all subjects
test, of the number of times the much better than option was used.
The equation used in this test was the same as equation (1) section F2.1. The value
of t for the t-test on the data shown in table F.7 was
t= 1.74
which, for a significance level of a = 0.05, is not significant. Hence the NULL hy
pothesis cannot be rejected. No significant trend was found in the data.
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Appendix G: IEE Colloquium Paper
EXCITATION ANALYSIS AND MODELLING FOR HIGH QUALITY SPEECH
SYNTHESIS
A. P. Breen
1 Abstract
This paper describes work which is aimed at improving the naturalness of copy synthe
sised female speech produced using a software implementation of the JSRU parallel formant synthe
siser. The motivation behind this work is drawn from a number of recent publications which show
that excitation specific effects relating to the shape of the excitation spectrum contribute significantly
to the naturalness of synthetic female speech. An attempt is made to model a number of known exci
tation effects by dynamically changing the voice mix and mark-space ratio control signals using in
formation obtained from a laryngographic signal. To accommodate such excitation effects, modifica
tions are made to the bandwidth and frequency values stored in the synthesisers parameter control
file. Copy synthetic speech produced using a number of different parameter combinations are com
pared through subjective testing and results presented.

2 Introduction
It has been shown by Holmes [1] that synthesis-by-analysis can produce high quality
male speech using a formant synthesiser. However, producing high quality female speech has proved
to be less straight forward [2,3,4,5]. One of the main reasons for this is the greater interaction be
tween the voiced source and the vocal tract in female speech. Recently, high quality female speech
has been reported using a formant synthesiser [6]. This was achieved using a sophisticated model of
the voiced source which accommodated a number of pitch synchronous excitation specific effects.
For voiced speech excitation specific effects can be grouped into three broad classes as follows:
•

Voicing mode effects

•

Glottal pulse timing irregularities

•

Source-tract interactions

In voicing mode effects consideration is given to the behaviour of the vocal folds observed during
phonation. Typically the vocal folds exhibit clear types of vibration. These include:
•

Modal voice. The most common form of vocal fold vibration. Simplistically, modal voice can
be described as consisting of two clearly defined phases during a typical larynx cycle. An open
phase where the vocal folds are apart, lasting for typically 60% of the cycle, and a closed phase
where the vocal folds are together completely closing the glottis.

•

Breathy voice. During breathy voice the vocal folds may never completely occlude the glottis
during a glottal cycle. This results in an aspirated component persisting throughout the larynx
cycle and a reduction in the amplitude of the higher harmonics. Breathy voice may occur at both
at the beginning and end of phonation and is more common in female speakers. It has been sug
gested [7] that there is a correlation between breathiness and fundamental frequency in female
speakers.

•

Creak often called vocal fry or laryngealized voice (pressed voice). This type of vocal fold be
haviour is associated with a very short open phase and a low fundamental frequency. It is also
associated with creaky voice which commonly occurs at the end of phonation.

Glottal pulse timing effects are characterised by a cycle to cycle variation in the fundamental period
often called ‘jitter’ and the cycle to cycle variation in glottal-pulse amplitude often called ‘shimmer’.
It has been observed [8] that variations in the fundamental period are preceptually significant and lead
to a percept of roughness in the voice. The variation in period is not however random but has a par
ticular distribution [6].
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Source-tract interactions consist of the following effects:
•

•

Ripple in the voiced source waveform. During a larynx cycle a standing wave is generated in
the lower pharyngeal portion of the vocal tract, the frequency of which is associated with FI.
However, the transglottal pressure is not constant over a larynx cycle. This change in pressure
interacts with the standing wave nonlinearly causing a ripple to appear in the voiced source. The
standing wave may also cause a change in the mechanical behaviour of the vocal folds when FI
is near an integral multiple of the fundamental.
Formant damping. The coupling of the subglottal cavity to the supra glottal cavity during the
open phase changes the termination impedance of the vocal tract, which causes heavy formant
damping (particularly in FI) and shifts in formant frequencies.

The effects described above have been considered in full in a recent article by Klatt [6]. In [6] Klatt
examined the improvement in naturalness achieved by considering excitation specific effects through
the inclusion of a modified voiced source in the Klatt formant synthesiser design. A similar attempt
to improve the naturalness of synthetic speech through the inclusion of a sophisticated model of the
voiced source has been attempted for a software version of the JSRU parallel formant synthesiser [9].
This paper however is concerned with attempting to incorporate a number of excitation specific ef
fects in a software version of the JSRU synthesiser without the need for a complex voiced excitation
model. Hie subset of excitation specific effects described above which can be realistically included
in JSRU synthesiser using a fixed voiced excitation are:
• Excitation synchronously modifying the formant frequencies and bandwidths over a larynx cycle.
This will be attempted by dynamically controlling the IMS synthesiser control signal (this control
signal will be described in some detail in the next section).
• The inclusion of a random noise component in the production of female speech. This random
noise has two components.
— A fixed component of breathiness. This was observed by Klatt [10] who has stated that a
particular female speaker in his analysis "revealed a considerable random breathiness noise
at frequencies above 2kHz over portions of many utterances".
~ A variable component of breathiness related to OQ the ‘open quotient’. OQ is defined as the
fraction of the larynx period during which the glottis open, and is commonly expressed as a
percentage. It is suggested that during phonation the degree of aspiration present in speech is
related to OQ.
The following sections will consider in more detail how these effects will be incorporated into the
JSRU synthesiser:

3 The JSRU parallel formant synthesiser
The JSRU parallel formant synthe
siser [11] used in these experiments is
shown in fig. 1. It is controlled by
twelve signals of which nine control the
formant frequencies and amplitudes and
the other three aspects of the voiced ex
citation, namely, fundamental fre
quency, degree of voicing (VMIX) and
the excitation mark-space ratio (IMS).
The control signals are updated at a
frame rate of 10ms and all operations of
the synthesiser are completed one frame
at a time before passing on the the next
frame. Synthetic speech samples are
produced at a sampling rate of 10kHz
and contain frequency information up to
4.5kHz.

Unvote*
Lsotaten

y*ay)

Controfcr*

Ulor-olort

Qbtttf

W fU V

F4LW

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the JSRU synthesiser.
From [11]
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4 The JSRU synthesiser mark/space ratio (IMS) control signal
The mark/space ratio parameter (IMS) is defined in [11] as "controlling the glottal open
period with respect to the fundamental period 1/fO". Before describing the IMS control signal in
some detail it is worth considering how perceptually significant this parameter is likely to be. This
control signal certainly only deals with relatively fine perceptual details. Errors in other control sig
nals such as the formant frequencies and amplitudes can easily swamp much of the effect produced
by this control signal. Some evidence that varying the IMS control signal can be perceptually impor
tant is obtained from [12]. In this paper the authors state that changing the IMS value did
perceptually alter the quality of the resulting synthesis. Changing the IMS value at the frame rate
effectively puts some of the larynx synchronous variation back into the signal. Obviously the effects
will be limited by the control signal update rate which is fixed at 10ms. The IMS control is used to
alter the voiced excitation mark/space ratio without altering the excitation frequency and is defined as
representing the ratio of the excitation period to a notional pulse length on the logarithmic fundamen
tal frequency scale. It is initially inteipreted by the formula.:
IMS = (IMS - 32)/2 + IFO
(])
The range is limited to 1 - 63, so subtracting 32 in equation (1) enables the effective modification of
the IMS parameter to be either positive or negative from its assumed mean value. The division by
two is simply to reduce the effective range of control. IFO is the parameterised logarithmic funda
mental frequency and is included to ensure that the M/S ratio is independent of fO. This IMS value is
use to derive a "PL" pulse length or effective open phase using equation (2).
PL = GRPL/FOTABL(IMS)
( Z)
Where GRPL is a fixed parameter normally set to 0.6 in the synthesiser parameter file. This value of
GRPL results in an OQ of 60% when supplied with an IMS = 32 (the default IMS value). FOTABL
is a lookup table containing the fO values for a given IMS value. Changing the IMS control signal
from this fixed value will effectively squash or stretch the stored excitation pulse depending on the
IMS value chosen. This will change the low frequency component of the fixed excitation pulse.
However this has not been observed to cause any detrimental effects. The variation of PL does not in
itself produce suitable formant frequency and bandwidth modifications these are achieved as follows.
Associated with the fixed voiced excitation is a glottal area function "GLAREA" (see [11] for more
details) a coarsely defined wave shape stored in the synthesiser parameter file. The duration of this
function is varied synchronously with the excitation pulse. The function is inappropriately named as
it does not accurate represent the glottal area but is used via two equations to control the degree of
excitation synchronous formant frequency and bandwidth modification. The amount by which the
formant frequencies and bandwidth vary depends on parameter values stored in the synthesisers pa
rameter file. Table 1 shows the formant parameters which have been modified from their default val
ues (see [11] for a full listing of the default parameter values) to allow appropriate excitation
synchronous modifications.
Parameters
BDWTAB (Hz)
DBMOD (Hz)
FQMOD (Hz)

BW
30.0
-

-

FI

F2

F3

FHV

FHUV

FN

30.0

30.0

50.0

50.0

400.0

50.0

500.0

70.0

70.0

70.0

0.0

500.0

100.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Table 1. Table of parameters modified to enhance the effects of a dynamically varying
IMS control signal.
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5 The JSRU synthesiser degree of voicing (VMIX) control signal
This control signal can adopt
63 different values specifying as
many differing degrees of voicing.
Each formant resonator can be
driven with a mixture of voiced
and voiceless excitations to allow
accurate modelling of such sounds
as voiced fricatives, affricates and
plosives. A value of 63 signifies
frilly voiced excitation while a
value of 1 signifies fully voiceless
excitation. Intermediate values re
sult in differing levels of excitation
mix. However the ratio of voiced
to voiceless excitation in a given
formant resonator for a given de
gree of voicing differs with
formant frequency as shown in
fig. 2.

Formant
Excitation

FN

Unvoiced,
Voicing control

Fig. 2. Characteristics of the excitation mixing system
for the synthesiser as the degree of voicing is altered.

6

Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure was as follows. The speech data was recorded simultane
ously with a electro-laryngographic signal [13] and stored digitally on a hard disk at 10kHz sampling
rate. The speech data was then analysed using a synthesis-by-analysis system to produced a set of
good quality JSRU formant synthesiser control signals. The voice mix control signal was intially
given a value of 63 for voiced speech and 1 for voiceless speech. OQ information was then calcu
lated from the electro-laryngographic signal as described in [7]. This information was used to calcu
late new IMS control signal values every 10ms using the following equations (shown as pseudo
code):
Quantised FO = 25.0*2(Parameterised- F0/16)
NewFO = (GRPL*Quantised_FO)/OQ
Index = (Ln New FO - Ln 25)*16
IMS = 2*(Index - Parameterised _F0) + 32
Where Parameterised_FO is the index into a 64 element table of log fundamental frequency values.
New_F0 is a pseudo / q parameter with the appropriate OQ correction and index is the new index into
the 64 element lookup table. During voiceless regions an IMS value of 32 was used. For more details
on the above parameters see [11].
*
Breathiness was included in two ways:
• To give the impression of high formant devoicing a fixed "default" level of breathiness was in
cluded. This value of voicing was chosen so that with an open quotient of 60% the fourth
formant resonator would be driven by noise source excitation only. As stated previously an IMS
value for 32 results in a 60% OQ. To accommodate excitation specific breathiness in the voicing
decision the following equation was used (shown as pseudo code):
V M IX = 80*O Q
In both of the above cases OQ was presented as a fraction. These modifications to the basic control
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signal values were tested using an ABX like subjective test to see whether the modifications produced
a significant improvement in naturalness over an unmodified set of synthesiser control signal values.

7 Subjective testing of modifications
Possible improvements in naturalness due to the modifications described above where
assessed through informal listening tests on a number of phrases and by a statistical analysis on one
exemplar test phrase. In the statistical analysis synthetic speech produced using the modified control
signal values was compared with synthetic speech of the same test utterance produced with the stan
dard control signals. Briefly the experimental procedure was as follows: Ten subjects were presented
with 16 phrase sets containing three phrases; phrase A, phrase B and phrase X. The first two phrases
were randomly assigned to be either produced by unmodified or partially modified control signals or
a new modification to the control signals. The third phrase X, was the low pass filtered original, sam
pled, speech pressure waveform. Subjects were asked to decide which phrase A or B sounded most
like X. Four experiments were conducted. They were as follows:
1. To test whether there was a significant improvement in naturalness over the original synthetic
speech due to modifications of bandwidth alone.
2. To test whether there was a significant improvement in naturalness over the bandwidth modified
synthesis with the inclusion of a dynamically varying IMS.
3. To test whether there was a significant improvement in naturalness over the bandwidth + IMS
with the inclusion of aspiration in voiced speech.
4. To test whether there was a significant improvement in naturalness with all modifications present
over the original method of synthesis.
All experiments were analysed using a t - test (one-tailed) for related samples. The NULL hypothesis
in all cases was that no significant improvement could be found, a was set at 0.05.
8

The test data

The test phrase consisted of one phrase spoken by a female speaker. The particular
phrase "George made the girl measure a good blue vase" was selected because it contained a repre
sentative selection of different types of excitation.

9 Results
The results for all four test are tabulated in table 2.
Experiment
(BW) / Orijt.
(BW+IMS) / (BW)

t value
2.6
-1.18

(BW+IMS+VMTVfBW+IMS'l
(allWOrie

-1.76
4.00

Hypothesis
ACCEPTED
REJECTED
REJECTED
ACCEPTED

Table 2. The table shows in the first column the control signals compared, in the
second column the calculated t value and in the third column whether the hy
pothesis was accepted or rejected.

10 Conclusions
The above (limited) results suggest that the following conclusions may be drawn. With
a fixed IMS value and appropriately chosen bandwidths an improvement in naturalness can be pro
duced. Introducing dynamically varying bandwidths and aspiration do not individually given a sig
nificant increase in performance over appropriately chosen bandwidth values alone, but when com
pared with the original control signal these modifications give a statistically significant improvement
in naturalness at a much higher confidence level (a > 0.001) than modification of bandwidth values
alone.
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It was observed informally, for this test phrase and others, that the inclusion of dynamically varying
bandwidth and aspiration did produced a noticeable increase in naturalness over all the other combi
nations, but that the synthesis produced was still easily distinguishable as being inferior to the origi
nal. Using only one test phrase it is not possible to generalise from these results, however, they agree
with work reported by other researchers notably [6],
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Glossary
ACV:

Amplitude Correction Value

ADPCM:

Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation

CP:

Closed Phase

CQ:

Closed Quotient

CS:

Copy Synthesis

Dx:

Excitation histogram

EGG:

Electroglottograph

F(V

Fundamental frequency

FFT:

Fast Fourier Transform

FHF:

Formant High Frequency

FHV:

Formant High frequency Voiced

FHUV:

Formant High frequency UnVoiced

u

Sampling frequency

Fx:

Fundamental frequency derived from the electro-laryngograph

Hz:

Hertz

JSRU:

Joint Speech Research Unit

LP:

Linear Prediction

Lx:

Electrolaryngographic signal

MLP:

Multi-Layer Perceptron

MOS:

Mean Opinion Score

OP:

Open Phase

OQ:

Open Quotient

PDA:

Pitch Determination Algorithm

PDI:

Pitch Determination Instrument
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SP:

Speech pressure waveform

SR:

Synthesis-by-Rule

STA:

Short Time Analysis

%

Pitch period

Tx:

Pitch period derived from electro-laryngograph

V-UV:

Voiced - UnVoiced

V-UV-S:

Voiced - UnVoiced-Silence

V-UV-M-S: Voiced - UnVoiced-Mixed-Silence
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